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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Numerous modern American novels written after 

World War II hove been discussed primarily as negativis-

tic novels of the absurd, entropic post-waste land ven

tures, or hopeless black-humor revelations of a grotesque 

society. The critics who make such assertions also con

tend that post-war novelists seem to employ a variety of 

negative and imprecise methods which ore tantamount to 

the novelists' negative themes. Many modern American 

novels, however, con be viewed from a different perspec

tive. They can be seen as more positive than negative 

and as employing a consistent and intelligible imagery 

through which such oblique affirmation is revealed. In

terestingly, a great number of American novels published 

between the mid-1950's and the mid-1970's employ the myth 

Significant critics making such assertions ore 
Charles B. Harris, Contemporary American Novelists of the 
Absurd (New Haven: College and Univ. Press, 1971 ); Ray
mond B. Olderman, Beyond The Waste Land: A Study of the 
American Novel in the Niheteen-Sixties (New Haven: Yale 
Univ. Press, 1972); and Max F. Schultz, Black Humor Fic
tion of the Sixties: A Pluralistic Definition of Man and 
His World (Athens: Ohio Univ. Press, 1973). 



of on American Adam who fruitlessly seeks an American 
2 

Eden. Through the imagery implied in this myth, the 

novelists develop a recurrent theme--the need to accept 

and adapt to life's tragedies and complications rather 

than to attempt to escape them. 

Though a number of novelists employ Adamic 

imagery in order to develop this theme, few novelists 

use the imagery as consistently as do Saul Bellow and 

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. Whereas other novelists employ 

Adamic imagery in only a few selected instances. Bellow 

and Vonnegut employ it in the majority of their novels. 

Vonnegut depicts protagonists who ore Adamic and seek 

G paradise in which they can hide in no less than six 

novels; Bellow employs Adamic imagery significantly in 

no less than four of his novels. 

Because Bellow and Vonnegut employ the imagery 

so consistently, they reveal more completely the devel

opment of modern Adamism than do other novelists. That 

is, because Bellow and Vonnegut use Adamic imagery so 

Besides John Steinbeck's East of Eden, which 
obviously is concerned with Adamic imagery, among other 
examples of novels employing this imagery are Joseph 
Heller's Catch-22. John Berth's The Sot-Weed Factor. 
Ken Kesey's One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest. Thomas 
Berger's Little Big Man, and Richard Brau.tigan's The 
Abortion. 



copiously, they are able to vary the ways in which their 

protagonists can be construed as Adamic and thus reveal 

the brood ramifications of modern Adamism. Furthermore, 

because Bellow and Vonnegut use Adamic imagery in a num

ber of novels, these authors ore able to supply a broader 

scope of remedies for escapism than ore other authors who 

employ the imagery to a lesser degree. 

Though American Adamism certainly is not a new 

topic, it surprisingly has not been extensively explored 

3 as it relates to these two modern American novelists. 

In order to show that Adamism relates to Bellow and Von

negut and that the modern American Adamic myth reveals a 

consistent affirmative theme, one must first define what 

is meant by "myth," discuss the various and often over

lapping myths upon which much of American literature is 

dependent, show how the modern American Adamic myth dif

fers from these earlier myths, delineate the varied images 

3 
The most thorough discussion of the Adamic 

myth OS seen in nineteenth-century literature is R.W.B. 
Lewis' The American Adam: Innocence, Tragedy and Tradi
tion in the Nineteenth Century (Chicago: The Univ. oT 
Chicago Press, 1955) . David V/. Noble' s The Eternal Adorn 
and the New World Garden: The Central Myth in the Ameri
can Novel Since 1B30 (New York: George Broziller, 1968), 
revises and updates the myth slightly; Frederic I. Car
penter supplies an interesting overview of Adamism in his 
article "'The American Myth': Paradise (To Be) Regained," 
PMLA, 74 (December, 1959), 599-606. 



which are involved in the creation of modern Adamism, 

and then show how this modern myth is evident in the 

selected works of Bellow and Vonnegut. 

Though "myth" includes a number of diverse 

qualities, it best con be understood as possessing two 

distinctions. First, it involves a traditional tale, 

allegory, or parable which is believed to express a 

supposed philosophical truth about mankind. In this 

sense, Holman in A Handbook To Literature defines myths 

as "dramatic or narrative embodiments of a people's 

perception of the deepest truths." Similarly, Henry 

Nash Smith states in Virgin Land, a classic study of the 

American West as myth, that "myth" is on image which is 

the fusion of concept and emotion and which is a "col

lective representation rather than the work of a single 

mind." It is therefore a shared experience on the level 

of an archetype; one myth can be employed by many men to 

express similar desires. John McAleer further explains 

this point by defining myth as "the image a particular 

Hugh C. Holman, A Handbook to Literature (New 
York: Odyssey Press, Inc., 1972), p. 334. 

Henry Nash Smith, Virgin Land: The American 
West as Symbol and Myth (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 
1950), p. vii. 



age gives to its central ideas."^ Despite the fact that 

"myth" entails the presentation of a shared truth, the 

second distinct quality of a myth paradoxically negates 

or at least qualifies the first. "Myth" also implies a 

false ideal. As Northrop Frye points out, "The fact that 

myth operates at the top level of human desire does not 

mean that it necessarily presents its world as attained 

or attainable by human beings." Therefore, though "myth" 

of course has many religious and philosophical qualities, 

for the purpose of this study "myth" can be limited to in

volve on unattainable goal which nonetheless con be viewed 

as expressing the collective desires of on era. 

Throughout the history of American literature, 

and especially in the nineteenth century, a variety of 

often overlapping myths that seem peculiar to American 

thought have been evident. Primarily, however, three 

myths have dominated the critical discussion of nine

teenth- and twentieth-century American literature, and 

no fewer than fourteen authors have written complete 

John J. McAleer, "Biblical Symbols in Ameri
can Literature: A Utilitarian Design," English Studies, 
46 (August, 1965), 310. 

Northrop Frye, Anatomy of Criticism: Four 
Essays (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1957), p. 136 



books on the subject. These three myths of America are 

concerned with the American dream, the American frontier 

and V/est as symbol, and early American Adamism. 

Like other myths, these three distinctly Amer

ican myths do attempt to express the character of on age 

and reveal a quest for unobtainable goals. In this v/oy, 

the three myths coincide with the modern American Adamic 

myth. However, the myths of the American dream, the 

frontier and West as symbol, and early American Adamism, 

which incidentally deal almost exclusively with the Amer

ican renaissance, differ greatly from modern American 

Adamism. The earlier myths of America, in depicting 

their protagonists as either dreamers, frontiersmen, or 

early Adams, invest in these protagonists "on air of ad-
o 

venturousness, a sense of promise and possibility." Re

gardless of which mask the early American protagonists 

wear, these protagonists are usually innocent, optimistic 

men who constantly strive forward and resourcefully seek 

to achieve the American dream of on earthly paradise, 

which is somewhat realizable due to the immense promise 

of America. 

R.V/.B. Lewis, The American Adam: Innocence, 
Trogedy and Tradition in the Nineteenth Century (Chica
go : The Univ. of Chicago Press, 1955), p~, V, 



The modern American Adam, on the other hand, 

is usually passive and defeated. His promising vistas 

have been destroyed and his sense of possibility has 

been negated by his experiences. The modern American 

Adam seeks only escape into a paradise which usually 

is illusory; it is often a figment of his imagination 

or a drug-induced hallucination or the false projection 

of a deranged mind. However, in order to understand 

this tendency to escape completely and to realize how 

extreme the gulf between the modern American Adamic 

myth and the three earlier American myths is, it is 

necessary to define these three myths more thoroughly. 

Probably the most conspicuous and all-inclu-

sive myth revealed in American literature is that of 

the American dream. Though its connotations ore far-

reaching, one of the most predominant aspects of the 

American dream involves the acquisition of money and 

power, both of which are to be used for the betterment 

of one's position or the fulfillment of one's dreams; 

and it necessitates a youthful and energetic spirit. 

Though numerous critics have discussed the American 

dream, Jordan Miller supplies one of the best defini

tions, and the dream is most thoroughly discussed by 
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Frederic Carpenter in American Literature and the Dream, 

Kenneth Lynn in The Dream of Success, and V/alter Allen 

in The Urgent V/est: The American Dream and Modern Man. 

Miller states that the dream is essentially the asser

tion of a youthful optimism: 

This is how The Dream works. Given Youth--that is, 
youngness of spirit and body, with unsophisticated 
enthusiasm and limitless visions of magnificent 
goals reached through unencumbered individual ini-
tiative--all things are possible. To Youth must 
come Success, if enough of that energy is applied 
with enough single-minded determination, because 
this Youth is living in a country whose own youth 
still offers everything to all takers. . . .' 

The key words ore "youngness," "enthusiasm," "initiative," 

"determination," and "energy." The important distinction 

is that men possessing these positive characteristics 

parallel a similar optimism evident in America as a na

tion. Thus, what Miller reveals is that one aspect of 

the American dream is the attainment of the "magnificent 

goal" of "Success." 

Ironically, however. Miller also states that 

this dream of success is "a potentially destructive 

g 
Jordan Y. Miller, "Myth and the American 

Dream: O'Neill to Albee," Modern Drama, 7 (September, 
1964), 190. 



national myth." In fact, he soys that the myth is 

"completely fraudulent" since it is "accepted under 

the facile generalization that it con work for all to 

their final happy contentment." In stating this. 

Miller reveals that the American dream is rather am

biguous. Though American dreamers begin their quests 

with a sense of youthful optimism, the quests almost 

always are unsuccessful since the dreamer's "initia

tive" often is equated with naivete and since the de

sired goal of success often necessitates the destruc

tion of innocence. The dream begins optimistically but 

ends in pessimism. 

This some ambiguity is evident in Lynn's study 

of the American dream. Lynn, like Miller, also is con

cerned with the myth of success. Primarily, Lynn stud

ies turn-of-the-century writers such as Dreiser, London, 

Phillips, Norris, and Herrick, and states that pre- and 

post-Civil War literature was "dedicated to a single 

theme"--success in society. Nonetheless, Lynn asserts 

that this "success literature of the 1350's" and 

'Ojbid. 

^hbid., 198. 
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following is emblematic of a theme which has predominated 

in American literature. As he soys, "success books have 

constituted 'perhaps the most flourishing of all branches 

1 2 
of American literature.'" He adds that "success" sto
ries are important in American literature because they 

distill a scheme of values, a conception of the 
world, a way of life, which has in varying degrees 
been shared by the great bulk of American people 
for over a century. Such books ore the conscious, 
explicit rendition of that shadowy cultural mythol-
olgy--the mythology of success--which permeates the 
American imagination.13 

The ultimate revelation of the success mythology, as Lynn 

points out, is in the works of Horatio Alger. Alger, 

whose own life was a reflection of the fictional motif 

of success, did the most to synthesize the success mythol

ogy. In his stories, he asserted that the American dream 

entailed, in Lynn's words, "The belief in the potential 

greatness of the common man, the glorification of indi

vidual effort and accomplishment, the equation of the 

pursuit of money with the pursuit of happiness and of 

12 
Kenneth S. Lynn, The Dream of Success: A 

Study of the Modern American Imagination (Boston: CTttle, 
Brown and Co., 1955), p~. T", 

^^Ibid., pp. 3-4. 



n 

business success with spiritual grace." However, Lynn 

soys that the Alger dream is damaging since it con so 

rarely be fulfilled. Again, the dream involves ambigu

ity; it starts optimistically but ends pessimistically. 

In his discussion of success and the American 

dream, Lynn mentions that it involves the perfection and 

the glorification of the common man. This leads to an

other avatar of the American dream. Besides being relat

ed to monetary gain, the American dream also is concerned 

with such ideals as progress and freedom for the overage 

man. In this sense, the dream is concerned with democ-

racy--the philosophical rather than the monetary means by 

which life con be bettered. Carpenter, in his study of 

the American dream, emphasizes that this side of the myth 

is also rather ambiguous. He shows that whereas Thoreau, 

Emerson, and V/hitman praise the optimistic possibilities 

inherent in democrary, Melville and Hawthorne deny the 

dream as dangerously fallacious. As Carpenter soys, "the 

great writers of the American Renaissance carried on a 

kind of imaginary debate--Emerson, Thoreau and Whitman 

affirming the beauty of the dream, while Hawthorne and 

14 Ibid., p. 7. 
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15 
Melville denounced its falsity." Specifically, Emerson 

and his peers "celebrated this dream of a new America" by 

asserting that America could become "the new society of 

free and self-reliant individuals" and, therefore, a "per

fect democracy." On the other hand, to conservatives 

like Hawthorne and Melville, the dream of self-reliance 

entailed anarchy and despair, as revealed in Ahob's all-

consuming dream of revenge and Hester's ambiguous moral 

choices. Nonetheless, Carpenter states that the dream 

is vital to American literature regardless of whether it 

is denied or accepted: 

Whether Americans have believed that their new world 
would progressively achieve a more perfect democracy, 
or whether they have attacked this dream as delusion, 
it has determined the patterns of our thinking. Even 
when denied--and perhaps most clearly where denied 
most completely--the dream has been our distinction .18 

Therefore, Carpenter asserts that the American dream. 

Frederic I. Carpenter, American Literature and 
the Dream (New York: Philosophical Library, Inc., rTTST, 
pp. 8-9. 

^^Ibid., p. 8. 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid., p. 5. 

.014 
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either accepted or dismissed, has been a basic motivation 

for American writers. 

Probably the quintessential incarnation of the 

American dream is Fitzgerald's Gotsby, and in him we see 

the ambiguity of the dream. Gotsby fulfills the demo

cratic aspect of the dream since he is the common man 

who has risen in the world due to initiative and energy. 

Similarly, in his "unsophisticated enthusiasm," he as

sumes that money con retrieve for him his magnificent 

goal of youth and love. With enough "single-minded de

termination" he assumes he can fulfill his every whim. 

The dream is ambiguous, however, because in Freudian 

terms the American dream involves "the fulfillment of 

wishes that can probably never be fully realized in oc-

19 tuality." Such is the cose with Gotsby, and his dreams 

end tragically. Allen says, "In The Great Gotsby Scott 

Fitzgerald shows us the American dream in its tragic as

pect, in other words, as a dream incapable of realization 

20 
precisely because it is a dream." Allen further states 

1 9 
W a l t e r A l l e n , The Urgent V/est; The American 

Dream and Modern Man (New York : ^ P. D u t t o n and C o . , 
I n c . , 1 9 6 9 ) , p. 4 . 

^^Ib id . , p. 10. 
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that Gotsby is symbolic of all American dreamers and that 

this symbolism is evident in the concluding paragraphs of 

the novel. After Gotsby has been murdered, Fitzgerald 

has Nick describe the area surrounding Gotsby's mansion, 

and in doing so describe the extent to which Gotsby's 

life and death were emblematic of the American dream: 

Most of the big shore p 
and there were hardly any li 
dowy, moving glow of a ferry 
And OS the moon rose higher 
began to melt away until gro 
of the old island here that 
sailors' eyes--a fresh, gree 
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way for Gotsby's house, hod 
pers to the last and greates 
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last time in history with so 
to his capacity for wonder. 
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So we beat on, boots against the current, 
borne bock ceaselessly into the post.21 

What Fitzgerald portrays is the inability to fulfill the 

dream, but he also shows that there is something exhila

rating even in defeat. Gotsby, as defeated dreamer, is 

still the epitome of the optimistic, innocent, and youth

ful American spirit which desires enchantment and equates 

a glorious future with an even more glorious post. 

Allen shows thot the American dream is related 

to another of the three basic American myths--the frontier 

and West as symbol. He soys, "The frontier, the movement 

westward, remains the great image of the American sense 

of possibility. As such, it is one of the main compo

nents of the American dream, one might say of America as 

22 dream." These two myths are distinct, however, in that 

the American dream, as limited to the dream of success, 

primarily is concerned with a man's achievements within 

a social structure; the concept of the American frontier 

and West deals more with escape from society into the 

21 F. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gotsby (Ne w 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1925), p. 182. 

22 Allen, p. 58. 

rif*—^ I Urir 
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realm of philosophical primitivism. Whereas the Ameri

can dream is best revealed by Gotsby, Allen states that 

the concept of the frontier and the West is best summed 

up in the last sentences of Huckleberry Finn: 

But I reckon I got to light out for the territory 
ahead of the rest, because Aunt Solly she's going 
to adopt me and civilize me, and I can't stand it. 
I been there before.23 

In these sentences, "The dream of the frontier" is the 

dream of escape from "respectability, the constraints 

of civilization and society, indeed from civilization 

and society itself into the life of uninhibited free-

II24 
dom." Rather than a desire for success in society, 

the myth of the frontier and the West involves a lit

eral return to a primitive setting and a symbolic re

capturing of a primitive ideal. Carpenter attempts to 

clarify this distinction between setting and theme when 

he soys, "The 'primitive' paradise, which the idea of 

primitivism celebrates, is (classically) not the 'prime

val* wilderness of pre-history, but rather the 'primal' 

23 
Mark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry 

Finn (New York: Holt, Rinehort and Winston, Inc., 1948), 
FrT74. 

24 Allen, p. 58 
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25 
ideal of mankind." That is, when Natty Bumppo enters 

the forests he seeks not only the physical primitivism 

of a rural, uncultivated setting but also the mental 

primitive ideal of an uncultured and uncorrupted life. 

These two aspects, escape and primitivism, 

which comprise the American frontier and V/est as symbol 

are perhaps best discussed by Frederick Jackson Turner 

in The Frontier in American History and Edwin Fussell 

in Frontier: American Literature and the American V/est. 

Both Turner and Fussell assert that the quest for the 

frontier was not just the escapism of society-wary 

deersloyers. It was more significantly the fictional 

representation of the breach between a new American life

style and older European civilization. As Turner soys, 

the frontier as escape represented "a steady movement 

away from the influence of Europe, a steady growth of 

26 independence on American lines." Fussell odds that 

frontierism reflected a movement from "East to West . . 

25 
Frederic I. Carpenter, "'The American Myth' 

Paradise (To Be) Regained," PMLA, 74 (December, 1959), 
604. 

26 
Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in 

American History (1920; rpt. New York: Henry Holt and 
Co., 1950), p. 4. 

m 
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from right to left. Old World to New, reality to beat 

itude."^^ 

Turner and Fussell also see the frontier as 

primitivistic. In his discussion of the frontier in 

American history. Turner soys that 
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Unlike Turner who sees in the primitivism of the Ameri

can frontier a chance for rebirth and, subsequently a 

positive movement forward, Fussell's view of the frontier 

as primitivistic is ambiguous. He agrees that on one 

hand the quest for the frontier was a movement "from 

present to future." But at the some time, inasmuch as 

the frontier was uncivilized and could be interpreted "as 

27 
Edwin Fussell, Frontier: American Literature 

and the American West (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 
1965), p. 14. 

28 Turner, pp. 2-3. 
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chaos, matrix, embryo," it was "'earlier,' and therefore 

II2 9 
the past," He develops this ambiguity by revealing 

that the progressive and the regressive sides of primi

tivism ore inherent in the language--"'bock' ('bockwoods-

30 

man*) and 'front' ('frontiersman')." Thus, Fussell as

serts that American primitivism involved a seemingly par

adoxical striving forward to embrace the post. 

Though the American frontier and V/est as symbol 

differs from the American dream in terms of its escapism 

and primitivism, it shares with the dream a spirit of op

timism. Like the American dreamers, the frontiersmen 

were youthful and energetic in their zealous desires. 

Turner considers this aspect of the frontier essential 

since it reveals America's vitality and originality. 

"First of all, there was the ideal of discovering, the 

courageous determination to break new paths. . . . Then 

there was the ideal of democracy, the ideal of a free 

31 self-directing people." This same optimism and vital 

spirit is evident in Fussell. He relates that one 

^^Fussell, p. 14 

-^^Ibid., p. 15. 

31 
Turner, p. 306 
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idealist writing in 1839 said of the V/est, 

The expansive future is our arena, and for our 
history. We are entering on its untrodden space. 
. . . We ore the nation of human progress, and who 
will, what con, set limits to our onward march? . 
. . The far-reaching, the boundless future will be 
the era of American greatness. In its magnificent 
domain of space and time, the nation is destined to 
manifest to mankind the excellence of divine prin
ciples ,32 

Fussell, employing the writers of the mid-

1800's, reveals how this sense of adventurousness was 

ever-present. He first states that Cooper appreciated 

the prospect of conquering the frontier. In Wyandotte 

Cooper wrote, "There is a pleasure in diving into a vir 

gin forest and commencing the labours of civilization. 

, . [Diving into a virgin forest] approaches nearer to 

33 the feeling of creating . . . ." Fussell odds that 

Cooper's "frontier novels were attempts to define, to 

nourish, and to preserve" the desire for creating and 

that in the final judgment this concept of creation and 

the frontier is embodied in Leatherstocking, who "was 

purely and simply that new man, the generic American, 

Fussell, p. 13 

Ibid,, p, 28. 
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the metaphor of the Western frontier fleshed out as a 

I 34 
human being." Like Cooper, Thoreau believed that the 

West was "prophetic, religious, aesthetic—the fountain 

of being, the source of renewal, the spring of art." 

In fact, in "Walking" Thoreau soys that to go westward 

is to go "into the future, with a spirit of enterprise 

36 
and adventure." Melville's view of the V/est is vogue 

and metaphysical. He mokes use of very figurative con

cepts of the West since his frontiers were the Marquesas, 

Tahiti, and "Mordi." Nonetheless, he often viewed the 

West in the some optimistic way that other nineteenth-

century writers did. In Mordi he writes, "West, West! 

West, West! Whither-word point Hope and prophet-fingers. 

, . , West, V/est!--Oh boundless boundary! Eternal 

37 Goal!" Finally, Whitman broadly spoke of "the great 

FUTURE of this Western World" and "the boundless demo

cratic free West!"^^ 

Ibid,, p, 68. 

-^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid. 

^®Ibid, 

p. 177 

p. 181. 

pp. 243-44 

pp. 400-01 
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The American myth most significant in terms of 

this study is that of the American Adam, since American 

Adamism supplies possibly the best explanation of many 

modern American novels. Furthermore, early American 

Adamism, the view of American protagonists as figurative 

Adams innocently living in on American Eden, might also 

be the most significant American myth in all of American 

literature. Carpenter states that Adamism is "the most 

unified, and probably the most generally accepted myth." 

Its importance lies in the fact that it subsumes the var

ious and diverse elements of the other two major American 

myths, and thus unifies them. Though early American Adam

ism deals little with monetary gain, it is concerned with 

the democratic aspect of the American dream, for when 

America cut itself off from its European post, according 

to David Noble, it paved the way for "on earthly millen

nium of perfect harmony in the New V/orld Eden. The Amer

ican democratic citizen is a new Adam. 
..40 

This some 

39 
Carpenter, "'The American Myth,'" 599. 

David W. Noble, The Eternal Adam and the New 
V/orld Garden: The Central Myth in the American Novel Since 
1830 (New York: George Broziller, 1968), p. 5. 
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detachment from Europe is related to the escapism of 

the frontier and West as symbol; thus, early American 

Adamism also anticipates this aspect of the frontier 

ideal. In fact. Carpenter states that "both the fron

tiersmen of the wild V/est, and the homesteader who 

tilled 'the garden of the world,'" ore unified "into 

a figure of 'the American Adam' before the fall. .,41 

R.W.B. Lewis, in The American Adorn, has done 

the most to unify the various myths and supplies the 

best study of the Adamic myth. Like other critics of 

American myths, he is concerned primarily with the 

Adamic myth as it appears in the American Renoissgnce. 

He calls the Adamic myth "a native American mythology" 

which was especially evident "from about 1820 to 

42 1860," Also, like other critics, Lewis asserts 

that the American Adamic myth is ambiguous. On one 

hand was "the party of hope," whose members included 

Cooper, Thoreau, and Whitman. To these men, "America, 

in the hopeful creed, hod no post, but only a present 

and a future." On the other hand, Hawthorne and 

41 Carpenter, "'The American Myth,'" 599 

42 Lewis, p. 1. 

^-^Ibid., p. 7. 

tahi 
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Melville believed that there was tragedy inherent in 

the American Adam's innocence. 

Lewis first shows how the hopeful, innocent 

view of the American Adam is evident in Cooper's nov

els. Lewis soys. 

If there was o fictional Adomic hero unombiguously 
treated—celebrated in his very Adamism--it was the 
hero of Cooper's The Deerslayer: g self-relignt 
young mon who does seem to hove sprung from nowhere 
and whose characteristic pose, to employ Tocque-
ville's words, was the solitary stance in the pres
ence of Nature and God.44 

For Lewis, Natty Bumppo "is the full-fledged fictional 
45 

Adam," Thoreau created no Adamic character, but in 

Walden he revealed that a return to nature involved the 

Adamic ideal of innocence. Primarily, Thoreau's hopeful 

creed is dependent on his use of baptismal images and 

rebirth rites through which he demands "that individuals 

start life all over again, and that in the new world a 

fresh start was literally and immediately possible to 

anyone. . . . " Whitman gives the "fullest portrayal 

^^Ibid., p. 91. 

^^Ibid., p. 104 

^^Ibid., p. 26. 
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of the new world's representative man as a new, American 

1.47 
Adam." In his poems in Leaves of Grass collected under 

the section Children of Adam, he combines in his persona 

and in his love of nature both Cooper's Adamic hero and 

Thoreou's view of nature as setting for rebirth. In one 

poem Whitman clearly shows his hopeful beliefs: 

As Adam early in the morning, 
V/olking forth from the bower refresh'd with sleep. 
Behold me where I pass, hear my voice, approach. 
Touch me, touch the palm of your hand to my body as 

I pass. 
Be not afraid of my body.^^ 

Whitman's Adam is the consummate view of America and its 

citizens as innocent men before the fall. Adorn, in this 

poem, has no past but only a glorious future; he is a 

"liberated, innocent, solitary, forward-thrusting per-

1 » X .1 ̂  ' ity. 

Hawthorne and Melville, unlike their more hope 

ful peers, hod on ambiguous view of the American Adam. 

"^^Ibid., p, 28. 

Walt Whitman, "As Adam early in the morning," 
in Leaves of Gross and Selected Prose (1921; rpt. New 
York: The Modern Library, 1950), p. 92. 

Lewis, p. 28. 
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What Hawthorne presented was that a wholly innocent and 

paradisiacal life was impossible due to "qualities of 

evil and fear and destructiveness" existing in man. 

Due to these evil and destructive forces, Hawthorne's 

Adamic heroes were not optimistic and forceful youths 

living prior to experience but were solitary figures 

"set over against the inimical society." Furthermore, 

Hawthorne's Adams did not live harmoniously with nature; 

they lived in villages which were poised "on the edge of 

the inviting and perilous wilderness." Thus, in "Young 

Goodman Brown" and in The Scarlet Letter, Adamic charac

ters were confronted not only with the encroaching stric

tures of society but also with ambivalence of the forest 

in which both "possibility was unbounded" and in which 

"evil inclination was unchecked, and witches could flour

ish." But Hawthorne was not completely pessimistic. 

Eventually, in a work like The Marble Faun, he showed 

that the inevitable tragic experiences in life con lead 

^^Ibid,, p. 111. 

^hbid., p. 112. 

^^Ibid. 

^^Ibid,, p, 114, 
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to a felix culpa and allow the hero a "growth in percep

tion and moral intelligence." In this way, Hawthorne 

asserts that the American Adam's movement toward experi

ence and evil con be hopeful since it leads to knowledge 

and growth. 

Melville accentuates Hawthorne's assertion. He 

too shows that the supposed innocence of the Marquesas or 

the paradisiacal qualities of "Mordi" ore illusory and 

that evil exists. Like Hawthorne, Melville believes that 

recognition of this evil con lead to mature growth. In 

Moby-Dick, he shows that the purely innocent man like 

Stubb "hath more of joy than sorrow in him" and thus "can

not be true--not true, or undeveloped." Similarly, the 

man who is consumed by evil, like Ahob, also is untrue 

and overcome by "a woe that is madness. u56 The true 

Adamic character must experience and accept evil in life 

and rise above it because of his experience. Like Ishmo-

el, he must be as the Cotskill eagle who can "dive down 

into the blackest gorges, and soar out of them again 

54 

55 

Ibid., p. 127. 

Herman Melville, Moby-Dick (New York: W.W 
Norton and Co., Inc., 1967), p"I 355. 

56 Ibid. 
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and become invisible in the sunny spaces." What Mel

ville envisions is an apotheosis in which man must stoop 

to conquer, in which man must experience to grow. The 

ultimate revelation of such on apotheosis is in Billy 

Budd. Billy Budd is similar to Whitman's "Adam early 

in the morning"; he too is pure and innocent. Such in

nocence, according to Melville, is dangerous, for Budd 

is on Adamic hero who is "thrust . . . into a world for 
C O 

which his purity altogether unfits him." He is tempted 

by the serpentine Cloggort, innocently strikes his accus

er, commits murder, and must die for his sin. But Mel

ville reveals that Billy ascends in death and, therefore, 

his death is a fortunate fall because through it the 

world is transformed. Ironically, in denying the opti

mism of Cooper, Thoreau, and V/hitman, according to Lewis, 

Melville resurrects "the legend of hope both in life and 

in literature: by repudiating it in order to restore it 

in an apotheosis of its hero. There will be solvation 
59 yet, the story hints, from that treacherous dream." 

^^Ibid. 

58 Lewis, p. 149, 

^^Ibid,, p, 152, 
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Despite the initial pessimism of Hawthorne and 

Melville, Lewis' perception of the American Adamic myth 

is hopeful since even Hawthorne and Melville's protago

nists end up evincing optimism. Certainly Cooper, Thoreau, 

and Whitman created works of art in which "gn air of ad

venturousness, a sense of promise and possibility" was 

dependent upon on "authentic American" who was "a figure 

of heroic innocence and vast potentialities, poised at the 

start of a new history." Their characters or personos 

were "identified with Adam before the fall." Lewis ol so 

asserts that Adamism "sow life and history as starting up 

again under fresh initiative, in a divinely granted second 

chance for the human race, after the first chance hod been 

62 so disastrously fumbled in the darkening Old V/orld." 

This is precisely what Hawthorne and Melville portrayed. 

Though their tales revealed evil in life, the v/riters 

stressed that this evil could be overcome and that a "sec

ond chance" would result; "life and history" could "start 

up again under fresh initiative" after such on apotheosis 

as evident in Billy Budd and Moby-Dj^ck. 

Ibid,, p. 1. 

61 Ibid., p, 5, 

^^Ibid, 
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David Noble, in The Eternal Adgm gnd the New 

World Ggrden; The Centrgl Myth in the Americgn Novel 

Since 1830, is not as optimistic in his revisionistic 

view of Adamism. Much like Leo Marx, Noble asserts that 

the possibility of a "new world garden" in America is 

gradually destroyed by a "machine." In his study of 

American Adamism, Noble contends that Cooper, Hawthorne, 

I4elville, Twain, and Crone all grew up with the ideal 

and desired the innocence of America as Eden, but that 

their desires were shattered by the imperfectobility of 

man, a "post-Civil War urban-industrial society," Dar

winism, and other deterrents to innocence. Thus, in 

contrast to Lewis who believes that even the presence of 

evil could lead to a fuller realization of America as 

Eden, Noble believes that American history has been a 

continuous movement away from innocence and a destruc

tion of America as paradise. 

For instance, rather than viewing Cooper's 

heroes as the epitome of Adamism, Noble asserts that 

63 
In The Machine in the Garden: Technology 

and the Pastoral Ideal in America (New York: Oxford 
Univ. Press, 1964), Leo Marx contends thgt pgstorolism 
in Americg wgs destroyed by the encroochment of whot he 
calls the "machine," intrusions such as industrialism, 
urbanization, utilitarianism, and masculine aggression. 

^^Noble, p. 101. 
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Cooper's novels show that history and experience destroy 

American Adamic innocence. His Leatherstocking tales, 

whose internal chronology begins with Deerslayer and 

ends with The Prairie, 

reveal Cooper's dedication to the death of the 
American Adam by placing him within time. Sys
tematically, he proceeds to destroy Leatherstock
ing * s "initial habitat . . . as spaciousness." 
Leatherstocking's "area of total possibility" be
comes more and more constricted until a withered 
myth vanishes with the disappearance of the lost 
area of virgin land.^5 

Similarly, Hawthorne portrayed the destruction of the 

Adamic myth in his literature. Cooper believed that the 

myth was destroyed by the encroachment of civilization 

into the forest; Hawthorne asserted that the myth of New 

World Adamic innocence, which was dependent on a reli

gious concept of purity, was inaccessible because of the 

evil inherrent in man. Hawthorne 

sow that the myth of the American Adam hod existed 
before 1740 and would survive the end of the fron
tier; its roots were in that religious faith called 
Puritanism. The belief in the possibility of Euro
pean rebirth and regeneration in the New V/orld was 
the motivating vision which hod led the saving rem
nant from England to Massachusetts; the American 
Adam was the theological creation of the English 

^^Ibid,, p, 8 
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thinkers of 1600 who supposed that it was possible 
to flee from the sinfulness of Old England to the 
innocence of New England.^^ 

But Hawthorne realized that a movement from one continent 

to another did not exorcize the innately sinful quality 

of man. Because he recognized that evil existed in man 

and not in English society or tradition, Hgwthorne "did 

not believe in the saving remnant; the human condition 

was the inescapable context of man's experience on 

earth." In accordance with Hawthorne, Melville also 

believed that evil was a product of man and therefore 

could not be escaped. He moved his vision of Eden to 

the sea, "But when he come to those tropical Gardens of 

Eden, the South Sea Islands, he found the children of 

68 
nature as corrupt as the men of civilization." Unlike 

Cooper, who saw America as Eden destroyed by civiliza

tion, and Hawthorne and Melville, who believed innocence 

was unachievable due to man's inherent evil. Twain felt 

thot "Progress, as the creative destructiveness of in

dustrialism, could only lead America away from the 

^^Ibid., pp. 24-25 

^^Ibid., p. 25. 

^^Ibid,, p, 35, 
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Jeffersonion Eden, ,,69 
As a more modern writer than 

Cooper, Twain believed that industrialism in society 

rather than simply the cultivation of the wilderness 

affected the tragic loss of America's potential for 

"natural innocences. 
.,70 

Though Noble revises Lewis' premise concerning 

the American Adam, he is in line with the assumptions 

held by Allen, Carpenter, Miller, Lynn, and Marx. These 

men believe that America optimistically began its quest 

for monetary, political, geographic, and moral perfection 

in on American paradise but that this optimism gave way 

to a pessimistic realization that such perfection was im

possible due to a vast array of necessary evils; America 

could not achieve paradise because money corrupts inno

cence, pastoral wildernesses ore destroyed by civiliza

tion and industrialization, and moral perfection is im

possible because man has evil qualities. Nonetheless, 

since Noble states that the authors of the nineteenth 

century revealed that the destruction of the American 

Adamic myth was dependent upon a previously held opti

mistic ideal, he is in line with Lewis' assertion that 

Ibid., p. 54. 

^^Ibid., p. 115. 
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American Adams were energetic, youthful, spirited, and 

positive men. Therefore, several conclusions con be 

reached concerning similarities in the two versions of 

the American Adamic myth and the extent to which this 

myth subsumes the other two myths of America. 

Regardless of which mask the American protago

nists wear in the nineteenth century--whether they ore 

American dreamers, frontiersmen, or American Adams--they 

begin as optimists who youthfully and passionately seek 

adventure and success. They assume that such success is 

possible because of their youthful passion and because 

America represents to them the unequalled panorama of 

infinite hope. Lewis says that this optimism "engender

ed on the new American scene" is "suggested by the image 

of a radically new personality," the American Adam, 

who is the hero of the new adventure: on individual 
emancipated from history, happily bereft of ancestry, 
untouched and undefiled by the usual inheritances of 
family and race; an individual standing alone, self-
reliant and self-propelling, ready to confront what
ever awaited him with aid of his own unique and in
herent resources.71 

Characters possessing these traits ore Gotsby, a figment 

of the twentieth-century American dream; Henry Fleming, a 

71 Lewis, p. 5. 
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nineteenth-century warrior who envisions the American 

dream of success in war; and Natty Bumppo, a nineteenth-

century depiction of the frontiersman who seeks the West 

as symbol. All of these men con be "identified with Adam 

before the Fall," since these individuals, and many more 

who reveal similar optimistic characters, evince a "moral 

position . . . prior to experience" and o "very newness" 

72 that is "fundamentally innocent." In this way, Adamism 

unites the various heroes in American literature since 

these men see America as on Eden, a land on the threshold 

of a new and glorious discovery, and since the innocent, 

adventurous, and optimistic personalities of these men 

parallel the promise of the country. Thus, one conclu

sion that con be drown from a study of the three basic 

American myths is that the American protagonists reveal 

a consistent optimism and innocence which allows them to 

be perceived as early American Adams. 

Ironically, the optimistic personalities of the 

early American Adams lead to a rather pessimistic theme. 

Lewis, of course, shows that Adamism con entail on opti

mistic theme: the fortunate fall in The Marble Faun and 

in Billy Budd allows for spiritual growth. But predomi

nantly the major critics of the American myths differ 

72 Ibid. 
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from Lewis on this point. The other critics assert that 

though the Adamic figures in nineteenth-century American 

literature innocently strive forward in the hopes of 

achieving on earthly paradise, their hopes are dashed 

and their paradises prove illusive. Allen and Carpenter 

state that the American dream is futile since as a dream 

it proves impossible to fulfill and since it involves a 

self-reliance which con lead to anarchy. Noble relates 

that the myth of the frontier, as seen in Cooper, is fu

tile since the frontier is corrupted by civilization. 

This pessimism perhaps is best evident in Noble's dis

cussion of the futility involved in seeing America as 

Eden. Noble soys that as American literature progressed 

in the nineteenth century and as authors strove to 

achieve their desired Edens, they actually presented 

a movement further from innocence and paradise. 
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Two distinct conclusions, therefore, can be 

drawn from a study of the three basic American myths of 

the nineteenth century. These American myths develop 

protagonists who ore energetic, creative, adventurous, 

and yearning men who admirably desire to moke of America 

an earthly paradise. However, these protagonists, who 

can be seen as Adamic figures because of their innocence, 

fail in achieving a paradise because of the intrusion of 

"reality"—industrialism, urbanization, Darwinism, man's 

imperfectobility—which shatters the myth. 

Interestingly, modern American Adamism, as evi

dent in the novels of Vonnegut and Bellow, reverses and 

contradicts both of these tenets evident in the three 

basic myths of earlier American literature. There ore 

certain similarities, of course, between these two modern 

authors and their predecessors. Bellow's Gene Henderson 

(Henderson the Rain King) and Vonnegut's Molochi Constant 

(Sirens of Titan) and Eliot Rosewater (God Bless^ You, Mr. 

Rosewater) ore oil products of the American dream of mon

etary success. Bellow's Govindo Lol (who sees the moon 

as a new frontier in Mr. Sommler's Planet) and Vonnegut's 

Howard Campbell (who goes West to New York in Mother 

Night) both seek the West or the frontier as escape from 

"civilization." But even these examples, which appear to 

£, 
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coincide with the earlier myths of America, differ in 

intent. Earlier American dreamers were motivated by the 

vision of monetary gain; Henderson, Constant, and Rose-

water only want to escape the horrors associated with 

their wealth. Many earlier American frontiersmen left 

civilization adventurously to fulfill the promise of the 

West. Huckleberry Finn's escape to the West, for in

stance, has, according to Sam Blueforb, an "element of 

hope" in it, "no matter how tenuous that hope may be. 

Out West, [he seems] to feel, [he] will find what [he] 

thought to be lacking where [he] come from." In con

trast, Govindo Lai and Howard Campbell fearfully escape 

"civilization" in order to survive--and the success of 

their escapes is questionable. In this sense, their es

capes could be considered acts of "desperation rather 

than hope." 

These differences hint at the more important 

distinctions between modern American Adamism and the 

earlier myths of America. Primarily, the modern Ameri

can Adam is a defeated man who pessimistically seeks 

Sam Blueforb, The Escape Motif in the Ameri
can Novel: Mark Twain to Richard Wright (Columbus: Ohio 
State Univ. Press, 1972), p. 156. 

^^Ibid. 
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paradise only as escape, rather than on adventurous and 

energetic individual who strives for on earthly paradise 

as fulfillment of optimistic dreams. More significantly. 

Bellow and Vonnegut show that such escapism to paradise 

is not only futile but incorrect. Unlike early American 

protagonists who failed to find Eden, modern protagonists 

do find "paradises," of a sort, which are actually hor

rific and beset with dangers. In this way, the novelists 

imply that life in the here and nov/, "the only world there 

is," is superior to and more admirable than escapism. 

Earlier American novelists ironically have their protag

onists optimistically seek paradise but foil in achieving 

Eden since America as Eden has been destroyed by "prog

ress." Bellow and Vonnegut state that the desire for 

Eden itself is fallacious; they show that their protag

onists who do find "paradises" must realize that paradise 

is not the answer since it involves escapism rather than 

direct confrontation with life. 

The two basic differences, therefore, between 

the early American myths and modern Adamism ore in terms 

^^Miller Williams, The Only World There Is (New 
York: E.P. Dutton and Co., 1971). The need to adopt to 
and accept the world, as implied by V/illioms' title, 
seems to apply to the affirmative themes expressed in 
both Bellow's and Vonnegut's novels. 
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of the personalities of the protagonists and the themes 

inherent in the search for paradise. The first distinc

tion, that of character, is dependent upon the differ

ence between modern American history and earlier Ameri

can history. Initially, early American Adams could be 

optimistic because they sow American "life and history 

as just beginning." To them the world was "starting up 

again under fresh initiative."^^ As the nineteenth cen

tury progressed, their optimism was deflated by the re

ality of the pre- and post-Civil War "urban-industrial 

society," and the optimistic Adams concluded that Amer-

78 
ico OS Eden was unachievable. But this conclusion hod 

to be learned and hod to shatter their originally held 

optimistic ideals. Such is not the cose with modern 

American Adams. The modern Adam, as depicted in,the 

post-World War II literature of Bellow and Vonnegut, 

has no optimistic ideals. He is already aware of the 

intrusions of the "machine"; he has grown up with war, 

urbanization, industrialism, Darwinism, and man's imper

fectobility. Therefore, the personality of the modern 

Adam, rather than reflecting America's early innocence. 

77. ^ 
Lewis, p. 5. 

^^Noble, p. 101, 
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parallels American experience. In this way, the modern 

Adam is o victim of history; his ancestry is a burden 

to him, his self-assurance has been destroyed, and he 

has no unique resources to rely on. In fact, he has 

been devastated by the post, his present is usually a 

nightmare, and he views the future with trepidation. Be

cause of this, he con not seek optimistically to achieve 

a heroic ideal in the creation of on American paradise, 

but con only seek pessimistically to escape from the de

struction of that ideal. V/hot he seeks is a paradise 

opart from reality, a paradise in which he con hide. 

Inasmuch as such an escape to paradise is 

defeatist. Bellow and Vonnegut employ Adamic imagery 

to convey their affirmative theme that man must face 

his troubles rather than evade them. In order to am

plify this contention, these two novelists depict hor

rendous paradises. The paradises in their novels might 

appear to be scenes of pristine beauty and innocence; 

however, they are often illusory, the products of de

ranged minds or drug-induced hallucinations (as in Von

negut's Slaughterhouse-Five, Player Piano, or Sirens of 

Titan); realms of mindless inactivity (as in Vonnegut's 

God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater); or seemingly safe areas 

which actually ore fraught with dangers (as in Bellow's 
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Augie March and Henderson the Rain King). By creating 

such "paradises" and by presenting defeated men who are 

OS modern Adams seeking o modern Eden, these authors 

employ a consistent imagery to imply on affirmative 

theme: avoidance of trouble is no answer; we must live 

in the only world there is rather than seek escape in a 

false paradise. 



CHAPTER II 

SAUL BELLOW 

In The Adventures of Augie March (1953), 

Henderson the Rain King (1959), Herzog (1964), and 

Mr. Sommler's Planet (1970), four of Saul Bellow's 

most successful novels, various characters ore trau

matized by such twentieth-century dilemmas as the stock 

market crash. World War II and its concentration camps, 

the dissolution of the fomily, mechgnizgtion ond its 

concomitant evil--depersonalization, and the overriding 

sense of existential pessimism. Because of such horrors, 

the traumatized characters, unable to face reality, be

come modern American Adams seeking to escape life by en

visioning Eden, a paradise in which they con hide. In 

each novel, however, these characters find no solace in 

their envisioned paradises. In fact, the paradises are 

usually horrendous places v/hich only accentuate the 

plights of the Adamic characters. Thus, Bellow consis

tently employs Adamic imagery in his novels to show that 

Though Bellow's other novels also depict pro
tagonists who are traumatized by twentieth-century dilem
mas, these characters ore not modern Adams who seek escape 
in paradise and, therefore, ore not dealt with in this 
study. 

43 
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the search for paradise is erroneous and futile and that 

man con not escape life. However, Bellow is on affirma

tive novelist primarily because in several of his novels 

he goes beyond merely revealing that one cannot escape 

life. He supplies concrete means by which man can adopt 

to the world. 

In The Adventures of Augie March, Bellow is 

only guardedly affirmative. His protagonist, Augie 

March, is Adamic in that he seeks escape in paradise 

end finds that no such escape is possible. However, 

Augie is a naive character who never fully accepts the 

world but who constantly yearns for escape in visions of 

Eden. Possibly his inability to accept the world is ag

gravated by his association with false "Reality instruc

tors, " OS Bellow describes them in Herzog, nay-soyers 

2 

who denigrate life. Augie successfully rejects the ex

cessive pessimism of these instructors, but he does so 

only by completely ignoring life's difficulties rather 

than maturely putting them in perspective. Augie March, 

therefore, condemns escapism but foils to supply means 

by which man can adopt to the world. 

Saul Bellow, Herzog (1964; rpt. New York: The 
Viking Press, 1967), p. 125. Subsequent quotations from 
this novel will be designated parenthetically by the ab
breviation H and page numbers. 
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On the other hand, in Herzog, Bellow depicts 

the extent to which Moses Herzog, the protagonist, is 

driven to seek paradise because of pessimistic, false 

reality instructors, finds that paradise does not exist, 

recognizes that the pessimism of the reality instructors 

Is one-dimensional, and desires to accept the good and 

bad in life--life's ambiguities. Thus, through the ex

ample of Herzog, Bellow more nearly supplies means by 

which man con adopt to life. Nonetheless, Herzog is not 

completely affirmative inasmuch as the novel ends with 

Herzog only promising to adopt to life. 

Like Herzog, Gene Henderson, the protagonist in 

Henderson the Rain King, has been beaten by life, becomes 

on Adamic character who seeks to escape life in paradise, 

and finds that paradise does not exist. However, unlike 

Herzog, Henderson benefits from the teachings of an af

firmative reality instructor, Dohfu, King of the Wariri. 

Dahfu teaches Henderson how to confront his fears and 

thus adopt to the world. Having learned this, Hender

son yearns for life and ends his novel by jubilantly re

turning home, to the only world there is. Henderson the 

Rain King, therefore, is one of Bellow's most affirmative 

novels. 

Finally, in Mr. Sommler's Planet, Bellow employs 

Adamic imagery differently to completely affirm man's need 
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to adopt to the world. V/hereos in the previous novels 

the protagonists were Adamic, in Mr. Sommler's Planet, 

the protagonist Artur Sammler has been traumatized but 

does not seek to escape his traumas. He has learned how 

to adopt to the world and is a positive reality instruc

tor to various other characters in the novel who are 

Adamic. These other Adamic characters ore employed by 

Bellow OS foils to Sammler and accentuate his role as a 

symbol of affirmation. 

Therefore, in these four novels, through the 

use of Adamic imagery. Bellow affirms man's need to 

adopt to the world rather than flee it. 

The Adventures of Augie March 

Much of the complete history of American Adamism 

is subsumed in the personality of Augie March, for in The 

Adventures of Augie March Bellow creates o protagonist 

who has characteristics of both the old American Adam and 

the modern American Adam. The Adventures of Augie March 

is a sprawling, epic-like novel chronicling Augie's expe

riences from childhood in or around the first two decades 

of the twentieth century to his experiences following 

World V/or II. In the early parts of the novel. Bellow 

initially depicts the extent to which Augie, as o youth. 
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is like the old American Adams; he is optimistic, ad

venturous, innocent, and, unlike later American Adams, 

unbeaten by the traumas of the twentieth century. How

ever, as Augie matures and experiences heartbreak in 

love, the dissolution of family ties, the stock market 

crash, labor conflicts between the AFL and the CIO, and 

the war, he loses much of his youthful resilience and 

optimism. He becomes o modern American Adam who is de

feated by life, and he seeks to escape his dilemma by 

envisioning paradise. Like other modern Adams, he finds 

that such escape is impossible. But Augie is never able 

to overcome his naive optimism and adopt to the world. 

Despite his experiences to the contrary, Augie maintains 

a perpetually youthful idealism and chooses to live in 

fantasies rather than to accept the only world there is. 

R.W.B, Lewis defines the early American Adam 

"as o figure of heroic innocence and vast potentialities, 

poised at the start of a new history." He also states 

that the image of the American Adam "had about it always 

on air of adventurousness, a sense of promise and possi-

bility." Lewis assumes that Augie fulfills these cha

racteristics of the old American Adam, inasmuch as Augie 

Lewis, p. 1. 

<^.. 
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"takes on as much of the world as is available to him, 

without ever fully submitting to any of the world's 

determining categories." He "struggles tirelessly . . 

. to realize the full potentialities of the classic fig-

fure . . . [of] 'the simple genuine self against the whole 

world. ..,4 

The fact that Augie represents the old American 

Adam is evinced clearly in the first sentence of the nov

el. Augie, the omniscient narrator, asserts, "I am on 

American, Chicago born—Chicago, that somber city--and go 

at things as I hove taught myself, free-style, and will 

moke the record in my own way." Immediately Bellow de

velops a character who is adventurous, optimistic, self-

reliant and "poised at the start of a new history." 

Moreover, in this first picture of Augie, he is 

similar to the Adamic figure in V/hitman's poem, "As Adam 

early in the morning," who is the consummate example of 

the innocent and adventurous American excited at the 

^Ibid., p. 198. 

5 
Soul Bellow, The Adventures of Augie March 

(1953; rpt. New York: Avon, 1977), p"! TT Subsequent 
quotations from this novel will be designated parenthet
ically by the abbreviation AM and page numbers. 

Whitman, "As Adam early in the morning," p. 92 
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prospects of beginning life. Augie recalls o sermon 

preached by a "Reverend Beecher telling his congrega

tion, *Ye are Gods, you are crystalline, your faces ore 

radiant!'" (AM,83). Though Augie is "not an optimist of 

that degree," he soys, "I was and hove always been ready 

to venture as for as possible" (AM,83). As an idealistic 

youth, Augie is optimistic about his future and approach

es oil prospective experiences with an unflagging adven

turousness . 

The only qualification to his enthusiasm is 

that he questions how his desires con be fulfilled in 

Chicago, "that somber city." As on Adamic figure, Augie 

regrets the fact that Chicago, with its "deep city vexa

tion" and "deep city aims," disallows the "nature-pointed 

times, like the pastoral of Sicilian shepherd lovers" 

(AM,92). He regrets that the city and the "crowd" yield 

"results with . . , difficulty," for what he desires is 

"happiness," "the misery-antidote" which he foils to dis

cern in Chicago (AM,92-93). Augie "longed very much" 

for excitement, and he sees himself as on innocent youth 

untouched by the "vice and shortcomings" of the city or 

"the weariness of maturity" (AM,92). Therefore, because 

Chicago foils to accommodate his idealistic desires, Au

gie yearns for the "Early scenes of life . , , beginning 

with Eden" (AM,92). 
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Despite the squalor of his surroundings and 

the vexations of the city, Augie maintains an optimis

tic view and is unbeaten by life. As he soys, he 

"lacked the true sense of being a criminal, the sense 

that [he] was on the wrong side of the universal wide 

line with the worse or weaker port of humankind" (AM,48). 

It simply "wasn't in [his] nature to fatigue [himself] 

with worry" (AM,11). 

Augie is able to ovoid a sense of defeat 

primarily because he is consistently "too larky and 

boisterous" (AM,11). Throughout the novel, he is usu

ally able to overlook the faults in others, absorb his 

difficulties, and see his "crimes more tolerantly" (AM, 

32). In fact, he is usually so affable and optimistic 

in the face of trouble that one character soys to Augie, 

"*A train could hit you and you'd think it was just swell 

and get up with smiles, like knee-deep in June'" (AM,297). 

Possibly because Augie reveals this adventur

ousness, optimism, and cheerful immunity to traumas, 

characteristic traits of the early American Adam, he 

is constantly challenged by "Reality instructors" who 

seek to deflate his affability. In Herzog, Bellow has 

his protagonist, Moses Herzog, confronted by cynical 

characters whom he colls "Reality instructors" because 
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they seek "to teach" and "to punish" Moses with "lessons 

of the Real" (H,125). Bellow further states that these 

instructors hope to teach Herzog to "suffer and hate" 

and attempt to drag him "down in the mire of post-Ren

aissance, post-humonistic, post-Cortesion dissolution, 

next door to the Void" (H,93). Though the term "Reality 

instructors" primarily is related to Herzog, it also ap

plies to the cynics in The Adventures of Augie March. 

The first such instructor Augie encounters is 

Grandma Lousch, a boarder in the March home, who, though 

"not a relation at all," appropriates command of the 

house (AM,3). Augie describes her as a Mochiavelli (AM, 

2) who enjoys making the Marches "take o long swig of her 

mixture of reality" (AM,55). Primarily, her "mixture of 

reality" is "one more animadversion on the trustful, 

loving, and simple surrounded by the cunning-hearted 

and tough, a fighting nature of birds and worms, and 

a desperate mankind without feelings" (AM,9). She 

preaches cynicism and ruthlessness as the only means 

Tony Tanner, in Saul Bellow (New York: Barnes 
and Noble, Inc., 1965), pp. 45-46, 94, and Brigitte 
Scheer-Schozler, in Soul Bellow (New York: Frederick Un-
gor Publishing Company, 1972), pp. 35f, supply lengthy 
discussions of the extent to which the phrase "Reality 
instructors" applies to numerous characters in Augie 
Morch who give the innocent protagonist their debased, 
cynical views of life. 
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of survival, while debunking Augie's type of optimism 

and innocence. Throughout Augie's youth, she commands 

his home by advocating her ideals: scheming, devising, 

intrigue (AM,3). 

When Augie is older and leaves the house to 

work, he escapes Grandma Lausch's cynical dogmatism, 

but encounters another Machiavellian instructor, Wil

liam Einhorn. Augie states that if he hod truly been 

Einhorn's disciple instead of an innocent optimist, he 

would hove approached any important decision by asking 

himself, "'What would Caesar suffer in this cose? What 

would Mochiavelli advise or Ulysses do? What would Ein

horn think?'" (AM,65). 

Initially, Einhorn is not o Machiavellian cynic 

advising deceit and cunning. Augie admits that "Einhorn 

had o teaching turn similar to Grandma Lausch's, both 

believing they could show what could be done with the 

world, where it gave or resisted, where you could be 

cor]fident and run or where you could only feel your way 

and were forced to blunder" (AM,73). But Einhorn's in

structions, at first, enforce Augie's inherent optimism, 

Einhorn, o semi-corrupt entrepreneur who revels in the 

American system of free enterprise, compares the busi

nessman to "the conqueror, the poet and philosopher" and 
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assumes that business offers "a world of possibilities" 

(AM,72-73). By working for Einhorn as on all-purpose 

secretary, Augie flourishes under the atmosphere of hope 

and accomplishment pervading Einhorn's home and offices. 

Einhorn preaches optimistically about "the machine age 

and the kind of advantage that hod to be token of it," 

and Augie gladly receives the lectures "from the learned 

signer" (AM,78). 

However, Einhorn's optimism is shattered by the 

stock market crash, in which he "was among the first to be 

wiped out" (AM,117). After this debacle, Einhorn becomes 

like Grandma Lousch, a reality instructor overcome by 

cynicism and hoping to teach Augie of the "Void." Augie 

states that Einhorn now 

intended that, as there were no more effective 
prescriptions in old ways, as we were in dreomed-
out or finished visions, that therefore, in the 
naked form of the human jelly, one should choose 
or seize with force; one should moke strength from 
disadvantages and moke progress by having enemies, 
being wrathful or terrible. (AM,204) 

Having lost his wealth and position due to the crash, Ein 

horn also loses his sense of hope in the "possibilities" 

of America and preaches a version of cunning and deceit 

even more sinister than Grandma Lausch's. 
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After Einhorn, Augie is forced to endure the 

cynical instructions of Mrs. Renling, on influential and 

wealthy woman who seeks to adopt him and his brother Si

mon. Renling, whose vocation seems to be to "coach" and 

"instruct" (AM,146), constantly pesters Augie with what 

he colls "damnation chats" (AM,153). Like the previous 

reality instructors, she seeks to demean Augie's persist

ent "splendor of morning" attitude by calling "out her 

whole force of frights, apocalypse death riders, church-

porch devils v/ho grabbed naked sinners from behind to 

lug them down to punishment, her infanticides, plagues, 

and incests" (AM,153). Augie, however, monoges to ig

nore her pessimistic instructions and maintain his opti

mism, just as he manages to ignore his brother's reality 

instructions. Though Simon tells Augie to moke himself 

"hard," Augie avoids Simon's cynical outlook, in which 

he "didn't fundamentally believe" (AM,267). 

Augie's final reality instructor is Mimi 

Villors. Like the other instructors, she berates Au

gie about how he "wasn't mod enough about abominations 

or aware enough of them, didn't know many graves were 

underneath [his] feet, was lacking in disgust, wasn't 

hard enough against horrors or wrathful about swindles" 

(AM,233). She too tries to teach him her cynical 
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viewpoint and tries to drag him down into the mire of 

nihilism. Augie, however, rejects her instructions. 

Though she asserts that "most people suffer," Augie can 

only tell her "about how pleasant [his] life has been" 

(AM,284-85). He maintains on optimistic concept of life; 

he is unable to believe that "all was so poured in con

crete and that there weren't occasions for happiness" 

(AM,285). 

Despite the instructions by Grandma Lousch, 

Einhorn, Mrs. Renling, Simon, and Mimi, oil of whom at

tempt to destroy Augie's youthful and innocent views, 

Augie continues to illustrate traits of the early Ameri

can Adam. He is adventurous, optimistic, and unbeaten 

by his experiences. He is self-reliant and chooses to 

approach life with his rosy attitude rather than be de

termined by the cynical instructions of his associates. 

Eventually Einhorn realizes that Augie is defiant and 

soys, "'But wait. All of a sudden I catch on to some

thing about you. You've got opposition in you'" (AM, 

129). Augie agrees: "I did hove opposition in me, and 

great desire to offer resistance and to say 'N£! '" (AM, 

129). He states, "No, I didn't want to be what [Einhorn] 

called determined" and "wouldn't become what other people 

wanted to make of me" (AM,130). Primarily, Augie resists 
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being beaten or tormented or made cynical; he chooses 

to maintain a youthful optimism even in the face of 

tribulation. 

At. one point in the novel, Augie clarifies 

his position further. He believes that there ore two 

ways of approaching life. One con accept the "reality" 

of every day occurrences, and thus submit to drudgery 

and the commonplace, or one con rise above normalcy and 

seek a more "triumphant" life. That Augie assumes life 

con be divided into only these two categories hints at 

his naivete. That he chooses to ignore what he consid-

ders normalcy and yearns for adventure accentuates his 

role OS the youthful optimist. He says. 

I had no eye, ear, or interest f 
that is, for usual, second-order 
phenomenal, snorled-shoelace-cor 
plainness, unspecified dismalnes 
ties; the life of despair-homes 
orgonizotion-hobits which is meo 
cidents with calm abiding. Well 
expect the doily facts to go, to 
oatmeal and laundry tickets and 
insist that oil moments be raise 
importance, demand that everyone 
star-furnished air at its highes 
all brick, vaultlike rooms, oil 
like prophets or gods? Why, eve 
triumphant life can only be peri 
schism about it, some saying onl 
life is real and others that onl 
ore. For me there was no debate 
into the former. (AM,216) 
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V/hot Augie does is describe a dichotomy between "reality" 

and fantasy; he ironically states that no one con really 

believe in the "periodic" triumphant life, but that one 

should surely accept "the daily facts" propounded by re

ality instructors such as Lousch, Einhorn, Renling, Simon, 

and Villars; then he asserts that he does choose triumph 

over reality, adventure over normalcy, and optimism over 

the "despair harness." 

An interesting scene in the novel which further 

reveals that Augie is like the early American Adam, liv

ing innocently before the fall, occurs when Augie first 

encounters Thee Fenchel, an Eve-like temptress. Augie has 

gone to a resort with Mrs. Renling where he sees and falls 

in love with Esther Fenchel, Thea's sister. Esther pays 

little attention to Augie, but Theo is attracted to him. 

One evening, Augie goes into an orchard to brood over Es

ther, and in the garden he hears 

someone light coming near, a woman stepping under 
the tree into the dusty rut worn beside the swing 
by the feet of kids. It was Esther's sister Theo, 
come to talk to me, the one Mrs. Renling warned me 
of. In her white dress and her shoes that come 
down like pointed shapes of birds in the vogue 
whiteness of the furrow by the swing, with lace 
on her arms and worm opening and closing differ
ences of the shade of leaves back of her head, she 
stood and looked at me. (AM,160) 
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In this Eden-like setting where Augie has gone to find 

solace from his defeated love for Esther, Theo intrudes 

and tries to seduce him. Beneath the "orchard leaves," 

she kneels beside him, seductively touches his feet and 

ankles with her thighs, and says she has fallen in love 

with him (AM,161-62). Augie, the always innocent fanta

sist, is astonished that she would challenge his love for 

Esther by professing her own love for him. He stands up 

to leave and says to her, "'Now, Miss Fenchel. . . . 

You're lovely, but what do you think we're doing? I can't 

help it, I love Esther'" (AM,162). Thea, however, is ada

mant and attempts to pursue him. Recognizing her inten

tions, Augie "had to escape from the swing and get away 

in the orchard" (AM,163). He retreats further into the 

garden rather than confront Thea's seduction. In doing 

so, he exemplifies the type of innocence characteristic 

of the early American Adam. 

His Adamic role is finally accented when fol

lowing the scene with Thea, Augie goes to a pier to wait 

for his brother Simon, who is planning a vocation near 

the resort at which Augie and Mrs. Renling have stayed. 

While he waits for his brother to disembark from a ship, 

he watches other vacationers and describes them as "Tough 

or injured, . . . bearers of things as old as the most 
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ancient of cities and older; desires and avoidances bred 

into bellies, shoulders, legs, as long ago as Eden and 

the Fall" (AM,164). The implication is that these vaca

tioners hove suffered the ramifications of the fall from 

Eden and thus ore "Tough" and "injured." By juxtaposing 

these characters with Augie, who has just retreated into 

the garden to avoid consummation of "desires," Bellow un

derlines Augie's role as an innocent Adam, 

However, despite Augie's attempts to remain 

innocent, optimistic, adventurous, and unbeaten; despite 

his attempts to remain like the early American Adams, he 

encounters a number of devastating occurrences which 

shatter his idealism. First, his friend, Mimi Villars 

becomes pregnant, attempts to hove an abortion, procures 

the services of an incompetent doctor, and almost dies 

from his butchering. Second, an acquaintance of Augie's 

sees him helping Mimi, assumes he is the father of the 

child, and runs to tell Lucy Magnus, Augie's fiancee, 

that Augie has been unfaithful. Though Augie is not the 

father but only has attempted to aid Mimi, Lucy and her 

parents break off the engagement. Next, Simon, who has 

chosen Lucy for Augie because she is wealthy, is offended 

that Augie has compromised himself and lost this chance 

at on economically promising marriage. In his anger. 
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Simon more or less disinherits Augie and says he never 

wonts to see him again. Though Augie is able to stand 

up under the pressures rather well, he suffers o final 

indignity which crushes his optimism. He is caught in 

o squabble between the AFL and the CIO, is beaten by 

agitators, and has to hide to avoid being killed. 

After these traumas, Augie loses much of his 

innocence and states that he "was no child now, neither 

in age nor in protectedness, and [he] was thrown for fair 

on the free spinning of the world" (AM,318). Though his 

reality instructors had been unsuccessful in shaking his 

optimism, the traumas he suffers succeed in forcing him 

to realize that life is brutal and that no one con re

main OS idealistic and youthfully innocent as he hod 

been. 

Augie recognizes that his initial innocence has 

been destroyed and he finds "That in any true life you 

must go and be exposed outside the small circle that en

compasses two or three heads in the some history of love. 

Try and stay, though, inside. See how long you con" (AM, 

318). Once Augie concludes that he has lost Eden, he no 

longer is like the early American Adorns; Bellow proceeds 

to depict Augie as a modern Adam who is defeated by life 

and who seeks to escape the world by envisioning a new 
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Eden in which he con hide. Before, he had retreated 

into the garden to avoid Thea's seduction so that he 

could maintain his youthful innocence. Now, Augie has 

to seek a new Eden in which he con retrieve the inno

cence he has lost. 

Ironically, Theo offers him his first vision 

of escape in Eden. Thea plans to go to Mexico to get a 

divorce, and she "assumed that [Augie would] go to Mex

ico with her" (AM,350). Augie, having been wounded by 

reality "never seriously thought of refusing" her pri

marily because he thinks Mexico will allow him to escape 

his traumas (AM,350). He concludes this because Theo 

has suggested that in Mexico they will experience "some

thing better than what people coll reality" (AM,353). 

To this suggestion, Augie thinks, "Very good and bravo! 

Let's hove this better, nobler reality" (AM,353). That 

Mexico will be paradisiacal for Augie is further indi

cated when we learn that Thea's house in Mexico is called 

"•Cosa Descuitoda,'"--"Carefree House" (AM,383). The im

plication is that Mexico will obliterate Augie's cares by 

allowing him a return to innocence in a new Eden. 

However, Bellow asserts that it is impossible 

to escape reality by envisioning paradise and that one 

must adopt to the only world there is rather than attempt 
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to flee it. To accentuate this assertion. Bellow sur

rounds Augie's trip to Mexico with portents and even

tually depicts Mexico as a pseudo paradise which is 

actually hellish. For instance, even before Augie de

parts for Mexico, he is mode uneasy by his friends' 

warnings not to go. "Nobody, then, gave the happy bon 

voyoge I'd hove liked. Everybody warned me. . . . I 

argued bock to myself that it was just the Rio Grande 

I hod to cross, not the Acheron, but anyway it oppressed 

me from somewhere" (AM,360-61). Immediately the tone is 

set. Though Augie hopes to find a paradise in Mexico, 

Bellow equates the trip to one into hell. 

This portentous atmosphere is furthered when 

we learn that Theo, the temptress earlier in Augie's 

life, plans to travel to Mexico "with snake-catching 

equipment" (AM,357). In fact, once Augie and Theo ore 

in Mexico, Theo spends much of her time collecting snakes 

or visiting "snaky" areas (AM,395). After a while, she 

has collected so many snakes and deposited them at her 

home that Augie soys their porch became "o snake gallery" 

(AM,402), and they "seemed in the age of snakes among the 

hot poisons of green and the livid gardenias" (AM,395). 

In this sense, Theo compliments her earlier role as on 
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Eve-like seductress who promises Augie, the Adamic 

character, pleasure, but who actually threatens his 

safety in Eden. 

The final portent surrounding Augie's sup

posedly paradisiacal venture into Mexico is that Thea 

takes with her on eagle which she plans to train to hunt 

iguanas. Though the eagle is Thea's idea, the chore of 

handling it is relegated to Augie. Forced to spend a 

great deal of time with the eagle, which he names Ca

ligula, Augie becomes almost possessed by it. Just as 

Theo is o snake-like temptress who corrupts Augie's par

adise, Caligula, who glides "like a Satan," is a demonic 

invasion into Eden (AM,377). The eagle becomes almost a 

demon reminder to Augie of his mortality. As he soys, 

"In the most personal acts of your life you carry the 

presence and power of another; you extend his being in 

your thoughts, where he inhabits. Death, with monuments, 

mokes great men remembered like that. So I had to bear 

Caligula's gaze" (AM,374). Rather than finding Eden in 

Mexico, Augie resides with the satonic eagle whose gaze 

he must endure and whose deathly emanations enter and in

habit his thoughts. 

These incidents which cloud Augie's quest for 

paradise prove to be portentous inasmuch as his stay in 
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Mexico is disastrous. Not only does he suffer on acci

dent in which his skull is cracked, but also Thea and he 

drift opart, fight, and end their relationship. Thea 

leaves him alone at her "Cosa Descuitoda," and for days 

he feels like one of "the damned" (AM,445). Rather than 

retrieving his lost innocence, optimism, and adventurous

ness OS he had hoped to do in the new Eden, he finds no 

solace. In fact, his having sought escape in paradise 

leaves him even more wounded than he was before he left 

for Mexico. Alone in Mexico, he says 

suddenly my heart felt ugly, I was sick of myself. 
I thought that my aim of being simple was just a 
fraud, that I wasn't a bit goodhearted or affec
tionate, and I began to wish that Mexico from be
yond the walls would come in and kill me and that 
I would be thrown in the bone dust and twisted, 
spiky crosses of the cemetery, for the insects and 
lizards. (AM,447) 

Perhaps one of the reasons Augie suffers so in 

Mexico is that his expectations ore excessively romantic. 

He assumes that Mexico will be paradisiacal; when this 

assumption proves fallacious, he is destroyed. If he 

could learn to adopt to reality rather than seek escape, 

he possibly could avoid such pains. After Theo leaves 

him, he comes close to recognizing his penchant for fan

tasy and thus adapting to life. He states, "my invention 
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and special thing was simplicity. I wanted simplicity 

and denied complexity" (AM,449). At this point in the 

novel, he realizes that he has desired to hide from the 

complexity of life; he continues to soy that "whoever 

would give [him] cover from this mighty free-running 

terror and wild cold of chaos [he] went to" (AM,449). 

With this realization, he decides to find Thea, 

ask for her forgiveness, and start a more realistic life 

with her. However, the more he thinks of her, the more 

he dreams of a perfect, paradisiacal life that the two 

could shore. "Imagining how this would be, I melted, my 

chest got hot, soft, sore, ond yearning. I sow it al

ready happening. It's always been like that with me, 

that fantasy went ahead of me and prepared the way" (AM, 

450). Rather than adopt to reality, Augie again chooses 

to fantasize about life with Thea. 

Though Augie and Theo never get bock together, 

his dreams of paradise continue. Later in the novel he 

tells a friend of his that he hopes to buy "'o piece of 

property and settle down on it'" and start o school (AM, 

508). Because his friend is leery of the idea, Augie 

attempts to remove his friend's fears. Augie states that 

his idea is not fantastic. "'Oh, I don't expect to set 

up the Happy Isles. I don't consider myself any Prospero 
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I haven't got the build. I hove no daughter. I never 

was o king, for instance. No, no, I'm not looking for 

any Pindar Hyperborean dwelling with the gods in ease 

o tearless life, never aging--'" (AM,508). 

However, Augie kids himself by debunking his 

own idea. Despite his claims to the contrary, what he 

envisions is o paradise in which he will hove o chance 

at beating "'life at its greatest complication and 

meshuggoh power'" by starting "'lower down, and sim

pler'" (AM,510). What he actually desires is o pasto

ral Eden. "What I hod in my mind was this private green 

place like one of those V/olden or Innisfree wattle jobs 

under the kind sun, surrounded by velvet woods and bright 

gardens and Elysium lawns sown with Lincoln Pork gross 

seed" (AM,575). 

Because a number of characters in the novel see 

that Augie is a dreamer who will not adapt to reality, 

they try to correct him of his excessive idealism. Un

like the reality instructors who tried to force their cyn 

icism on Augie, characters like Podillo and Clem Tombow 

simply try to teach Augie to be more realistic. Podilla 

tells Augie that he wonts too much. 

"and therefore if you miss out you blame yourself 
too hard. But this is oil a dream. The big 
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investigation today is into how bod a guy con be, 
not how good he can be. You don't keep up with the 
times. You're going against history. Or at least 
you should admit how bad things are, which you don't 
do either." (AM,481) 

Podillo recognizes that Augie is detached from reality 

and is unable to adopt to the world. He does not neces

sarily wont to drag Augie down into the "mire" or the 

"Void" as did the reality instructors; he simply wonts 

Augie to get in step with history and at least see the 

world clearly. 

Clem Tombow tells Augie "practically the same 

thing" (AM,481). He states that Augie's ambitions ore 

too general and that Augie is "'not concrete enough'" 

(AM,483). He soys to Augie, "'V/hot I guess about you is 

that you hove a nobility syndrome. You can't adjust to 

the reality situation'" (AM,484). Because of this. Tarn-

bow fears that Augie is "'going to ruin [himself] ignor

ing the reality principle and trying to cheer up the 

dirty scene.'" He believes that Augie "'should accept 

the data of experience'" (AM,485). 

Considering Augie's experiences in Mexico, one 

con assume that it would be better for him to overcome 

his naive idealism and see the world clearly. However, 

Augie never is able to adopt to life. On the contrary. 
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despite his traumatic experiences throughout the book, 

the novel ends with Augie "grinning again." He states. 

That's the animal ridens in me, the laughing crea
ture, forever rising up. . . . I am a sort of Colum 
bus of those neor-ot-hand and believe you can come 
to them in this immediate terra incognita that 
spreads out in every gaze. I may well Ee a flop 
at this line of endeavor. Columbus too thought he 
was o flop, probably, when they sent him back in 
chains. Which didn't prove there was no America. 

(AM,599) 

Patrick Morrow says that Augie's comments at 

the end of the novel reveal that Augie has succeeded in 

adopting to the world, "accommodating through the comic, 
p 

specifically by his good-natured grin." Such a comment 

is difficult to accept inasmuch as Augie has grinned 

throughout the novel but has met with one dilemma after 

another. His grins seem to be not on accommodation but 

a naive and juvenile inability to perceive the facts of 

life and assess them maturely. Ihob Hassan supplies a 

more acceptable interpretation when he soys that the 

novel offers "no proper ending." Whereas Morrow assumes 

that Augie's "good-natured grin" allows him to adopt sue 

cessfully to the world, Hassan states that at the end of 

p 
Patrick Morrow, "Threat and Accommodation: The 

Novels of Saul Bellow," The Midwest Quarterly, 8 (Summer, 
1967), 402. 
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the novel, Augie is still one of the uninitiated. "Au

gie remains, like Huck, uncommitted, suspended, as it 

were, between native innocence and hard-earned knowledge, 

poised for the next adventure which, though it may not 

actually repeat a former escapade, guarantees no final 
o 

knowledge or repose." 

The implication of Bellow's ending is that 

for Augie there is always some unknov/n land, some dis

tant horizon that is fertile ground for his imagination 

and for his desire for escape in a paradise. At the end 

of the novel, Augie is searching for peace and happiness; 

though he might be "a flop" like Columbus and end up "in 

chains," he will not discount the possibility of a new 

Eden. He chooses to ignore reality and live in dreams; 

he foils to adopt to the world. 

Herzog 

Auoie March is like the early American Adam 

who is perpetually youthful and optimistic; he epito

mizes the innocence of America prior to experience. 

Even after undergoing the various traumas of the twentieth 

Ihob Hassan, Radical Innocence: Studies in the 
Contemporary American Novel (Princeton: Princeton Univ. 
Press, 1961), p. 311. 
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century, Augie naively maintains his youthful optimism 

rather than adopting to reality. On the other hand, 

^" Herzog, the protagonist Moses Herzog is the quintes

sential twentieth-century American victim. Unlike Augie 

who ignores reality, laughs, and lives in dreams of para

dise, "foolish, feeling, suffering Herzog" is overcome by 

his experiences and feels that the weight of twentieth-

century dilemmas rests on his shoulders (H,58). He is a 

modern American Adam who has been beaten by life and who 

initially seeks escape in visions of Eden rather than con

fronting his traumatic experiences. 

Herzog, however, finds that illusions of para

dise offer no escape from life. Whereas Augie March ends 

with its protagonist still envisioning escape rather than 

confronting reality, Herzog comes close to adapting to 

life. He is still somewhat traumatized by his experi

ences at the end of his novel, but Bellow implies that 

Herzog has come to accept life's ambiguities, is recu

perating from his traumas, and in time will successfully 

adopt to the world. 

Though Herzog eventually becomes a rather 

contented individual, throughout most of the novel he 

is completely traumatized by his experiences. Primarily, 

he is distraught over the disintegration of his family 
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life. He has experienced the dissolution of two mar

riages, his second wife Madeleine leaving him to live 

with his supposed best friend Valentine Gersbach. Added 

to this injury, Madeleine blames Herzog for their break

up, concludes that he is "a mod dog," warns the police 

about him, and talks about "committing [Herzog] to on 

institution" (H,35). Possibly justifying her own infi

delity, Madeleine comes to believe that Herzog "was in 

o dangerous mental state" (H,53) and threatens him iwith 

incarceration if he comes near her home to visit his 

daughter Junie. As Herzog says, "As soon as I was gone, 

Madeleine . . . sent my picture to the cops. If I ever 

set foot on the porch again to see my daughter, she was 

going to coll the squ^d car. She had a warrant ready" 

(H,64). 

Due to his treatment by Madeleine and the fact 

that he is not allowed to see his child, Herzog becomes 

"Sick and angry--broken by this lousy grief" (H,79). He 

starts to take "pills for [his] insomnia but still [is] 

unable to sleep," he drinks, and he goes "about drugged" 

(H,79). He even agrees to a certain extent with Made

leine's diagnosis and concludes that he "should hove been 

in o padded cell" (H,79). Overcome by his situation, he 

labels himself "the sufferer" (H,79). In fact, he is such 
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on adept sufferer that one of his acquaintances states, 

"'Well, when you suffer, you really suffer. You're o 

real, genuine old Jewish type that digs the emotions'" 

(H,84). 

Besides suffering on account of Madeleine's 

actions, Herzog suffers generally for the pains of all 

men. "His heart [is constantly] aching" (H,48) for the 

plights of others, and he states that he is "Heartsore" 

(H,17), o term which sounds conspicuously like and pos

sibly can be equated with his name, Herzog. V/henever 

Herzog thinks of the dilemmas of others, he is wounded 

and is overcome by pangs of remorse. When he sees this 

trait in others, he condemns it as "low-grade universal 

potato love" (H,66), a too romantic and idealistic giv

ing of the heart. He equates it with "childish jingles 

and Mother Goose" and discredits "oozing potato love" 

by defining it as "Hearts quaking with cheap and feeble 

charity" (H,77). Nonetheless, though he condemns it, 

even he realizes that he too is a victim of "Amorphous, 

swelling, hungry, indiscriminate, cowardly potato love" 

(H,91), the consuming love for his fellow man which ac

centuates his own suffering. Affected by his tendency 

to suffer for others and by his treatment at the hands 

of Madeleine, Herzog is a deeply tormented and troubled 
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man. He feels that he has "mismanaged everything--

everything" and that his life is "as the phrase goes, 

ruined" (H,3). 

Herzog, more than any other Bellow protagonist, 

epitomizes the modern, twentieth-century American who is 

completely overwhelmed and broken by life. He has o 

"wild internal disorder" which, as he soys, is due to 

the fact that "he let the entire world press upon him." 

In an oll-encompossing monologue describing his dilemma, 

Herzog soys that he is wounded by 
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Herzog assumes that he shoulders the weight of an entropic 

world, and he believes that he is inflicted by the pleth

ora of indignities accosting mankind; assuming such o bur

den belongs to him, he is a broken individual traumatized 

by life. 
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Because life is painful to him, Herzog chooses 

to ovoid reality as much as possible. Inasmuch as he 

realizes that he is "not a realist" and that he does not 

have "the strength to moke all the judgments a man must 

moke to be realistic" (H,213), he chooses "to be dreamy 

instead" (H,3). One example of his "dreamy" character 

is that he is o professor who teaches a course entitled 

"The Roots of Romanticism" (H,2). Furthermore, in one 

of his letters, he argues that he and other twentieth-

century men hove "fashioned a new utopion history, an 

idyll, comparing the present to an imaginary post, be

cause we hate the world as it is" (H,163). 

Whether or not others have fashioned such a 

Utopian history and hove fled the world is debatable, 

but Herzog definitely seeks to escape his troubled life 

by envisioning utopias. Specifically, he is o modern 

American Adam who desires a paradise in which he con 

hide. Though he runs away to Martha's Vineyard at one 

point in the novel as o means of "getting owoy from all 

burdens" (H,27), the best example of an Eden in which 

he plans to hide is his home in Ludeyville, Massachu

setts. This home is o "beautiful," "remote" place sit

uated in the Berkshires, "for from everything" (H,97). 
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Ludeyville and the Berkshires ore rather 

idyllic. His home there is surrounded by "huge trees" 

and "fresh," "dense" gross (H,71). Presumably, the 

Berkshires allow Herzog, "a big-city Jew" who is "pe

culiarly devoted to country life" (H,118-19), a chance 

to retrieve "an imaginary post" (H,163). In the Berk

shires he hopes that he con rid himself of city traumas 

and recapture the innocence and peace synonymous with 

Eden. Like the original Adam in paradise, in the Berk

shires, Herzog con go "into the garden" and "[strip] 

naked" (H,122). 

Unfortunately for Herzog, the Berkshires prove 

to be anything but paradisiacal. The house he "bought 

in o dream of happiness" proves to be "one of his big

gest mistakes" (H,48). Rather than being charming and 

idyllic, the house 

was unpointed, gloomy, with rotting Victorian 
ornaments. Nothing on the ground floor but a 
huge hole like a shell crater. The plaster was 
coming down--moldy, thready, sickening stuff hung 
from the laths. The old fashioned knob-and-tube 
wiring was dangerous. Bricks were dropping from 
the foundations. The windows leaked. (H,120) 

Though Herzog works for a year to " [save] the 

house from collapse," (H,120), his Eden never material

izes. Madeleine hates the place, so she refuses to keep 
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it clean. Eventually, 

The kitchen was foul enough to breed rots. Egg 
yolks dried on the plates, coffee turned green 
in the cups--toast, cereal, maggots breeding in 
marrow bones, fruit flies, house flies, dollar 
bills, postage stamps and trading stamps soaking 
on the formica counter. (H,121) 

Even worse, because the "'house [makes] a prisoner of 

[Madeleine]'" (H,39), she seeks the company of other 

men. Herzog initially has to endure her "coquetting" 

with Shapiro, a scholarly rival of his (H,76). Then, 

she starts having on affair with Valentine Gersbach 

which eventually leads to the separation between her 

and Herzog. In this sense, as Franklin Baruch soys, 

"Madeleine, perhaps on Eve to Herzog's Adam, has 

forced the wreck in the Berkshires on him, has made 

the pastoral scene o sign of threat and personal 

loss." Thus, rather than recreating a paradise 

in which he con hide from his troubles, Herzog creates 

on Eden which only accentuates his dilemma. He had 

hoped to find peace in the Berkshires; it offers him 

Franklin R. Baruch, "Bellow and Milton: 
Professor Herzog in His Garden," Critique, 9 (1967), 
76, 
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only "'a howling emptiness'" (H,39).^^ 

Because his attempts at escape prove to be 

so futile, Herzog goes slightly insane and involun

tarily starts writing letters to dead and living peo

ple in which he tries to define his state of mind. In 

one of his first letters,for example, he clearly re

veals his dilemma. He writes. 

"Dear Wanda, Dear Zinka, Dear Libbie, Dear Ra-
mono. Dear Sono^ I need help in the worst way 
I am afraid of fallina apart." (H,ll) 

In another letter he writes. 

There is someone inside me. I am in his 
grip. When I speak of him I feel him in my head, 
pounding for order. He will ruin me. 

It has been reported . . . that several teams 
of Russian Cosmonauts have been lost; disintegrated, 
we must assume. One was heard calling "SOS--world 
SOS." Soviet confirmation has been withheld. 

The letter is very telling of Herzog's dilemma. He 

feels controlled and doomed by the "someone inside" 

him who has him in a "grip" and who "will ruin" him. 

V/hen Herzog finally comes to view his sup
posed paradise as "'a howling emptiness,'" his phrase 
is similar to Eliot Rosewoter's comment concerning his 
paradise. Like Herzog, Rosewater also concluded that 
paradise was "a null" and more boring than desirable. 
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At the some time, however, this harmful "some

one" is "pounding for order"; that is, these letters, 

which ore symptoms of his trauma ore also a means of his 

solvation since they reveal his desire for order and nor

malcy. The tale of the lost Russian cosmonauts seems un

connected to Herzog's comments about the "someone" con

trolling him, but this incident parallels Herzog's own 

dilemma. Like the cosmonauts, Herzog feels lost and is 

crying for help--the letters are his SOS to the world. 

Interestingly, these letters prove to be ther

apeutic and a means by which Herzog comes to grips with 

his troubles. Prior to writing the letters, Herzog has 

sought to avoid his problems by hiding in false visions 

of paradise. The letters, on the other hand, are on un

conscious desire on Herzog's port to confront reality 

rather than escape it. Through the letters, he can "ex

plain," "justify," "put in perspective," and "clarify" 

his otherwise confused state of mind (H,2). As he says, 

he has "'filled the world with letters to prevent [the] 

escape'" of "'tensions without which human beings con no 

longer be called human'" (H,272). 

By writing these letters, Herzog gains insight 

into himself and his problems; he pulls himself together 

(H,78), and takes stock of his position (H,76). Gradually 
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he realizes that "You hove to fight for your life" (H, 

19) rather than seek to hide from difficulties by es

caping into Eden. He realizes that a man needs "his 

customary struggles, his nameless, empty works, his 

anger, his afflictions and his sins" (H,169); man needs 

oil the complications of life and should not strive for 

the "howling emptiness" of paradise. In two letters, he 

specifically comes to this conclusion and reverses his 

earlier desire for utopio. To Dr. Bhove, he writes, 

"One can't become Utopian. It only makes it harder to 

discover where your duty really lies" (H,48). In a let

ter to Shapiro, Herzog criticizes Shapiro's book because 

it contains "too much imaginary history in it" and is 

"simply Utopian fiction" (H,77). 

Thus, Herzog differs from Augie March. Augie 

seeks escape in paradise so that he can ovoid his traumas, 

finds that paradise is on illusion, but foils to overcome 

his desire for Eden. Herzog, on the other hand, finds 

that o search for paradise is futile and learns that man 

must adopt to life rather than flee it. He realizes that 

"commonly suffering breaks people, crushes them" (H,317). 

Because of this recognition, Herzog vows "'to shake . . . 

off . , , the victim bit.'" He says that he is "'not 
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going to be a victim'" (H,82). He decides to "stiffen 

his resistance to heartache" (H,276) and "see reality" 

(H,278). 

One of the ways in which he stiffens his re

sistance to heartache and sees reality is by objectively 

assessing his relationship with Madeleine and Gersbach. 

These two characters hove been his "Reality instructors" 

and hove sought "to teach" and "to punish" him with "the 

lessons of the Real" (H,125). They hove sought to drag 

him "down in the mire of post-Renoissonce, post-humanist

ic, post-Cartesian dissolution, next door to the Void" 

(H,93). That is, they hove attempted to pressure him in

to accepting their pessimistic version of life. Because 

Herzog has been broken by his traumas, he initially ac

cepts Madeleine's condemnations. 

However, as Herzog gradually "takes stock of 

his position" he comes to reject his reality instructors. 

Though Madeleine and others try to convince him that there 

is "no faithfulness, no generosity, no sacred quality" (H, 

93), Herzog simply "can't accept this foolish dreariness" 

(H,75). 

Interestingly, Bellow reveals Herzog's break 

with the reality instructors by further aligning him with 

Adam. At one point in the story, Herzog can no longer 
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accept his forced detachment from his daughter Junie and 

goes to Chicago with the vague intention of killing Mad

eleine and Gersbach and retrieving his child. In order 

to get to Madeleine's house, Herzog "decided to follow 

Eden's to Congress Street and Congress to the Outer 

Drive" (H,254). The mention of Eden might be coinci

dental, but the coincidences continue and further clar

ify Herzog's Adamic role. Herzog decides not to shoot 

Madeleine and Gersbach; in fact, after seeing them, he 

is amazed that his heart could hove been "broken by such 

o pair" (H,258). After this discovery, he "felt rather 

free" (H,302). 

His freedom from Madeleine is further developed 

by another reference to Adam. After choosing not to shoot 

Madeleine and Gersbach, he decides to take Junie on on 

outing. Unfortunately, while driving, he is in an acci

dent and breaks o rib. Later in the story, after Herzog 

has completely overcome his depression concerning Mad

eleine, he feels "contentment" and "joy." He feels "free 

from Madeleine" and believes "His servitude was ended." 

In fact, he soys that "it was a delicious joy to hove her 

removed from his flesh" (H,313). Given the fact that he 

has been Adamic in seeking a paradise, and has driven 

down Eden to free himself of Madeleine, his breaking his 
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rib and commenting that finally she is removed from his 

flesh appears to further emphasize his role as a modern 

Adam and is a fascinating ploy through which Bellow re

veals Herzog's freedom from his reality instructor. 

For Herzog to adopt successfully to the 

"ambiguities" of life (H,304), it is necessary for him 

to rid himself completely of paradisiacal fantasies. 

Whether or not he does this is vague. He realizes that 

putting so much of his "'money into the house in Ludey

ville . . . was simply crazy,'" and he contemplates sell

ing the place (H,305). If he hod sold the house, cne 

could say unquestionably that Herzog hod adapted com

pletely to the world and hod overcome his desires for 

escape; however, he does not sell. On the contrary, de

siring to take a rest after his harrowing experiences 

with Junie and the cor wreck, Herzog decides "'to spend 

o week at Ludeyville'" (H,308). 

Possibly his desire to return to Ludeyville 

evinces his continuing quest for escape. However, when 

he sees his garden overgrown with "a thick moss of thorny 

cones," he realizes that "He would never have the strength" 

to tend such o mess, and he asserts that he has returned 

to Ludeyville "only to look things over" (H,310). The im

plication is that he does not desire escape and that he 
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has no illusions about himself or his abilities to 

recreate paradise. 

He has chosen to return to Ludeyville as the 

better of two evils. His brother hod suggested that he 

enter o hospital to rest, but Herzog denies this sugges

tion by stating that "'Supervised rest'" is too "seduc

tive" on idea (H,333). Again, the implication is that 

Herzog assumes that complete retreat is dangerous. He 

soys that going to the hospital would be escapist and 

"'the wrong thing to do. It's about time I stopped la

boring with this curse'" (H,333). What he wonts to do 

is confront his dilemmas, not pamper them with super

vised core. 

The novel ends with Herzog still in Ludeyville, 

but one gets the impression that his stay there is recu

perative, not escapist. He tells us that he feels "a 

deep, dizzy eagerness to begin" (H,322), and this desire 

for new beginnings is furthered in the last scene of the 

book. Baruch states that "in the final, deeply sugges

tive process of the novel, the cleaning of the house by 

the for from idealized Mrs. Tuttle, is indicated the 

putting of [Herzog's] emotional house in order. . . . 

Order perhaps is coming, whatever further difficulties 
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may await him." Furthermore, he stops writing letters 

and soys that "At this time he hod no messages for any

one" (H,341). Again, the implication is that he has 

overcome his need to explain, is resting, but plans to 

become a part of society and communicate with people at 

a later dote. 

Though the novel ends ambiguously, it reveals 

o more affirmative theme than does Augie March. Both 

Augie and Herzog suffer and seek to escape their traumas. 

Whereas Augie foils to mature and adopt to the world, 

however, Herzog frees himself from his pessimistic re-

olity instructors, realizes that escape in visions of 

paradise is impossible, and seems to be approaching o 

sane reconciliation with the world. Thus, in Herzog, 

Bellow not only reveals that one can not escape reality, 

but also, by having Herzog confront his troubles by writ

ing letters. Bellow supplies o concrete means by which 

man con adopt to the world. 

Henderson the Rain King 

In many ways. Gene Henderson, the protagonist 

in Henderson the Rain King, is similar to Moses Herzog. 

12 
Baruch, p. 83# 
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Both men are victims of the twentieth century. They 

have been beaten by life, ore unable to contend with 

their traumas, and seek to escape reality by envision

ing paradises in which they con hide. They ore modern 

American Adams who find that paradise is an illusion 

and that escape from the world is impossible. 

The primary difference between the two men is 

the extent to which they succeed in adopting to life. 

Though both men realize that escape is impossible and 

seek to join the real world, Henderson is more success

ful in doing so. Whereas Herzog concludes with the 

promise of its protagonist returning to life after on 

undetermined period of rest and recuperation, Henderson 

ends jubilantly with its protagonist sanely leaving his 

false paradise after having found numerous means by 

which man con adopt to life and embracing the only 

world there is. 

Before Henderson accomplishes this adaptation, 

he first must undergo o maturing process which involves 

overcoming his desired escape from his various traumas. 

Like those of other Bellow protagonists, Henderson's 

traumas ore due largely to his difficulties with women 

and his family. He is divorced from his first wife 

Francis, and has troubles with his second wife Lily, 
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who mokes him suffer to such an extreme that he threat-

ens "to blow [his] brains out." Aside from his prob

lems with women, Henderson has suffered traumas related 

to his family. Both his sister and his brother died; 

his brother, whom he loved greatly, drowned. 

Because Henderson is a sensitive character, 

like Herzog and Augie March, he suffers intensely. He 

soys that "'Life has worked [him] over'" (HRK,183). In 

fact, Lily soys to him, "'Gene, when you suffer you suf

fer harder than any person I ever sow'" (HRK,32). Even

tually, Henderson simply con not endure his traumas, 

weeps "from all the unbearable complications in [his] 

heart" (HRK,20), and evaluates life as nothing more than 

unending days "of tears and madness" (HRK,36), 

Another of Henderson's more persistent traumas 

is that he is nagged consistently by a voice within him 

which expresses a vogue and confusing desire. He calls 

this voice "a disturbance in my heart" and states that 

the voice constantly soys 

I wont, I wont, I wont! It happened every ofter-
noon, and when I tried to suppress it it got even 
stronger. It only said one thing, I want, I want! 

1 "̂  
Soul Bellow, Henderson the Rain King (1959; 

rpt. New York: A Fowcett Crest Book, 19*63), pp. '17-18. 
Subsequent quotations from this novel will be designated 
parenthetically by the abbreviation HRK and page numbers 
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And I would ask, "V/hot do you want?" 
But this is all it would ever tell me. It 

never said a thing except I wont, I wont, I wont! 
At times I would treat Ft like an ailing cTTild 

whom you offer rhymes or candy. I would walk it, I 
would trot it. I would sing to it or read to it. 
No use. . . . The demand came louder. I want, I 
wont, I wont, I wont, I wont! And I would cry, 
begging a"t lost, "Oh, tell me then. Tell me what 
you wont!" (HRK,24-25) 

The voice, probably Henderson's subconscious, 

seems to be a manifestation of Henderson's frantic search 

for peace. Eventually, as Ihob Hassan states, Henderson 

learns that the voice expresses o desire "for reality," 

the peace that comes when one adopts to the world as it 

is. However, early in the novel, reality to Henderson 

is painful; rather than seeking reality, he desires only 

escape and assumes that he con appease the voice and its 

wonts by running owoy from his traumas. He is so dis

traught by his problems that he fears that life is damned: 

"'There is a curse on this land. There is something bod 

going on. Something is wrong. There is a curse on this 

land!'" (HRK,36). Believing that the land is cursed, 

Henderson assumes that he will "'die of this pestilence, 

will be annihilated, and con only survive by getting out 

11. 

14 Hassan, p. 317. 
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(HRK,37). With these fears in mind, and concluding that 

escape is the better port of valor, Henderson takes "off 

for Africa, hoping to find a remedy for [his] situation" 

(HRK,38). As Thomas Knipp says, Henderson goes to Africa 

for "one reason—to ease the suffering in his heart." 

Specifically, in going to Africa, Henderson is 

o modern American Adam who hopes to find in Africa the 

peace, innocence, and pastoral primitivism equated with 

Eden before the fall. When he flies into the African 

interior he states that "it looked like the ancient bed 

of mankind" (HRK,39); he feels that in Africa, where life 

is "bountiful" he "might have a chance" to survive (HRK, 

40). In fact, he assumes that he has successfully es

caped his traumas in Africa, inasmuch as he comments that 

he "didn't feel the pressure in the chest, nor hear any 

voice within" (HRK,40). 

Unfortunately, his initial evaluation of the 

therapeutic aspects of Africa proves fallacious. He had 

hoped to find peace in Africa, but the woman who goes with 

him and his friend Charlie turns out to be his "enemy" 

(HRK,39). He hod hoped to escape the complications of 

15 
Thomas R. Knipp, "The Cost of Henderson's 

Quest," Ball State University Forum, 10 (Spring, 1969), 
37. 
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modern mechanized society in Africa's primitivism, but 

the expedition Charlie hod organized included "oil new 

equipment and was modern in every respect. V/e had o 

portable generator, a shower, and hot water" (HRK,39), 

modernities which deter Henderson's quest for the primi

tive and wound Henderson greatly. He hod hoped to re

cover his joy and innocence in Africa, but the people 

in the district he first visits "were very sod, not 

lively. On the trees grew a feother-like bloom and the 

papyrus reeds began to remind me of funeral plumes" 

(HRK,40). Disconcerted by his failed expectations, 

Henderson soon grows discontent and again hears "the 

familiar old voice within. It began to soy I wont, I 

wont, I wont!" (HRK,40). 

Undaunted by this initial failure to appease 

his desire for escape, Henderson concludes that by leav

ing Charlie and going alone into the depths of Africa, he 

con find the paradise he seeks. At this point he begins 

a journey with Romiloyu, his block guide, "off the beaten 

track" where he hopes he can "leave certain things behind" 

(HRK,41). 

Eventually, Henderson and Romiloyu enter the 

land of the Arnewi. Here Henderson again hopes to re

cover a post innocence and primitivism remote from his 
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modern complications. When he sees the land of the 

Arnewi, he remarks that it is "simplified and splendid"; 

he believes that he is "entering the past--the real post, 

no history or junk like that. The prehuman post" (HRK, 

42). 

Henderson feels that he is "not ready for 

society" and that "Society is what beats [him]" (HRK, 

45); but because the Arnewi ore a remote people, removed 

from society, Henderson is sure that "'this spot is go

ing to be very good'" for him (HRK,44). He concludes 

that being near such simple people "might change o man 

for the better" (HRK,68). 

In one interesting scene, Henderson does 

momentarily recapture his lost peace and innocence 

while among the Arnewi. He awakes one morning and sees 

on enchanting, surreal "mild pink color" which he hod not 

seen for "at least fifty years" (HRK,37). The color re

minds him of his youth, a peaceful period in his other

wise troubled life, a period v/hich he assumed was for in 

his post. After seeing the pink color, he states. 

"I knew that this place was of old." Meaning, I 
hod sensed from the first that I might find things 
here which were of old, which I saw when I was still 
innocent and hove longed for ever since, for all my 
life--and without which I could not moke it. My 
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spirit was not sleeping then, I can tell you, but 
was saying. Oh, ho, ho, ho, ho, ho, ho! 

Gradually the light changed, as it was bound 
to do, but at least I had seen it again, like the 
fringe of the Nirvana, and I let it go without a 
struggle, hoping it would come again before another 
fifty years hod passed. (HRK,88) 

Henderson, like other modern American Adorns, has suffered 

and has been defeated by life. Since he is unable to 

confront and adopt to his traumas, he seeks to escape 

them in visions of paradise. He hopes to run from his 

troubles and find o place in which he con recover his 

lost innocence and peace, for without such aid, he "could 

not moke it" in life. Momentarily among the Arnewi, he 

believes he has found a "Nirvana" which reminds him of 

his youth and in which he con recover the innocence he 

hod before his traumatic experiences. 

As with other American Adams, however, Henderson 

is incorrect in assuming he has found paradise and that 

escape from the world is possible. This fallacy is ini

tially hinted at when Henderson first enters the land of 

the Arnewi. Though he describes the mountains as "naked," 

which possibly indicates their supposed pre-fall inno

cence, the mountains ore also described as "snakelike in 

their forms" (HRK,42-43). Immediately Bellow undercuts 

any paradisiacal assumptions by showing that in the midst 
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of naked innocence is always the presence of the demon 

experience. 

This inability to actually recover the past 

is further evinced when Henderson first meets the Ar

newi. He assumes that since they ore remote from civi

lization they must be untouched by society. However, 

when he is introduced to the Arnewi leader, Itelo, the 

leader addresses him in English. Henderson soys, "I 

was very upset, but what upset me was not his expres

sion, which soon changed for the better; it was, among 

other things, the fact that he spoke to me in English" 

(HRK,48). Henderson "couldn't believe it; [he] was so 

sure that [he] hod left the world" (HRK,48). Because 

the Arnewi land is so simplified, Henderson concludes 

that he "hod gone clean out of the world" and "hod got 

into someplace new" (HRK,43). Itelo realizes that Hen

derson is distraught and soys, "'You thought first foot

step? Something new? I am very sorry. We are discov

ered'" (HRK,49), Immediately Henderson realizes that of 

course "'the world has been covered'" and states that he 

must hove been "out of [his] mind" to think otherwise 

(HRK,49). The implication is that no one con escape the 

world and that Henderson's quest for peace opart from 

society is doomed from the start. 
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The complete destruction of his dream of peace 

in paradise occurs when he decides to aid the Arnewi by 

saving their water supply from the encroachment of numer

ous frogs.. To remove the frogs from the Arnewi water 

hole, Henderson concocts a bomb which he hopes will kill 

the frogs and leave the water undamaged. His plan back

fires; though his bomb kills the frogs, it also rips apart 

the wall constraining the water. The water gushes forth, 

disappears in the dry earth, and leaves the Arnewi with

out any water. 

Due to his hasty action, Henderson con only 

flee the Arnewi. Rather than finding peace and safety 

in o paradise, he finds that the Arnewi do not provide 

him with escape from his traumas. "'It's the some old 

story with me; as soon as I come amongst people I screw 

something up--I goof'" (HRK,95). Rather than confront 

this latest dilemma, he chooses to run owoy again in the 

hope of finding a more realizable Eden elsewhere. 

After leaving the Arnewi, he and Romiloyu meet 

the V/ariri, where again Henderson hopes to find paradise. 

Due to various circumstances among the Wariri, he is 

conned into lifting o wooden effigy. Upon doing so, he 

becomes the Wariri rain king, Sungo, o position of dubi

ous worth. Once he becomes Sungo, he is surrounded by 
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numerous Wariri who perform a ritual which will officially 

ready Henderson for his position. In the ritual, he is 

stripped and becomes as Adam before the fall: "I was 

naked. The air was my only garment now." However, Hen

derson is not innocent as was Adam. Though he has been 

attempting to retrieve his lost innocence, such attempts 

ore impossible. Bellow heightens this aspect of Hender

son's situation when he has Henderson say, "I tried to 

cover up with the leaves. . . . I tried to shield my na

kedness with hands and leaves" (HRK,167). Possibly what 

Bellow is implying is that Henderson, like oil men, is 

fallen and cannot regain Adam's naked perfection. 

Furthermore, despite his Adamic appearance and 

the pastoral primitivism of the Wariri, Henderson finds 

no safety in this desired Eden. Throughout his stay with 

the Wariri he has a fever; he supposes "it is natural for 

white men to be ill in Africa" (HRK,173). He is unable to 

escape modern complications. Though he had hoped to find 

"the conditions of life simplified" among the Wariri, he 

spends his time debating with Dohfu, the complex and so

phisticated King of the Wariri, and reading Dohfu's "ad

vanced medical publications" (HRK,207). 

More importantly, rather than experiencing the 

ease and peace he hod hoped to find in his paradise. 
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Henderson, as Sungo, is in o threatened position. Before 

Henderson lifts the wooden idol, Dahfu soys to him, "'I 

am obliged to tell you, Mr. Henderson, there may be con

sequences'" (HRK,160). Henderson, desperate for Eden, 

"could not foresee any really bod consequences" and ig

nores Dohfu (HRK,160). However, the reader is aware that 

when Henderson spent his first night with the Wariri, he 

was housed with the corpse of the first Sungo, killed for 

not performing his job as rain king well. The some fate 

awaits all ineffective rain kings. 

Moreover, besides being threatened as rain king, 

Henderson is unaware that if the King of the Wariri dies, 

the rain king takes his place. Upon learning this, and 

remembering that once the King becomes ill he is immedi

ately strangled, Henderson realizes that his paradise is 

crawling with dangers, weeps, and soys, "'I'm a broken 

man'" (HRK,262). Though he has sought to escape his 

traumas by envisioning Eden, he finds that one con not 

escape trouble and that paradise does not exist. 

Unlike Augie March who foils to accept com

pletely the fact that paradise is an illusion, or Herzog, 

who fails to adopt completely to the world, Henderson is 

one of Bellow's most affirmative characters. Not only 

does he overcome his desire for escape, but also he 
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desires to accept and to return to the world. He is 

able to mature to such an extent primarily because of 

Dohfu, o positive reality instructor different from 

those negative instructors in Augie March and Herzog. 

Most importantly, Dohfu teaches Henderson to confront 

his troubles rather than flee them. 

Henderson has been wounded by life and has 

sought to ovoid complications by escaping into para

dise. He has avoided simply existing in the present, or 

"Being" as he soys, and has always sought to "Become" 

(HRK, 136). "'King, I am o Becomer,'" Henderson soys to 

Dohfu. "'You o Be-er'" (HRK,162). As Brigitte Scheer-

Schozler states, "Dohfu recognizes Henderson as an 

'ovoider' who cannot live with the knowledge of his 

inevitable death." Dohfu says to Henderson, "'You 

hove accomplished momentous avoidances'"; "'You fled 

what you were'" (HRK,219). Dahfu "therefore develops 

a plan to make Henderson face the inevitable and tran

scend his fears." 

The plan Dohfu develops involves Henderson 

coming in close contact with o lion, studying the lion's 

Scheer-Schozler, p. 82. 

Ibid. 
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actions, and eventually becoming as a lion himself. 

This process, Dohfu assures Henderson, will force Hen

derson into confronting fear and overcoming it; also it 

will allow Henderson, by emulating the lion, a chance 

to achieve o lion-like sense of fearlessness. 

One way in which Henderson faces his fears is 

by learning to roar like o lion. His first attempts ore 

failures, but finally he reaches inside himself and cries 

o roar 

which summarized [his] entire course on this earth, 
from birth to Africa; and certain words crept into 
my roars, like "God," "Help," "Lord have mercy," 
only they came out "Hooolp!" "Moooorcy!" It's 
funny what words sprang forth. "Au secours," which 
was "Secoooooooor" and also "De profooooondis," plus 
snatches from the "Messiah" (He was despised and re
jected, o man of sorrows, etcetera). (HRK,231) 

Prior to his meeting Dohfu and learning to be as o lion, 

Henderson has felt traumatized, has been "o man of sor

rows," but has sought to run from these traumas rather 

than voice ond confront them. In his roars, he empties 

himself of his fears and expresses his need for help. By 

roaring and voicing his traumas, he learns to face his 

dilemmas and thus overcome them. 

Furthermore, prior to his experience with the 

lion, Henderson has hod a low opinion of himself. In 
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fact, early in the novel, he states that he hod become 

"a pig farmer, which maybe illustrates what I thought 

of life in general" (HRK,21). By communing with the 

lion, Henderson recognizes that the pigs had "'become 

o port of me'" and hod been a reflection of his concept 

of himself (HRK,227). After studying the lion, however, 

Henderson desires the qualities evident in the lion and 

states, "Maybe my mind, beginning to change sponsors, so 

to speak, was stimulating the growth of a different man" 

(HRK,229). Thus, through Dahfu's guidance Henderson 

achieves o better concept of himself and is able to con

front his life more affirmatively. 

This ability to confront his life realistically 

rather than flee it is first evident in o letter he sends 

to Lily. The fact that he desires to communicate with her 

is in itself affirmative since she hod been one of the 

traumas he hod sought to escape. In the letter, he real

istically admits that Africa has not been paradisiacal 

but "'has been terrible, and continues to be'" (HRK,236). 

He admits that one con not escape life: previously he 

had hoped to find peace at the Pole with the primitive 

eskimos, but now he states, "I don't think I would hove 

found what I was looking for there" (HRK,237). He tells 

Lily that he no longer wonts to escape life and agrees 
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with the "Woman of Bittahness" who told him he hod 

"•grun-tu-moloni,'" o term which "'indicates that you 

want to live, not die'" (HRK,238). 

Aside from this, Dohfu tells Henderson that 

"suffering was the closest thing to worship that [he] 

knew any thing about" (HRK,255). Due to this informa

tion, Henderson admits, "I was monstrously proud of my 

suffering. I thought there was nobody in the world 

that could suffer quite like me" (HRK,255). Having ad

mitted this, Henderson concludes that he is "tired of 

being such a monster of grief" and wishes to rid him

self of this indulgence in sorrow (HRK,263). 

Once Henderson firmly comes to these conclu

sions concerning his grief and his failure to find 

safety in paradise, he no longer desires escape but 

wishes to adopt to the world. Earlier in the novel 

Henderson states, "'humankind cannot stand too much 

reality. But how much unreality con it stand? . . . 

So what if reality may be terrible? It's better than 

what we've got'" (HRK,91). When he soys this, he is un

able to accept completely his own good advice, but after 

his experiences apart from the only world there is, he 

yearns for reality. He finally realizes what the "voice" 
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wants: "'It wanted reality. How much unreality could 

it stand?'" (HRK,267). 

Primarily, Henderson wonts "'to go home'" 

(HRK,265). As he soys, "'I've come to myself" (HRK, 

275). He recognizes that one cannot escape reality, 

that one should not seek to do so, and that it would 

hove been better to hove "'stayed at home'" (HRK,267) 

and to hove confronted his problems rather than flee 

them. Realizing this, he soys, "I hod to get bock to 

Lily and the children; I would never feel right until I 

sow them, and especially Lily herself. I developed o 

bod cose of homesickness. For I said. What's the uni

verse? Big. And what ore we? Little. I therefore 

might as well be at home where my wife loves me" (HRK, 

275). 

Though the novel ends before Henderson returns 

home, there is little doubt that he has totolly overcome 

his post traumas and has adopted to life. He realizes 

that man is small and that life is difficult, but he is 

able to accept this. In fact, he obviously has learned 

from Dohfu that once"'fear has subsided you will be cap

able of admiring her beauty'" (HRK,221), for Henderson is 

exhilarated by life's complexities. At the end of Herzog, 

the protagonist sedately and unsurely awaits his return to 
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life; Henderson, conversely, at the end of his novel, 

is "running--leaping, leaping, pounding, ond tingling" 

(HRK,286), excited by his approaching return to the 

world. Few novels reveal such on affirmation; few 

novels so completely rejoice in life as does Henderson 

the Rain King. 

Mr. Sommler's Planet 

Adamism is employed differently in Mr. Sommler's 

Planet than it is in the other Bellow novels discussed in 

this study. The Adventures of Augie March, Herzog, and 

Henderson the Rain King reveal the extent to v/hich the 

protagonists are Adamic. Augie March initially reveals 

characteristic traits of the early American Adam inasmuch 

OS he is youthful, optimistic, and adventurous. Even

tually, he comes to experience various difficulties which 

deter his idealism, and he hopes to escape these dilemmas 

by envisioning Eden. Though his visions of Eden prove 

fallacious, Augie is unable to overcome his paradisiacal 

desires. Thus, he foils to adopt to reality. Moses Her

zog and Gene Henderson differ from Augie, who is perpe

tually youthful, in that they ore older when their novels 

begin and hove already experienced many of life's trials. 

As such, they ore modern American Adams who have been 
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wounded by life and seek to escape it by envisioning 

paradise. Like Augie's visions, Herzog's and Hender

son's visions of Eden prove fallacious, but these cha

racters more successfully adopt to the world than does 

Augie. 

Unlike these other Bellow protagonists, Artur 

Sammler, the protagonist in Mr. Sommler's Planet, is not 

Adomic. Though he has undergone traumas like Augie, Her

zog, and Henderson, Sammler does not seek to ovoid his 

disastrous experiences by envisioning paradises in which 

he con hide. On the contrary, he seems to be Bellow's 

best example of on individual who has experienced traumas 

but who has also learned to cope with them without desir

ing escape. 

Nonetheless, Mr. Sommler's Planet does employ 

Adamic characters. Like Augie, Herzog, and Henderson, 

several characters in Mr. Sommler's Plonet have been 

traumatized and seek to escape the world by envisioning 

Edens. Shulo Sammler, Morgotte Arkin, and Dr. Govindo 

Lol ore escapists whose discontent with life reveals it

self in their paradisiacal visions. The focus of the 

novel, however, is not on these secondary characters. 

On the contrary, they ore used as foils to amplify Somm

ler's role OS o positive reality instructor. Their shallow 
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dreams of Eden ore juxtaposed with Sommler's more ad

mirable ability to adopt to the only world there is. 

In order to reveal the extent to which these 

foils amplify Sommler's role as an instructor, it is 

first necessary to study their various traumas and their 

attempted escapes in visions of paradise. For instance, 

Shulo Sammler, Artur Sommler's daughter, suffered many 

of the same traumas her father endured. Like him, she 

was o Jew caught by the Nazis in V/orld War II, and in 

1940 her mother Antonino was killed by the Germans. 

Shulo escaped death by hiding "in a Polish convent for 
1 p 

four years." Though her stay in the convent saved her 

life, it also left her rather schizoid. Her Judaism was 

confused by the convent's Catholicism. After the war, 

she became involved in "Dodoist discussions about faith, 

ritual, Zionism, Mosodo, the Arabs. But she hod Chris

tian periods as well" (MSP,23). In fact, whereas she was 

o Jew most of the year, "Almost always at Easter she was 

o Catholic," and she observed Ash Wednesday "with o 

smudge between the eyes" (MSP,23). Finally, her reli

gious schizophrenia affected her marriage to Eisen, o 

^^Soul Bellow, Mr. Sommler's Planet (New York: 
The Viking Press, 1970), p. 23. Subsequent quotations 
from this novel will be designated parenthetically by 
the abbreviation MSP and page numbers. 
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Zionist Israeli who was offended by her Christianity 

and beat her. 

Despite her dilemmas, she remains "quite 

cheerful." But "She was far too cheerful for Sammler," 

who considers her to be rather crazy (MSP,23). To o cer

tain extent, Sammler is correct. Her experiences hove 

driven her almost insane. As Sammler comments, her "mad

ness," like the madness of others, is "the project of a 

deeper reason, a result of the despair we feel before 

infinities and eternities" (MSP,148). That is, since 

she has been unable to overcome the despair in her life, 

she has been driven crazy; she has become like other 

"agitated spirits" who hove "fled from the oppressive

ness of 'the common life,' separating themselves from 

the rest of their species, from the life of their species, 

hoping perhaps to get away (in some peculiar sense) from 

the death of their species" (MSP,147). 

The way in which she flees the world in order 

to escape her traumas is by envisioning paradise. For 

instance, "Sammler himself was treated like some sort 

of Enchanter by Shulo. She thought he was Prospero. He 

could moke beautiful culture" (MSP,115). The implication 

is that Shulo possibly hopes to see herself as Miranda, 

living on an enchanted island, detached from corrupt 
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European society. This desire for escape in o para

dise, and her madness, ore further evinced by the fact 

that she whispers to flowers (MSP,177). At one point 

in the novel, Sammler is conversing on the telephone. 

"Out in the garden, Shulo was also engaged in conversa

tion. It was worm. Tulips, daffodils, jonquils, and 

a paradise of gusts. Evidently she asked the flowers 

how they were today" (MSP,258). Such fantasies provide 

her a means of escope from the "formless, boundless 

world" in which she is "adrift" (MSP,196). 

Like Shulo, Morgotte Arkin, Sommler's niece, 

is Adamic in that she too has been traumatized and de

sires to escape her experiences by envisioning paradise. 

Bellow states that "most of [Margotte's] family hod been 

destroyed by the Nazis" as hod Shulo's (MSP,15). 

Just OS Shulo talks to her flowers in order to 

escape her traumas, "Morgotte also hod her plants" (MSP, 

259). In her apartment "She planted avocado pits, lemon 

seeds, peas, potatoes" (MSP,21). Unfortunately, Morgotte 

is on unsuccessful horticulturist; her plants ore "mangy" 

and "trashy." Her 

19 
Interestingly, Leo Marx, in The Machine in the 

Garden, discusses how Shakespeare's The Tempest reveals 
the Elizabethan view of America as the new Eden, o "brave 
new world" evincing pastoral ideals. 
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Shrubs and vines dragged on the ground, tried to 
rise on grocer's string hopefully stapled fanwise 
to the ceiling. The stems of the avocados looked 
like the sticks of fireworks falling bock after 
the flash, and produced a few rusty, spiky, onthrox-
domaged, nitty leaves. (MSP,21) 

However, despite Margotte's failure as o bota

nist, Sammler recognizes that she has endeavored to create 

something symbolic if not edible. As he soys, "This bo

tanical ugliness, the product of so much fork-digging, 

watering, so much breast and arm, heart and hope, told 

you something, didn't it" (MSP,2]). Sammler recognizes 

that Morgotte "wanted o bower in her living room, o 

screen of glossy leaves, flowers, a garden, blessings 

of freshness and beauty--something to foster as woman 

the germinotrix, the matriarch of reservoirs and gordens. 

Humankind, crazy for symbols, trying to utter what it 

doesn't know itself" (MSP,21). What Morgotte has created 

is a new Eden, o "bower" that "screens" out her post and 

allows her visions of "freshness" and "beauty." She has 

created o paradise in which she con hide. 

The most important Adamic character in the 

novel is Dr. Govindo Lol, on Indian professor who has 

suffered traumas and who concocts on elaborate means of 

escape by envisioning a lunar paradise. In the course 

of the novel, Sammler meets Dr. Lol, and in their 
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discussions we find that Lol is "sick of earth" (MSP, 

173), feels boxed in by people and circumstances, and 

desires to escape. He accepts the fact that he is "of 

o melancholy, depressed character" (MSP,221) and attri

butes his melancholy to his Indian background which is 

"supersensitive to o surplus of humanity" (MSP,219). 

As he soys, on the Earth, "We ore crowded in, packed in, 

now, and human beings must feel that there is o way out, 

and that the intellectual power and skill of their own 

species opens this way" (MSP,219). What Lol desires is 

o means by which he and others can "get out of human 

circumstances" (MSP,219). 

His means of escape is the moon. To develop 

his idea about escape to the moon, he has written a book 

entitled The Future of the Moon. In the book, Lai pro

poses to build industries, manufacturing centers, and 

cities on the moon, and asserts that the moon represents 

the new frontier for man. More importantly, he appears 

to see the moon as o new Eden and the first voyagers to 

the moon as new Adams. After having read Lol's book, 

Sammler realizes that Lol "seemed owore, for instance, 

that the discovery of America hod raised hopes in the 

sinful Old World of o New Eden" (MSP,135). In the some 

way that Europeans looked upon America as Eden, Sammler 
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states that Lol sees the moon as o paradise and assumes 

that the technology and "central data mechanisms" he is 

creating for his lunar voyages will "foster o new Adorn" 

(MSP,135). 

Lol, Morgotte, and Shulo, the Adamic charac

ters in the novel, are drown to and gather around Samm

ler (whose name means "collector" in German) because he 

empathizes with their dilemmas. He too has suffered 

traumas. As he soys, his experiences include "The war. 

Holocaust. Suffering" (MSP,77). Specifically, the 

Nazis caught him and his wife and Shula in Poland, and 

then everyone began 

murdering everyone. When Antonina was murdered. 
When he himself underwent murder beside her. When 
he and sixty or seventy others, all stripped naked 
and having dug their own grave, were fired upon and 
fell in. Bodies upon his own body. Crushing. His 
dead wife nearby somewhere. (MSP,92) 

Sammler escaped death; he was only wounded in his left 

eye, which he lost, but was buried olive. Later, he 

struggled out "from the weight of corpses, crawling out 

of the loose soil" (MSP,92) and hid for the remainder of 

the war in o mausoleum. 

Because of these experiences, Sammler maintains 

a rather entropic view of life. He is not as completely 
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defeated as ore Lai, Morgotte, and Shulo, but he is 

keenly owore of life's difficulties. For instance, 

"Like many people who had seen the world collapse once, 

Mr. Sammler entertained the possibility it might col

lapse twice" (MSP,33). Though he is slightly more opti

mistic than many of his peers and "did not agree with 

refugee friends that this doom was inevitable," he still 

feels that "liberal beliefs did not seem capable of self-

defense, and you could smell decoy" (MSP,33). Despite 

oil affirmations to the contrary, Sammler con not avoid 

recognizing "the suicidal impulses of civilization" (MSP, 

33). 

In o conversation with Dr. Lai, Angela Gruner, 

and Shulo, Sammler expresses a similar entropic point of 

view. He states that living in New York makes him even 

more conscious of decay. As he soys, "'New York makes 

one think about the collapse of civilization, about Sodom 

and Gomorrah, the end of the world. . . . I am not sure 

that this is the worst of oil times. But it is in the 

air now that things ore falling opart, and I am affected 

by it" (MSP,304). 

Occasionally, due to his traumas, Sammler is 

overcome by "the awful volume of cumulative conscious

ness," and he feels "the weight of the world. Not at oil 
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oil funny. The world is a terror" (MSP,227). At mo

ments like this, and despite his contention that "the 

earth" is "A glorious planet," he assumes that "every

thing [is] being done to make it intolerable to abide 

here, on unconscious collaboration of oil souls spread

ing madness and poison" (MSP,135). 

One instance in Sommler's life is especially 

repulsive, mod, and intolerable. He is a witness to a 

crime; while on a bus, he sees a dapper pickpocket at 

work. The pickpocket, a block man conspicuously dressed 

in o camel's hair coat and wearing a homburg and violet 

Christian Dior glasses, follows Sammler home, accosts 

him, and brandishes his snake-like penis as some kind 

of primitive weapon. The threat is unnerving to Sammler 

Coincidentally, when Sammler is left by the 

pickpocket and rides the elevator up to his apartment, 

he finds the copy of Dr. Lol's book. The Future of the 

Moon, which Shula has stolen for him. He reads the 

first sentence of the book, "'How long . . . will this 

earth remain the only home of Man?'" (MSP,51), and due 

to despair over his recent experience, empathizes with 

the sentiment: 

How long? Oh, Lord, you bet! Wasn't it the time 
--the very hour to go? For every purpose under 
heaven. A time to gather stones together, o time 
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to cast owoy stones. Considering the earth itself 
not OS o stone cast but as something to cost one
self from--to be divested of. To blow this great 
blue, white, green planet, or to be blown from it. 

(MSP,51) 

Sammler, like the Adamic characters in the book, occa

sionally desires to escape the world rather than face 

its tortures. 

However, this desire for escape appears to be 

only a temporary manifestation of his immediate predic

ament concerning the block thief. Sammler, throughout 

the course of the novel, proves not to be on escapist. 

On the contrary, unlike the Adamic characters, Sammler 

is not overwhelmed by his traumas; he is able to place 

them in perspective, confront them realistically, and 

ovoid any consuming desire for escape in visions of 

paradise. 

Sommler's ability to confront and to accept 

life realistically primarily is evident in his conver-

sotions with and about the Adamic characters. For in

stance, Morgotte suffered traumas in World V/or II; but 

rather than view these traumas realistically, she ot-

tempts to rationalize about them and, in doing so, ignore 

the horror she actually experienced. She claims that the 

Nazis who "destroyed" her family (MSP,15) actually 
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hod "'no great spirit of evil. Those people were too 

insignificant. . . . They were just ordinary lower-class 

people, administrators, small bureaucrats, or Lumpenpro-

letoriot. A moss society does not produce great crimi

nals'" (MSP,16). Morgotte attempts to justify the Nazi 

crimes; she chooses to moke her life easier by circum

locution rather than realistically assessing guilt and 

innocence. 

Sammler, however, desires no such escape from 

actuality. He recognizes that Morgotte has chosen to 

obliterate the facts and has created a more acceptable 

"version" of the war so that her life has at least some 

semblance of peace. His attitude toward such on evasion 

is contemptuous. 

Arguments! Explanations! thought Sammler. All will 
explain everything to all, until the next, the new 
common version is ready. This version, a residue of 
what people for o century or so say to one another, 
will be, like the old, o fiction. More elements of 
reality perhaps will be incorporated in the new ver
sion. But the important consideration was that life 
should recover its plenitude, its normal contented 
turgidity. (MSP,19) 

Sammler chooses not to create a new fictitious version of 

the war; he realistically colls Naziism "'the century's 

great crime'" (MSP,18) even though to do so forces him to 
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confront his past rather than escape it in visions of 

false contentment. 

Thus, Morgotte is o foil to Sammler. Her 

concepts are straw figures which, in light of Sommler's 

more mature and judicious reasoning, ore fallacious. 

The some contrast in values is evident in o conversa

tion between Sammler and Wallace Gruner. Due to Lol's 

book, many people ore excited about the prospect of es

cape to the moon. When Sammler asks V/olloce if he 

Would . . . go there,'" Wallace immediately replies. 

Would I ever! In o minute,' said Wallace. 'Out-out? 

You bet I'd go. I'd fly'" (MSP,183). Wallace then asks 

Sammler if he "'would . . . take the trip.'" Sammler 

simply soys, "'No,'" and states that his "'travels ore 

over.'" Unlike Lol and others who ore fed up with the 

earth and desire escape, Sammler soys, "'I do not per

sonally core for the illimitable. . . . Personally, I 

require a ceiling, although o high one'" (MSP,183-34). 

Rather than live in dreams, Sammler recognizes that earth 

is the only world there is and debunks Wallace's visions 

of escape to a lunar paradise. 

Sommler's admiration for the only world there 

is is developed further through his conversations with 

Lai, another foil. As already indicated, it is Lol's 
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book which has incited much of the interest in escape 

to the moon; and he, more than anyone else, exemplifies 

the pessimistic outlook which encourages escapism. For 

example, Lol soys to Sammler, 

"Obviously we cannot manage with one single planet. 
Nor refuse the challenge of a new type of experi
ence. We must recognize the extremism and fanati
cism of human nature. Not to accept the oppor
tunity would moke this earth seem more and more a 
prison. If we could soar out and did not, we would 
condemn ourselves. We would be more and more irri
tated with life. As it is, the species is eating 
itself up. And now Kingdom Come is directly over 
us and waiting to receive the fragments of o final 
explosion. Much better the moon." (MSP,219) 

Sammler, unlike Lol, is not so pessimistic about 

life on earth or so optimistic about escape to the moon. 

First, he "did not think that [Lol's final explosion] 

must necessarily happen: (MSP,220). Second, he tells Lai 

that "'if the moon were advantageous for us metaphysical

ly, [he] would be completely for it.'" However, he says, 

"'As on engineering project, colonizing outer space, ex

cept for the curiosity, the ingenuity of the thing, is of 

little real interest to me'" (MSP,237). On the contrary, 

Sammler, who prefers life on the only world there is and 

who values the earth, "Sommler's Planet," asserts that 

"'it would be rational to have justice on this planet 

first'" (MSP,237) and spend the money proposed for space 
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travel toward correcting ills on earth rather than use 

this money as o means of escape. 

Sommler's differences with Morgotte, Wallace, 

and Lol hint at the role he plays in the novel as a re

ality instructor. Sammler is unlike the false reality 

instructors in Augie March and Herzog. Grandma Lausch, 

Einhorn, Madeleine, and other instructors in these two 

earlier novels are characters whose personalities ore 

limited by their cynicism. Sammler also is cynical, but 

he has not been consumed and maddened by his cynicism. 

He is realistic and recognizes that life con be trau

matic, but he still values mankind, "'respects the powers 

of creation,'" and "'obeys the will of God'" (MSP,220). 

Unlike the reality instructors in the previous books who 

promote the "Void," Sammler still desires life. Whereas 

the false reality instructors attempt to teach pessimism 

to Augie and Herzog, Sammler attempts to teach his ac

quaintances not only the need to avoid escape inasmuch 

OS paradises do not exist, but also he supplies means by 

which man con adopt to the world. 

Throughout the novel, Sammler reveals that 

Utopian, paradisiacal notions ore impossible. One such 

revelation occurs when Lionel Feffer asks Sammler to give 

a lecture "at Columbia University on the British Scene in 
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the Thirties" (MSP,38). During the lecture, Sammler 

discusses o utopion project for o World State. 
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In response to these paradisiacal claims, 

Sammler simply feels that the World State is "a kind-

hearted, ingenuous, stupid scheme" (MSP,41). Later in 

the novel, Sammler possibly clarifies his position when 

he soys that he "denied himself the privilege of the 

high-principled intellectual who must always be apply

ing the purest standards and thumping the rest of his 

species on the head. When he tried to imagine o just 

social order, he could not do it. A noncorrupt society? 

He could not do thot either" (MSP,75-76). Sammler is o 

realist who eschews visions of porodise. 

A similar example of Sommler's realistic 

assessments of utopion schemes is evident when he con

siders the U.S.A. and Russia, both of which "were, for 
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Sammler, utopion projects" (MSP,158). In Russia, 

Sammler believes that "the emphasis was on low-level 

goods, on shoes, cops, toilet-plungers, and tin basins 

for peosonts and laborers." In America, the emphasis 

"fell upon certain privileges ond joys. Here wading 

naked into the waters of paradise, et cetera" (MSP,158). 

But Sammler feels that beneath the veneer of these para

dises lies the actuality of despair. He thinks that 

there is "always o certain despair underlining pleasure, 

death seated inside the health-capsule, steering it, and 

darkness winking at you from the golden utopion sun" 

(MSP,158). Because of such realistic assumptions, Samm

ler assumes that "New worlds" and "Fresh beginnings" ore 

"Not such a simple matter" (MSP,136). 

Sammler realizes that despite his concerns to 

the contrary, 

"the feeling for new beginnings was nevertheless 
very strong. Marriage for Morgotte, America for 
Eisen, business for Wallace, love for Govindo. 
And owoy from this death-burdened, rotting, spoiled, 
sullied, exasperating, sinful earth but already 
looking toward the moon and Mors with plans for 
founding cities." (MSP,278) 

Nonetheless, Sammler rejects oil concepts of new Edens 

OS escapes from life. He believes that 
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green in the city hod lost its association with 
peaceful sanctuary. The old-time poetry of porks 
was banned. Obsolete thickness of shade leading 
to private meditation. Truth was now slummier and 
called for litter in the setting--leafy reverie? 
A thing of the past. (MSP,279) 

Sammler believes that it is impossible to 

escape life's traumas by envisioning paradises. On the 

contrary, he asserts that man needs to accept reality, 

the only world there is, even when reality is distaste

ful. Sammler is Bellow's supreme example of man's abil

ity to endure life's traumas, survive, and adopt to the 

world. Twice in his life, Sammler come "bock from the 

dead" (MSP,273). As already mentioned, in 1940, Sammler, 

his wife, and others hod been forced to dig a grove for 

themselves and wait "to be shot in the mass grove" (MSP, 

137). They were shot, Antonina was killed, Sammler was 

wounded, knocked unconscious, buried olive, and left for 

dead. Later he was able to crawl out of the grove and 

return to life. As o Jew in Poland, however, he was still 

in danger. Luckily, he was able to hide "in o mausoleum" 

(MSP,89). Having escaped one grove, he survived the war 

by "boarding in the tomb" (MSP,90). Thus, Sammler liter

ally come bock to life from having been buried olive; then 

he figuratively returned to life when he left the tomb in 

which he hod hidden. In doing so, he was "One of the 
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doomed who had lasted it all out" (MSP,140). Almost 

resurrected, Sammler, "himself nearly a corpse, burst 

into life" (MSP,140). 

Bellow accentuates Sommler's ability to endure 

and his role as o reality instructor when he soys that 

Mr. Sommler had o symbolic character. He, person
ally, was o symbol. His friends and family had 
mode him a judge and a priest. And of what was he 
o symbol? He didn't even know. Was it because he 
hod survived? He hadn't even done that, since so 
much of the earlier person had disappeared. It 
wasn't surviving, it was only lasting. He had 
lasted. (MSP,91) 

Because of his experiences, Sommler knows that 

many people are convinced that "reality was o terrible 

thing, and that the final truth about mankind was over

whelming and crushing" (MSP,280). But Sammler rejects 

"This vulgar, cowardly conclusion . . . with oil his 

heart" (MSP,280). He believes thot life is far from 

perfect but that "people exaggerated the tragic accents 

of "their condition. They :>lressed too hard the disin

tegrated assurances; what formerly was believed, trusted, 

was now bitterly circled in block irony" (MSP,9). This 

Sammler also rejects as "improper" and "incorrect" (MSP, 

9). 
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Rather than turn one's bock on life because 

it is difficult, Sammler asserts that man must adopt to 

the world. 

You must train yourself. You hod to be strong enough 
not to be terrified by local effects of metamorpho
sis, to live with disintegration, with crazy streets, 
filthy nightmares, monstrosities come to life, ad
dicts, drunkards, and perverts celebrating their des
pair openly in midtown. You hod to be able to bear 
the tangles of the soul, the sight of cruel dissolu
tion. (MSP,74) 

He admits that he has hod to practice such adaptation to 

survive his post. As he soys, "He was obliged to give in, 

to confront certain insufferable things" because "These 

things were not subject to control. They had to be en

dured" (MSP,137). 

The final scene in the novel conveys the full 

extent to which Sammler accepts reality and adopts to 

life rather than seek to escape the world. His best 

friend Dr. Gruner has died from an aneurism in the brain. 

Since Dr. Gruner was a physicia.i, he realized that liis 

affliction was terminal, but he endured the inevitable. 

As Sammler soys, Gruner "'was owore that he must meet, 

and he did meet . . . the terms of his contract. The 

terms which, in his inmost heart, each man knows'" (MSP, 

313). Sammler too knows these terms, "'As oil know. I .. 
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He states, "'For that is the truth of it--that we oil 

know, God, that we know, that we know, we know, we know'" 

(MSP,313). The fact that we recognize that we "wake to 

..20 
sleep" does not negate our suffering at death, but to 

ignore the terms of our contract and seek to escape life 

in visions of paradise does not negate those terms. Samm

ler asserts that we must adopt to life, even though life's 

terms ore difficult to accept. 

In Mr. Sommler's Planet, Bellow supplies on in-

depth study of the extent to which a small Jewish family 

and their acquaintances hove been affected by life's dif

ficulties. Many of the characters hove been traumatized 

by their direct experiences during the war. Others hove 

been affected by what they hove leorned about the war. 

One character. Dr. Lol, has been affected by o different 

set of circumstances, but he too has been traumatized. 

Due to their traumas, the characters hove sought to es

cape the world by envisioning paradise. However, by jux

taposing these characters with Artur Sammler, o symbol of 

affirmation. Bellow asserts that escapism is impossible 

and wrong; Bellow contends that man must endure life's 

20 
Theodore Roethke, "The Waking," in Today' s 

Poets, ed. by Chad Walsh (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1964), p. 70. 
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trials, adopt to reality rather than flee it, and accept 

the only world there is. 

Summary 

A consistent criticism of modern American 

novels, OS exemplified by Charles B. Harris's state

ment, is that they portray "the hopelessness of the 

21 
human condition." Soul Bellow, one of America's most 

influential novelists, in no way subscribes to such a 

pessimistic point of view. Admittedly, in his novels, 

he depicts numerous characters who have been broken by 

twentieth century dilemmas, but he does not allow his pro

tagonists to resign themselves to defeat. He does not al

low his protagonists to be dragged down into the "mire" or 

the "Void" of "post-humanistic" nihilism (H,93). Though 

they initially ore defeated and seek to escape the world 

by envisioning a paradise in which they con hide, most of 

Bellow's Adamic characters eventually realize that escape 

is impossible and, as Patrick Morrow states, come to "be

lieve that man's living within society is preferable to 

self-imposed alienation. 
..22 

21 

22 

Harris, p. 72. 

Morrow, p. 389 
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This affirmative theme espousing man's need to 

adopt to the world rather than flee it is evident in all 

four of Bellow's novels discussed in this study: The 

Adventures of Augie March, Herzog, Henderson the Rain 

King, and Mr. Sommler's Planet. Each novel reveals the 

extent to which Bellow affirms life and finds "accommo

dation more valuable than rebellion." 23 

Augie March is never able to overcome his desire 

for paradise and, therefore, is unable to "accommodate" 

life. He foils to adopt. Herzog suffers more than Augie, 

seeks escape, foils to find it, and neors the mature ac

ceptance of life that Augie forfeits because of his na

ivete. Henderson is Bellow's first protagonist who is 

able to adopt to the world. He successfully overcomes 

his fears and yearns for life rather than alienation. 

Finally, Artur Sammler is Bellow's most triumphont cha

racter, not because life to him is ecstatic, but because 

he has come to terms with life's ever-present pains and 

has learned to adopt to the only world there is, "Mr. 

Sommler's Planet." 

These novels vary in the extent to which they 

reveal a character's success in accepting life. None

theless, they are oil affirmative in that they advise 

23 Ibid. 
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man to adopt to the world rather than seek escape in 

visions of paradise; they confirm that the human condi

tion is not hopeless. As the Swedish Academy stated 

when it presented Bellow his Nobel Prize in Literature, 

Bellow, rather than depicting men who ore defeated by 

life, affirmatively portrays "o man who keeps on trying 

to find a foothold during his v/onderings in o tottering 

world, one who con never relinquish his faith that the 

value of life depends on its dignity, not its success, 

24 and that truth must triumph at last." 

'7 A. 
Newsweek, November 1, 1976, p. 89. 



CHAPTER III 

KURT VONNEGUT, JR. 

Like Soul Bellow, Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. employs 

Adamic imagery consistently in most of his novels to 

show that the search for paradise is erroneous and fu

tile. However, unlike Bellow, Vonnegut's use of Adam

ism is only obliquely positive. His novels con be di

vided into two categories. In The Sirens of Titan 

(1959), Cot's Cradle (1963), Slaughterhouse-Five (1969), 

and Mother Night (1961), Vonnegut shows that paradise 

does not exist, suggests means by which man con live in 

the world, and depicts protagonists who are unable to 

benefit from these suggestions. Molochi Constant, John, 

Billy Pilgrim, and Howard Campbell, Jr. ore tormented 

characters who seek to escape their traumas by envision

ing paradises. As such, they ore modern Adams who desire 

o modern Eden in which they con hide. All of their envi

sioned paradises turn out io be fallacious. Rather Lhan 

overcoming these false paradisiacal desires, however. 

In this study I do not discuss Breakfast of 
Champions (1973), in which Vonnegut uses Adomic imggery 
inconsistently, or Slops tick (1976), in which imgges of 
paradise ore rarely used ct all. 

125 
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Constant, John, and Pilgrim ultimately resign themselves 

to illusion and foil to adopt to reality; Campbell, un

able to accept his war-crimes, commits suicide. 

^" Player Piano (1952) and God Bless You, Mr. 

Rosewater (1965), Vonnegut again depicts chorgcters who 

ore Adamic and seek escape in visions of paradise, shows 

that paradise does not exist, and supplies means by which 

man con adopt to the world. However, in these two novels, 

Vonnegut's protagonists are able to accept the only world 

there is. Both Paul Proteus in Player Piano and Eliot 

Rosewater in God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater not only find 

that visions of paradise ore illusory but olso ore able 

to adopt to the world. 

Thus, Vonnegut reveals on obliquely affirmative 

theme in The Sirens of Titan, Cot's Cradle, Slaughter-

house-Five, and Mother Night. These novels show that 

illusions of paradise ore wrong, imply that man should 

adopt to the world, and suggest means by which this ad

justment is possible. However, the novels end rather 

pessimistically since the protagonists foil to benefit 

from these suggestions. On the other hand. Player Piano 

and God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater ore more completely af

firmative. They reveal that man con successfully over

come illusions of paradise and adopt to the world. 
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A. Illusions of Porodi ise 

The Sirens of Titan 

In oil of his novels, Vonnegut creates pro

tagonists who lead traumatic lives; because of their 

traumas, they seek escape in visions of Eden. Molochi 

Constont, the protagonist in The Sirens of Titan, is 

one such character who has been traumatized by his ex

periences. He is a broken man who has lived through 

various cataclysms: he has lost his fortune on earth, 

lost his mate and son on Mars, lost his best friend on 

Mors, lost his memory on Mars where he has undergone 

amnesia treatments, lost his mind on Mercury, and lost 

his spirit and individuality on all of these planets. 

Life to Constant is unbearable pain, and to escape this 

pgin, he becomes a modern Adam seeking to hide in modern 

Edens. 

For instance, early in the novel. Constant 

lives o splendid life on earth. He is immensely wealthy 

and powerful; his life is the American dream personified 

However, his fortunes change for the worse. He hedonis-

ticolly overindulges in sex, drugs, and liquor, and he 

unconsciously gives away oil of his money. To compli

cate matters, one of his successful businesses, "Moon 
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Mist Cigarettes," proves to be the principal "causes of 

2 

sterility in both sexes." As Ransom K. Fern, his bus

iness manager, assures him, Constont will be sued by 

many of the sterile people ond will thus lose even 

money he does not hove. Finally, his "situation on 

Earth is hopeless. [His] wife is o beast. . . . on 

Earth [he] will not only be made penniless by civil 

suits, but . . . [he] will be imprisoned for criminal 

negligence as well" (ST,92). V/hat Constant desires is 

escape from these horrors. 

Constant is almost immediately offered escape 

and o vision of paradise. Two recruiters from the Mar

tian army meet Constant at this low point in his life 

and offer him "a direct lieutenant-colonelcy in the 

Army of Mors" (ST,92). This position in the army gives 

Constant "immunity from oil Eorthling legal harassment" 

and therefore provides a chance to escape from life's 

difficulties. Furthermore, the trip to Mars will offer 

Constant two illusions of paradise. On Mors, Constant 

will be given the "opportunity to think about [his] 

native planet from a fresh and beautiful detached 

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., The Sirens of Titan 
(New York: Dell Publishing Co., 1959), p. 84. STTEse-
quent quotations from this novel will be designated 
parenthetically by the abbreviation ST and page numbers. 
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viewpoint" (ST,93). Secondly, Constant con envision 

Mars OS paradisiacal. "Everybody on Mars come from 

Earth. They thought they would be better off on Mors" 

(ST,127). 

The price of paradise on Mors, however, is 

extremely costly. In order to completely escape the 

horrors of reality. 

Ninety-nine per cent of the recruits were given 
amnesia upon arriving on Mors. Their memories 
were cleonsed out by mental-health experts, and 
Martian surgeons installed radio antennas in 
their skulls in order that the recruits might be 
radio-controlled. 

And then the recruits were given new names 
in the most haphazard fashion, and were assigned 
to the factories, the construction gongs, the 
administrative staff, or to the Army of Mars. 

(ST,89) 

In this way, the men's personalities and desires are 

destroyed. Furthermore, characters like Constant who 

hove strong wills ond v/hose memories strenuously reas

sert themselves ore forced to undergo repeated cleons-

ings. Even so, oil of the men on Mars retain some 

glimmerings of memory since the mental health experts 

ore unable to cleanse o man's mind completely. When 

complete cleonsings were attempted, the results negated 

the desired benefits. As Unk (Constant) writes in o 

secret diary. 
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When they clean out a man's memory on this place 
called Mars, they don't really clean it completely. 
They just clean out the middle of it, sort of> Tney 
always leave a lot of stuff in the corners. There 
is g story ground gbout how they tried cleaning out 
o few memories completely. The poor people who had 
that done to them couldn t walk, couln't talk, 
couldn't do anything. The only thing anybody could 
think of to do with them was to housebreak them. 
teoch them g bgsic vocabulcrly of a thousand words, 
and give them jobs in military or industrial public 
relations.(ST,127) 

What Vonnegut depicts is an extra-terrestrial "combine" 

similar to the one Ken Kesey's Chief Broom fears on o 

smaller scale in One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest. Thus, 

what Vonnegut shows is that porodise on Mors is a totally 

destructive illusion. "Porodise" is offered since man 

con escape life's troubles, but the price of solvation 

is costly. 

When Unk and Boaz leave Mors to ottock earth, 

their ship takes o mammoth wrong-turn and they inadver

tently end up in the caverns of Mercury. Unlike Mors, 

Mercury truly appears to be paradisiacal, and Unk be

comes more clearly Adamic. This planet offers o viable 

escape from the horrors of reality since Mercury is like 

a womb, "The caves of Mercury are cozily worm in their 

depths" (ST,185), and since the Harmoniums reveal that 

nature on Mercury is as harmonious with man's desires 

as was Eden before the foil. To further emphasize the 
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extent to which Mercury is paradisiacal and like Eden 

before the foil, Vonnegut depicts Unk as naked while 

in the coves (ST,199). 

The clearest illustration of the extent to 

which Mercury con be paradisiacal is seen in Boaz. In 

Mercury's coves, "Boaz, twelve years younger than Unk, 

hod never felt better in his life. He hod gained weight 

in the coves of Mercury--and serenity, too" (ST,200). 

On Mercury he has successfully escaped life's troubles. 

When he imagines returning to earth, oil he con remem

ber is that the people there will hoross him. "'They 

push me this way, then they push me that--and nothing 

pleases 'em, and they get madder and madder, on account 

of nothing mokes 'em happy. And they holler at me on 

account of I ain't mode 'em happy, and we oil push and 

pull some more'" (ST,213). In contrast, on Mercury, he 

is serene since he con aid the loving Harmoniums and 

ovoid the troubles on earth. As he soys, on Mercury 

"'I found me o place where I con do good without doing 

any harm'" (ST,213-14). 

Booz's porodise, however, is deceptive. He 

appears to hove found peace, but again, as on Mors, the 

peace comes at o high price. Not only must he totally 

cut himself off from mankind, but also he must accept 
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non-existence, nodo, since his peace on Mercury is 

solely dependent upon "feeding" music to the Harmo

niums. After a while, he comes to distinguish these 

featureless and identical creatures, talk to them, 

tend them, mourn their deaths, and assume a position 

of "King Boaz" (ST,204). Because of such eccentric 

behavior, Boaz appears to hove gone insane. The "se

renity" he achieves through the Harmoniums is in direct 

proportion to his insanity. 

Unk, on the other hand, finds nothing para

disiacal about Mercury. "Unk was at war with his en

vironment. He hod come to regard his environment as 

being either malevolent or cruelly mismanaged. His 

response was to fight it with the only weopons at hond--

possive resistance and open displays of contempt" (ST, 

200). As opposed to Booz who chooses to stay in the 

caverns of Mercury, Unk gladly leaves this false paradise 

When Constant (Unk) leaves Mercury, the Trolfo-

modorions program his space ship so that it will fly to 

earth. Once Constant lands, Vonnegut again reveals that 

earth con be seen as paradisiacal and that Constant is 

Adamic. Unlike the hostile atmosphere on Mercury, when 

Constant lands on earth. 
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It was o Tuesday afternoon. It was springtime in 
the northern Hemisphere of Earth. 

Earth was green and watery. The air of Earth 
was good to breathe, as fattening as cream. 

The purity of the rains that fell on Earth 
could be tasted. The taste of purity was daintily 
tort. 

Earth was worm. 
The surface of Eorth heaved and seethed in 

fecund restlessness. (ST,215-16) 

Despite this portrayal of earth as pure and green and 

paradisiacal, Vonnegut equates Constant with Adam after 

the foil. Like his original predecessor. Constant "was 

almost naked" (ST,217). Unlike Adorn, however, who cov

ered his nakedness with a fig-leaf. Constant, o more 

spoce-oged Adorn, wears "o clinking breechclout mode of 

wrenches and copper wire" to cover "his shame" (ST,217). 

Once on earth. Constant finds that the earth-

lings ore guilt-ridden because they hove slaughtered the 

earlier Martian invaders. The eorthlings hove been in

formed by Rumfoord, "the head of oil churches of God the 

Utterly Indifferent" (ST,218), that o sole survivor of 

the defunct Army of Mors will land. This second-coming 

will aid in the eorthling's desire for atonement. Con

stant fulfills this prophesy; immediately upon landing, 

he is hailed as o messioh, "the Space Wanderer" (ST,218), 

and is treated regally. Since he has hod one hardship 

after another prior to his landing on earth. Constant 
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savors his reception and feels he has found a new Eden. 

", , , the Space Wanderer felt the first real tickle of 

plans for o good future on Eorth. With everyone so kind 

and enthusiastic and peaceful, not only o good life but 

o perfect life could be lived on Earth" (ST,247). 

However, visions of poradisiocgl perfection 

ore impossible. Man con not escape the reolities of 

life by dreaming of Edens. Therefore, Vonnegut shows 

that Constant's hopes ore illusory and that earth is no 

porodise. Initially, Vonnegut hints that Constant's 

stay on earth will not be trouble-free when he describes 

the springtime fecundity of earth; Vonnegut states that 

"Earth was most fertile where the most death was" (ST, 

216). Vonnegut implies that beneath the veneer of pur

ity and joy lies the actuality of despair. 

Similarly, Constant's visions of "o perfect 

life" on earth ore dashed. V/hile Constant waits to be 

united with his family and his best friend Stony Steven

son, he watches Rumfoord prepare for a speech to the 

throngs who have come to pay homage to the messiah. To 

moke this speech, Rumfoord climbs up into a tree. 

From the scaffold in front of the mansion 
Rumfoord went to o stile that arched over the crest 
of a boxwood hedge. On the other side of the stile 
was o cotwolk that ran for ten feet to the trunk of 
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o copper beech. The trunk was four feet through. 
Gilded rungs were fixed to the trunk by lag screws. 

Rumfoord tied Kozok [his dog] to the bottom 
rung, then climbed out of sight like Jock on the 
beanstalk. 

From somewhere up in the tree he spoke. 
(ST,248) 

The reference to Jock on the beanstalk is misleading in

asmuch OS Rumfoord's intentions while in the tree ore not 

to be as entertaining as o fairy tole. On the contrary, 

he is more like Satan who as o serpent climbed the tree 

of knowledge to tempt Eve and expel her and Adam from the 

garden. While in the tree, Rumfoord shatters Constont's 

visions of paradise: he informs the crowd that "the 

Space Wanderer" is in fact Molochi Constant, the man 

whom they hove been taught to despise os the incarna

tion of evil; and he tells Constont that on Mors he 

strangled his best friend Stony. This knowledge from 

the tree breaks Constant. He accepts exile from earth, 

the false paradise, as his punishment. He and his family 

are sent to Titan, one of the moons of Saturn. 

Throughout the novel, a recurrent image of para

dise is Titan. Early in the story, Rumfoord tells Con

stant that he will go to Titan one day. Constant, who 

has everything any man could wont on earth, sees no rea

son why he should go to such a remote moon. To convince 
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him that Titan holds some appeal, Rumfoord shows o 

photograph to Constant. The photogroph is of the 

three most strikingly beautiful women in the universe 

—the sirens of Titan. In fact, they ore so beautiful 

that when Constant sees them, he must sit down to keep 

from fainting and he has to look awoy "to keep from 

bursting into tears" (ST,38). 

Constant remembers these sirens throughout 

his travails and they come to represent for him escape 

in Eden. For instance, when on Mors, Constant is clean

ing his rifle and sees o vision of paradise. 

Unk withdrew the rod and patch, slipped his 
thumb under the open breech, caught the sunlight 
on his oily thumbnail. The thumbnail sent the 
sunlight up the bore. Unk put his eyes to the 
muzzle and was thrilled by perfect beauty. He 
could hove stared happily at the immaculate spi
ral of the rifling for hours, dreaming of the 
happy land whose round gate he sow at the other 
end of the bore. The pink under his oily thumb
nail at the for end of the barrel mode that for 
end seem a rosy paradise indeed. Some day he wos 
going to crawl down the barrel to that paradise. 

It would be waim tiieie-- . . . . Something 
else about the pink paradise at the end of the 
barrel come to Unk, and Unk was puzzled by the 
clarity of the vision. There were three beauti
ful women in thgt pgrgdise . . . . (ST,108-09) 

Mors is hell to Constant. In order to escape, he envi

sions the porodise of Titan and the presence of its 

three beautiful Eves. 
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This vision of paradise is on hallucination 

induced by Constant's deranged state of mind. Later, 

however. Constant achieves o more normal state of mind, 

deserts the Martian army, and attempts to find his fam

ily. Nonetheless, he still has o desire for paradise. 

"His dream was to gather together his wife, his son, 

and his best friend, to steal a spoce ship, and to fly 

owoy to some place where they could all live happily 

ever after" (ST,140). He is unable to do this on Mors, 

but when Rumfoord expels him from earth. Constant does 

leave in o space ship with his wife and son and flies 

to Titan. Thus, his desire for paradise, though belated, 

is somewhat fulfilled. 

Titan, however, like Mars, Mercury, and Earth, 

is no porodise. Constont must carry with him the memory 

of Stony Stevenson, the man he murdered. Also, Constant 

does not "live happily ever after" with his family. His 

son Chrono runs awoy to live with the Titanic bluebirds; 

though Constant wins Beatrice's love, she chooses not to 

live with him. Even the three sirens of Titan offer no 

succor. Not only do they turn out to be statues carved 

and painted by Solo and placed at the bottom of o pool, 

but also they ore covered by o "viscid slime" and o "mu

cilaginous hump" of olgoe which Constant fights without 

success to control (ST,309). 
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Vonnegut reveals that man con search the 

galaxies for porodise but that the search will be 

fruitless. Life is difficult and escape is out of 

the question. To complement his theme that escape is 

impossible, Vonnegut hints at several ways in which 

man con adopt to the world. He asserts that even o 

pained existence on earth, the only world there is, is 

preferable to visions of paradise on distant planets. 

For example, though Constant writes in his secret diary 

that the eorthling recruits thought they would be better 

off on Mors, he odds that "Nobody con remember what was 

so bod about Earth" (ST,127). Similarly, after Constant 

has been informed that he killed his best friend Stony 

and after he has climbed into the space ship and awaits 

blast off for exile, he looks out over 

the panorama of town, bay, and islands so for below. 
The sermon of the panorama was that even a man 

without o friend in the Universe could still find 
his home mysteriously, heortbreokingly beoutiful. 

(ST,260) 

At this point in the novel. Constant would rather accept 

responsibility for his actions and adopt to the world 

than be forced to leave it. 

Vonnegut implies that such on acceptance of 

responsibility is good. On the contrary, to accept 
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exile rather than responsibility is to deny one's posi

tion in the mainstream of life. It is to blind oneself 

to man's need for one another, for man's need for emo

tional give and take. Though Constant momentarily re

cognizes the benefits of even o pained existence on 

earth, once he gets to Titan, he forgets what he has 

learned. Because of his agony, he says to his family. 

°No matter what happens, no matter what beau
tiful or sod or happy or frightening things hoppen, 
. . . I'm damned if I'll respond. The minute it 
looks like something or somebody wants me to act in 
some special way, I will freeze." 

If anybody ever expects to use me ogoin in some 
tremendous scheme of his" said Constant, "he is in 
for one big disappointment." 

I resign," said Constant. 
I withdraw," said Constant. 
I quit," said Constant. (ST,289-90) 

What Constant desires is non-existence. In fact, his de

cision to "resign," to "withdraw," and to "quit" is exact 

ly what he has desired throughout the book in each of his 

visions of paradise; he ha:> sought paradise as o means by 

which he could hide from reality. 

In contrast to Constant's anesthetic desires, 

Beatrice realizes that "no man is on island." She soys, 

"The worst thing that could possibly happen to anybody . 

. , would be to not be used for anything by anybody" (ST, 
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310). What Beatrice seems to be implying is that man 

has to feel and core and participate in life. These 

virtues ore means by which man con combat on obsurd, 

entropic universe and adopt to the world. 

Constant is given the opportunity to leorn 

these lessons and he does become o better person. 

However, he never is able to adopt to the world. In 

fact, rather than overcoming his desire for escape and 

his yearning for porodise, he resigns himself to visions 

of Eden. Late in the novel. Solo, o Trolfomodorian ro

bot who has been shipwrecked on Titan, is ready to con

tinue his flight across the universe. Since Beatrice 

has died and Chrono lives with the Titanic bluebirds, 

o life separate from Constant's, Solo decides to take 

Constant bock to earth. Knowing that Constant is too 

old and too beaten to adopt happily to life. Solo de

cides "to hypnotize Constant, in order that the lost few 

seconds of Constant's life, at least, would please the 

old man tremendously. Constant's life would end well" 

(ST,315). 

The hypnotic suggestion that Solo gives Con

stant is that OS Constant dies, he will see his "only 

friend. Stony Stevenson" (ST,319). As it turns out, 

when Constant is on earth, he thinks he sees Stony 
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come to him in o "golden space ship," open the door, and 

soy, "Get in" (ST,319). Constant asks, "And go where?"; 

Stony replies, "Paradise" where "Everybody's happy . . . 

forever" (ST,319). 

In The Sirens of Titan, Vonnegut cleorly re

veals that illusions of paradise ore destructive; there

fore, he implies that man should live in the only world 

there is. Vonnegut also supplies means by which man 

can adopt to the world. He asserts that man should re

member the bod times in life, as Unk attempts to do on 

Mors, rather than ignore them; man should be o port of 

the world, rather than seek to ovoid it as Booz does on 

Mercury and as Constant soys he will do on Titan; man 

should accept responsibility for his deeds, as Constant 

wishes to do before being exiled to Titan. If man is 

able to follow these principles, possibly he will be 

able to adopt to the world. Thus, by supplying such 

concrete means by which man con adopt, the novel is of-

firmative. However, since Constant foils to confront 

life realistically, the novel ends on a rather pessi

mistic note. Despite the fact that Constant's visions 

of paradise hove proven ineffective in the post, at the 

end of the novel he still accepts the illusion that he 
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is Adamic and that he is "going to get into Paradise" 

(ST,319) via Stony and the golden spaceship. 

Cot's Cradle 

The Sirens of Titan and Cot's Cradle ore 

similar in many ways. Vonnegut creates o number of 

superficial similarities between John, the protagonist 

in Cot's Cradle, and Molochi Constant. For instance, 

both protagonists use the pseudonym Jonah. Early in The 

Sirens of Titan, Molochi Constant colls himself Jonah 

Rowley to disguise himself when he visits Rumfoord; John 

begins Cat's Cradle with the parody of Melville: "Coll 

me Jonah." Thus, Vonnegut foreshadows the idea that both 

protagonists will be caught in dilemmas. The parody of 

Melville reveals another similarity between Vonnegut's 

two novels. The space ship which Rumfoord uses to find 

the "chrono-synclastic-infundibulo" in The Sirens of Titan 

is christened The Whole (ST,30). This fact, coupled with 

Vonnegut's parody of the first line in Moby-Dick, implies 

that both The Sirens of Titan and Cot's Cradle ore con

cerned with o futile Melvillion quest. 

Primarily, Molochi Constant and John are quest

ing for porodise, but both foil in finding peace; unlike 

Ishmael, both ore unable to return to reality. Thus, o 
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significant similarity between The Sirens of Titan and 

Cot's Cradle is the rather negative use of Adamism in 

both novels. John, like Constant, is Adomic but foils 

to adopt to the world. Instead, he accepts illusions 

of porodise. 

As in The Sirens of Titan, John in Cot's Cradle 

desires paradise as on escape from the entropic horrors 

of life. The generating circumstance of the novel con

cerns John's attempt to write o book entitled The Day the 

V/orld Ended, a study of "what important Americans hod 

done on the doy when the first atomic bomb was dropped 

on Hiroshima, Japan." Primarily, John studies Dr. Felix 

Hoenikker, one of the fathers of the A-bomb, and Hoenni-

ker's family, becomes involved in the fomily's private 

disasters, and eventually is consumed by an atmosphere 

of doom pervading the family's life. Because of this 

atmosphere of disaster in the novel, John seeks escape 

in visions of paradise. The Eden he envisions is Son 

Lorenzo, a "healthy, happy, progressive, freedom-loving, 

beautiful nation" (CC,60). Son Lorenzo, a small island 

which in its history had been owned by Spain, France, 

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Cat's Cradle (New 
York: Dell Publishing Co., 1963), p. 84. S"ubsequent 
quotations from this novel will be designated parenthet
ically by the abbreviation CC and page numbers. 
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Denmark, the Netherlands, England, and Africa, was even

tually token over by two lone men: Eorl McCobe, "o bril

liant, self-educated, idealistic marine deserter" (CC, 

77), and Lionel Boyd Johnson, a Negro jack-of-oll-trodes. 

These men desired to make of Son Lorenzo a 

porodise on Earth--a tropical "Great Society" headed by 

o black L.B.J. Johnson, who changes his name to Bokonon, 

is more important than McCobe because as Bokonon he be

comes the self-appointed savior of the populace of Son 

Lorenzo. Bokonon' s intention is specifically outlined 

in o "Calypso" from one of the Books of Bokonon; he 

writes. 

I wanted oil things 
To seem to make some sense. 
So we all could be happy, yes. 
Instead of tense. 
And I made up lies 
So that they oil fit nice. 
And I mode this sod world 
A par-o-dise. (CC,90) 

The porodise that John seeks in Son Lorenzo 

is complete with an Eve. In fact, one of the primary 

reasons that John goes to Son Lorenzo is because he 

reads a New York Sunday Times which has on article 

about the island and which has on its cover "the pro

file of the most heortbreokingly beautiful girl" John 
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ever sow (CC,60). Her name is Mono Aamons Monzono, and 

to John she represents "Every greedy, unreasonable dream" 

he ever "hod about o woman." As he soys, in Mono, "God 

love her worm and creamy soul, was peace ond plenty for

ever" (CC,98). John finally meets her and, due to the 

destruction caused by "ice-nine," shares o "rock womb" 

(CC,176) with her in which he and she hide to survive 

the cataclysm. In this womb, he says that he "wos able, 

while mooning at her across the space that separated 

[their] beds, to imagine that behind her marvelous eyes 

lurked mysteries as old os Eve" (CC,177). 

As in The Sirens of Titan, however, Vonnegut 

reveals that paradise and Eve-like characters ore illu

sions; no easy escapes from life's difficulties ore pos

sible. Two characters in the novel, Horlick and Claire 

Minton, who ore sent to San Lorenzo os American Ambas

sadors, hint at this futile search for porodise. Horlick, 

quoting from o letter his wife wrote, soys, "'Americans, 

, , , ore forever searching for love in forms it never 

takes, in places it con never be. It must hove something 

to do with the vanished frontier'" (CC,71). In Cot's 

Cradle it also has something to do with John's quest for 

Eden. 
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Initially, he desires love, "peace," and 

"plenty" from Mono, the new Eve. As the Mintons im

ply, however, she might not be the perfect symbol of 

love that John assumes she is. On one hand, John won

ders if Mono "represents the highest form of female 

spirituality" (CC,156). If such is the cose, then one 

can agree with Raymond Olderman that Mono "is o pure 

creature of love, and she loves people uncritically, 
4 

which . . . is the way Vonnegut most approves." On 

the other hand, John wonders if Mono is "anesthetized, 

frigid--a cold fish, in fact, o dozed oddict of the 

xylophone,the cult of beauty, and boko-moru," the San 

Lorenzoon manner of love-making (CC, 156-57), This lat

ter assumption is closer to the truth. For instance, 

when John, who becomes the new president of San Lorenzo, 

is asked if he will take Mono to be his bride, he gladly 

agrees to do so. Then he asks Mono o typical suitor's 

question: "'Is--is there anyone else in your life?'" 

Mono is puzzled but eventually replies, "'Many.'" More 

nervous and upset because of her reply, John asks, "'That 

you love?'" She then calmly states, "'I love everyone.'" 

Oldermon, p. 202. 
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John soys, "'As--as much os me?'" She answers, "'Yes.' 

She seemed to have no idea that this might bother [John]" 

(CC,140). Mono appears to hove token uncritical love o 

step too far. She is promiscuously dispassionate and 

unfeeling. As John soys, she is "anesthetized," and 

therefore offers only false love and peace. 

Just OS Mono offers only the illusion of secur

ity. Son Lorenzo also is a false Eden. Though it pur

ports to be o paradise, it is "the unchallenged barracuda 

capital of the world" (CC,61), and "os unproductive as on 

equal area in the Sahara or the Polar Icecap" (CC,94). 

Its people live in "misery and muck" (CC,93). All in oil, 

"God, in His Infinite Wisdom, had mode the island worth

less" (CC,89). 

Because of this worthlessness, Bokonon and 

McCobe create o religion which is based on "foma"--lies. 

"'Truth was the enemy of the people, because the truth 

was so terrible, so Bokonon mode it his business to pro

vide the people with better and better lies'" (CC,118). 

Therefore, Bokonon and McCobe realize that the entire 

concept of San Lorenzo os porodise is based on illusion. 

The island, in this sense, is like Newt Hoenikker's paint

ing of a cot's cradle which looks like "sticky nets of 

human futility" (CC,113). No matter how hard Bokonon 
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and McCobe try to moke Son Lorenzo o paradise, their 

attempts ore futile. No matter how desperate John is 

in his desire to see the island as o new Eden, its para

disiacal qualities ore os illusory os the cot's cradle 

which actually pictures "'No damn cot, and no damn era-

die'" (CC,114). 

In The Sirens of Titan, Vonnegut implies means 

by v/hich man could adopt to the world. No such implica

tions ore evident in Cat's Cradle inasmuch as even the 

saving qualities of uncritical love are warped by Mona's 

frigidity. Despite this failure to supply answers to 

man's dilemma, Vonnegut does show that escape is impos

sible since Son Lorenzo is no Eden and Mono is no Eve. 

In fact, any remaining illusions about San Lorenao as 

porodise ore rudely dissipated when Son Lorenzo becomes 

the site at which the total destruction of the world ori 

ginotes. Since Vonnegut shows that the search for para

dise is futile, he thus implies that man should live in 

the only world there is rather than seek to escape it. 

In this way. Cot's Cradle is only obliquely affirmative. 

Though it implies that man should adgpt to the world, o 

positive concept, it supplies no concrete means through 

which such on adaptation is possible. 
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Furthermore, Cot's Cradle is not completely 

affirmative because though Vonnegut reveals that man 

cannot hide from life's difficulties, John, like Molochi 

Constant, never overcomes his quest for porodise. Even 

after "ice-nine" has locked the world in o deep freeze 

and life has been destroyed, John still seeks escape. 

"I directed our conversation into the area of Utopias, 

of what might hove been, of what should hove been, of 

what might yet be, if the world would thaw" (CC,189). 

In other words, he fails to adopt to the reality of his 

dilemma; instead, he wishfully dreams of utopias and 

imagines perfect worlds to be founded if and when the 

world recuperates from the cataclysm. He perpetuates 

a fantasy of porodise rather than reolisticolly assess

ing his situation. 

At the end of the novel, we con assume that 

John plans to follow Bokonon's advice about climbing 

Mount McCabe and thumbing his nose at "You Know Who" 

(CC,191). Olderman states that this gesture will be o 

sign of affirmation because "it is very close to the 

pleasant gesture of o balanced man who has mastered the 

illusion of the cosmic cool--after oil, what else would 

you do with the world oil gone?" Olderman is right in 

^Ibid., p. 204. 
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asserting that this gesture is an "illusion," but he is 

incorrect in assuming thot the gesture is on affirmative 

sign of a "balanced man." To thumb one's nose at God is 

on invalid, inconsequential act. It is self-indulgent 

and despairing. It serves no purpose since "You Know 

Who" is totally opothetic. What John's act at the end 

of the novel signifies is not affirmation but the nego-

tive, total inability to adopt to the world. 

Slaughterhouse-Five 

As in The Sirens of Titan and Cot's Cradle, in 

Slaughterhouse-Five Vonnegut again shows how o broken 

man, Billy Pilgrim, seeks porodise to escape the horrors 

of his life. Billy could borrow a line fromon Emily Dick 

inson poem and scream "A Day! Help! Help! Another Day!," 

for this protagonist in Slaughterhouse-Five lives in o 

bizarre, nightmarish world where each day presents o new 

horror. 

As o child, Billy had traumatic experiences. 

His father threw him in o swimming pool to teach him how 

Emily Dickinson, "A Day! Help! Help! Another 
Day!" (#42), in The Complete Poems of Emily Dickinson, 
ed. by Thomas H. Johnson (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 
1960), p. 24. 
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to swim by the time-honored sink-or-swim method. Billy 

believed the ordeal was "like on execution."^ When Billy 

was twelve, he and his family toured the West. During 

this tour, he was token to the Grand Canyon, but "Billy 

hated the canyon. He was sure that he was going to foil 

in" (SF,89). On the sgme trip, his fgmily visited Cgrls-

bod Caverns, and again the trip was traumatic. Billy 

feared that the ceiling would fall in. Finally, his 

childhood was terrifying since he 

hod contemplated torture and hideous wounds at the 
beginning and end of nearly every day of his child
hood. Billy hod on extremely gruesome crucifix 
hanging on the wall of his little bedroom in Ilium. 
A military surgeon would have admired the clinical 
fidelity of the artist's rendition of all Christ's 
wounds--the spear wound, the thorn wounds, the 
holes that v/ere mode by the iron spikes. Billy's 
Christ died horribly. He was pitiful. (SF,38) 

Billy's problems continue when World War II 

starts and he is drafted. Soon after he is drafted, his 

"father [dies] in o hunting accident" (SF,24). When Billy 

goes overseas after his father's funeral, he joins his 

regiment os it is "in the process of being destroyed by 

the Germans in the famous Battle of the Bulge" (SF,32). 

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Sloughterhouse-Five (New 
York: Dell Publishing Co., 19697") P~- 44. Subsequent quo
tations from this novel will be designated parentheti
cally by the abbreviation SF and page numbers. 
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Besides wandering behind German lines with only two 

apathetic scouts and the cruelly demented Roland Weory 

OS his solvation, Billy is totally unprepored for war. 

He was issued 

no helmet, no overcoat, no weopon, and no boots. 
On his feet were cheop, low-cut civilian shoes 
which he hod bought for his father's funeral. 
Billy had lost o heel, which mode him bob up-and-
down, up-and-down. The involuntary dancing, up-
and-down, up-and-down, mode his hip joint sore. 

(SF,33) 

To complicate matters, Billy is captured by the Germans 

and token to Dresden where os o P.O.W. he is housed in 

on obondoned slaughterhouse--Slaughterhouse-Five. Fol

lowing his capture, Billy witnesses the cataclysmic fire-

bombing of Dresden, the one catastrophe in Vonnegut's 

life which infuses all of his works. Billy is then or

dered to aid in the search for dead bodies, most of which 

were cremated in the fire-bombing. 

Due to these war-time experiences, when the war 

ends and Billy returns to the States, he is "alarmed by 

the outside world" (SF,100) and has o nervous breakdown. 

In 1945, he voluntarily enters o veteran's hospital and 

receives electro-shock treatments. He is released and 

marries a wealthy woman whose father helps Billy become 

fabulously wealthy as on optometrist. One could assume 
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that the marriage and Billy's wealth aid him in his 

recovery, but such is not the cose. His marriage to 

Valencia Merble is for from perfect. She is ugly--"as 

big OS a house because she couldn't stop eating" (SF, 

107). In fact, Billy does not wont to marry Valencia. 

He knows that she is "one of the symptoms of his dis

ease. He knew he was going crazy when he heard himself 

proposing marriage to her, when he begged her to take 

the diamond ring and be his companion for life" (SF,107). 

Similarly, his wealth offers no succor. Though he is 

well off and appears to live a normal life for approxi

mately twenty years, "Every so often, for no apparent 

reoson," Billy finds "himself weeping" (SF,61). 

Billy's final two tragedies occur in 1963. He 

is in on airplane crash in which he is the only survivor. 

His wife Valencia, while on her way to visit Billy in the 

hospital, is in on automobile accident which wrecks her 

car's exhaust system and leads to her death from corbon-

monoxide poisoning. 

Y To cope with his traumatic experiences, Billy 

Pilgrim, whose name reflects his quest for a refuge, en

visions or invents various paradisiacal settings. His 

first attempt to regain paradise in order to obliterate 

the horrors of his life occurs when he is captured by 
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the Germans. At this time, Billy already is dozed from 

his travels with Rolond Weary and desires the safety and 

absence of terror that Adam and Eve once had in Eden. 

This desire is revealed when Billy stares "into the pat

ina of [o German] corporal's boots" and sees "Adam and 

Eve in the golden depths. They were naked. They were 

so innocent, so vulnerable, so eager to behave decently. 

Billy Pilgrim loved them" (SF,53). Standing next to the 

corporal is o young boy who, to Billy, is "os beautiful 

OS Eve" (SF,53). (As an escape from his early experiences 

in war, therefore, Billy envisions Eden-like scenes. 

Through these visions, he rejects war for the more ap

pealing innocence, beauty, and decency of Adorn and Eve. 

Nonetheless, these ore only hallucinations; while Billy 

is reveling in his porodise, the two scouts who hod tra

veled with him "inoffensively" ore being shot (SF,54). 

In this way, Vonnegut reveals that the horrors of war ore 

not erased by Billy's mental return to the garden. 

After his capture, Billy experiences two more 

visions of paradise. He is taken to o P.O.V/. camp where 

again he envisions a porodise as o refuge from war. -̂  

Vonnegut specifically reveals Billy's desire for safety 

in terms of Eden by stating that in the P.O.W. hospital. 
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Billy "entered o morphine paradise" in which he dreamed 

of "giraffes in o garden" (SF,99). 

A similar garden of Eden setting is evident 

when Billy enters Dresden. 

He was enchanted by the architecture of the city. 
Merry omoretti wove garlands above the windows. 
Roguish fauns and naked nymphs peeked down at 
Billy from festooned cornices. Stone monkeys 
frisked among scrolls and seoshells and bamboo. 

(SF,150) 

However, his view of Dresden as Eden-like is fallacious 

since "Billy, with his memories of the future, knew that 

the city would be smashed to smithereens and then burned" 

(SF,150-51). Due to the unavoidable facts of war, Billy's 

porodise in Dresden is short-lived. 

Years later, on his daughter's wedding night, 

Billy again envisions porodise as on escape from the hor

rors of war. V/hile watching o war movie, he comes unstuck 

in time and sees the movie backwards. He sees planes fly 

backwards, bullets sucked Lcck Into guns, wounded mcri re

vived, and destroyed cities reconstructed.^ By watching 

the movie reverse all destruction, he attempts to erase 

the tragedies of war. But Billy goes several steps fur

ther; he starts envisioning things that ore not in the 

movie. American fliers become children. Hitler becomes 
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o baby, "and oil humanity, without exception, [conspirer] 

biologically to produce two perfect people named Adam and 

Eve" (SF,75). He chooses to obliterate oil the horrors 

he had experienced in order to regain the innocence of 

porodise before the foil. Again, however, this vision 

of paradise is o hallucination and is therefore false. 

Billy's most complete vision of paradise is 

Trolfomodore, a distant planet which "con't be detected 

from Earth" (SF,30). On this planet, Billy avoids his 

horrendous post by becoming o new Adam and living with 

a new Eve. He and Montana V/ildhock, a former eorthling 

porno-movie queen, recreate the experiences of their 

original predecessors; like Adam and Eve, Billy and Mon

tana ore the only man and woman in on alien world, ond 

they live in naked innocence. Billy says thgt his life 

with Montana is "heavenly" and thgt the contours of her 

body remind him of the "fantastic architecture in Dres

den" (S.F,133) which, prior to the bombing, was paradisi

acal, "voluptuous," and "looked like a Sunday school pic

ture of Heaven to [him]" (SF,148). 

Trolfomodore appears to be o porodise for more 

reasons than the merely sensual ones offered by Montana. 

While on Trolfomodore Billy is able to escape his trau

matic experiences because of what he learns about 
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Trolfomodorian philosophy. The Trolfomadorians hove 

three primary beliefs: they contend that there is no 

such thing as death, that man should concentrate on the 

good times and ignore the bad, and that man has no free 

will. These contentions seemingly benefit Billy because 

they allow him to escape the horrors of his life. 

Since Billy has seen o great deal of death in 

the war and has lost both his father and wife, for exam

ple, he is pleased to find that people only appeor to die 

Though a person appears to be dead, the Trolfomadorians 

assure Billy that the dead person "is still very much 

olive in the post, so it is very silly for people to cry 

at his funeral." In fact, though "the dead person is in 

bod condition in that particular moment," he "is just 

fine in plenty of other moments"(SF,26-27). 

Because Billy has hod many disturbing experi

ences besides his having seen much death, he also needs 

a means by which he con overcome these other traumas. 

Again, the Trolfomadorians seem to supply an answer. 

They tell Billy that since he cannot change the post, 

the present, or the future, he should "Ignore the awful 

times, and concentrate on the good ones" (SF,117). 

This belief overlaps slightly with the final 

Tralfomodorian contention that man has no free will. 
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V/hen Billy is first kidnapped by the Trolf omadorians, 

he converses with one of them and finally concludes 

that they do not believe in free will. The Trolfoma-

dorion soys to Billy, 

"If I hadn't spent so much time studying Eorth
lings, . . . I wouldn't have any idea what was 
meant by 'free will.' I've visited thirty-one 
planets in the universe, and I hove studied re
ports on one hundred more. Only on Earth is 
there any talk of free will." (SF,86) 

By denying free will, the Trolfomadorians deny oil re

sponsibility for tragedy in life and believe thot they 

cannot be held accountable for onything that occurs. 

By accepting this belief, Billy con overcome his post 

because he can assume that no one, including himself, 

could hove stopped any of the disasters from happening. 

Contrary to Billy's assumptions, Vonnegut shows 

that Trolfomodore is for from paradisiacal. Rather than 

being o true, extro-terrestriol Eden, Trolfomodore is the 

pr'^duct of Billy's insanity. Prior to his plane crcsh, 

Billy soys that he "was starting to get worried about . . 

. his mind in general" (SF,56). Somehow, despite his hor

rendous past, he has remained rather sane. However, he 

becomes "senile because of damage to his brain in the air 

plane crash" (SF,28). Only after the crash does he talk 

about Trolfomodore and time-tripping. 
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When Billy was in the veteran's hospital, 

Vonnegut comments that Billy hod "found life meaning

less" and tried to "re-invent" himself and his universe 

with the help of Kilgore Trout's science-fiction novels 

(SF,101). Though the novels offer some help to Billy 

while he is hospitalized, they ore on insufficient cure. 

In the hospital, Billy hears his roommote Eliot Rose-

water tell o psychiatrist, "'I think you guys ore going 

to have to come up with o lot of wonderful new lies, or 

people just aren't going to want to go on living'" (SF, 

101). Added to his other traumas, Billy's plane crash 

is the final straw which breaks him; presumably, he must 

invent "wonderful new lies" in order to survive. The new 

lie he invents is Trolfomodore. 

\ After the crash, Billy remembers incidents from 

various Trout novels and weaves these incidents together 

to invent Trolf omodore .̂̂  For instance, his Trolf omadorians 

are shaped very much like the extra-terrestrial visitors 

in Trout's The Gospel from Outer Spoce (SF,108). Further

more, Billy believes that when he returns to earth from 

Trolfomodore, he will "comfort so many people with the 

truth about time" (SF,28). Billy, the optometrist, is 

going to do "nothing less now, he thought,than [prescribe] 

corrective lenses for Eorthling souls. So many of those 
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souls were lost and wretched, Billy believed, because 

they could not see as well as his little green friends 

on Trolfomodore" (SF,29). What Billy assumes, there

fore, is that he will bring to earth "the gospel from 

outer space. " 

Besides borrowing from Trout the shape and 

size of the Tralfomadorians and his own role as messiah, 

Billy also uses another Trout novel to supply the set

ting. Trout's The Big Board is "about on Eorthling man 

and woman who were kidnapped by extra-terrestrials. They 

were put on display in o zoo on a planet called Zircon-

212" (SF,201). This, of course, closely resembles the 

"facts" surrounding Billy and Montana's kidnapping and 

home on Trolfomodore. 

Similarly, another Trout novel describes a man 

who builds o time machine and becomes o "time-traveler," 

just OS Billy time-trips after his Trolfomodorian expe

riences. Finally, while Billy is reading o Trout novel 

in o pornographic book store, he reads on the cover of 

a magazine called "Midnight Pussycats" o question: "V/hat 

really became of Montana Wildhock?" (SF,204). From this 

occurrence he concludes in his crazed state of mind that 

Montana "was bock on Trolfomodore, taking core of the 

baby" (SF,204). Thus, Billy's porodise is flawed 
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inasmuch os it is only the figment of his deranged mind 

rather than on actual Eden. 

Even though Trolfomodore is o wonderful new 

lie concocted by Billy to escape his catastrophic life, 

he still can find no real safety in this supposed Eden. 

On Trolfomodore Billy actually lives in o zoo, is con

stantly surrounded by curious "plumbers' helpers," and 

is caught within a cramped, bodly furnished dome os if 

he and Montana ore "bugs trapped in amber" (SF,77). In 

this dome "escape was out of the question. The atmo

sphere outside the dome was cyanide, and Earth was 

446,120,000,000,000,000 miles owoy" (SF,112). Though 

the dome is meant to be on escape from horror, it ac

tually offers "no ploce for Billy to hide" (SF,112). 

Thus, Trolfomodore is o false refuge for 

Billy. Though he appears to find solace for his pains 

while in his Trolfomodorian "porodise," this solace 

comes at too high o price. Just os Boaz finds safety 

on Mercury only by totally dissociating himself from 

man and by going mod, Billy too finds "paradise" only 

after he has completely cracked from the strains of his 

traumas. Trolfomodore is an illusion, o dream created 

by Billy's deranged state of mind. Possibly, he has 

found safety and happiness, but in order to do so he 
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has hod to detach himself from mankind and succumb to 

his insanity. ^ 

Unlike Molochi Constant and John who accept 

illusions rather than adapt to the world, Billy invents 

illusions primarily because he has suffered more than 

these other characters. Because of the extreme suffer

ing Billy undergoes, Vonnegut uses Billy os o foil or o 

straw figure whose actions must oppeor too absurd and 

too defeatist to be imitated by his readers. Vonnegut 

surely assumes that his audience will recognize that 

Billy's actions are extreme and that man must adopt to 

the world in order to ovoid the pitfalls to which Billy 

succumbs. 

To counteract Billy's incorrect actions, in 

his first and lost chapters, Vonnegut supplies means by 

which man con adopt to the world. Vonnegut says that 

man must confront his painful reality. As opposed to 

the Trolfomadorians and Billy who believe thot death 

con be erased, Vonnegut demands that we hove "A Duty-

Donee With Death" (SF,title page). Like Celine, Vonne

gut asserts that "truth is death" and that truth must 

be confronted so that we con ovoid repeating horrors 

like the Dresden fire-bombing (SF,21). 
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Similarly, Vonnegut disagrees with the Trol-

fomodorions and Billy who will not look at the bod 

times. In fact, Vonnegut has more sympathy with Lot's 

wife, who "(dijd look back" (SF,22) at horror, than with 

Billy's evasions. Furthermore, Vonnegut asserts that 

we do hove o certain amount of free will and that we 

must be held accountable for our actions. Because we 

ore responsible, Vonnegut states that he has told his 

sons 

. . . that they ore not under any circumstances 
to take port in massacres, and that the news of 
massacres of enemies is not to fill them with 
satisfaction or glee. 

I hove glso told them not to work for com
panies which moke massacre machinery, and to ex
press contempt for people who think we need mo-
chinery like that. (SF,19) . 

Unlike the Tralfomadorians who contend that we hove no 

control over events, Vonnegut believes that we do. 

Because of these suggestions concerning man's 

free .vlll and man's need to confront the pain in life, 

Vonnegut hopes that man con adopt to the world. Because 

Vonnegut reveals that paradise does not exist, he hopes 

to show that man must live in the only world there is. 

His book, therefore, is affirmative. Even though he 

realizes that on onti-wor novel is as useless os "on 
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onti-glocier book," he still writes Slaughterhouse-Five 

(SF,3). He still maintoins o positive outlook. 

This affirmation is evident also in his lost 

choptej. Despite the fact that the lost few poragrophs 

of the book ore set in Dresden after the bombing, there 

is an atmosphere of hope rather than destruction. As 

Vonnegut soys, "somewhere in there was springtime" and 

"The trees were leafing out" (SF,215). What Vonnegut 

desires is o phoenix-like rebirth--out of war ashes he 

yearns for new life. 

He concludes his novel with the enigmotic 

bird's cry, "Poo-tee-weet?" (SF,215). In on interview, 

Vonnegut said, "when o society is in great danger, [writ

ers ore] likely to sound the alarms. I hove the conory-

bird-in-the-cool-mine theory of the arts. You know, cool 

miners used to take birds down into the mines with them 
Q 

to detect gas before men got sick." Unfortunately, Billy 

Pilgrim is unable to benefit from any warning. Vonnegut, 

in Slaughterhouse-Five, possibly hopes that his novel will 

be like a "conary-bird-in-o-cool-mine" and that his "Poo-

tee-weet" will be on affirmative warning for future gen-

erotions. 

^Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., "Playboy Interview," Play
boy, July, 1973, p. 59. 
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Mother Night 

Like The Sirens of Titan, Cot's Cradle, and 

Slaughterhouse-Five, Mother Night depicts a protagonist, 

Howard Campbell, Jr., who is Adamic and who seeks para

dise OS on escape from the traumas of his life. Unlike 

the protagonists in these other novels, however, in 

Mother Night Campbell recognizes thpt paradise is on 

illusion; he comes to accept responsibility for his ac

tions. Nonetheless, because Campbell has committed crimes 

against humanity os o Nazi propagandist, his recognition 

and acceptance of his deeds is too damaging. Though he 

is able to overcome his illusions of paradise, he is un

able to accept reality and live with his guilt; he commits 

suicide. Thus, Mother Night shows that o quest for Eden 

is futile and that life in the only world there is is 

preferable to on hallucinatory existence in porodise. 

It also provides means by which man con adopt to the 

world. But the Adamic figure in Mother Night is unable 

to benefit either from his recognition thot porodise is 

illusory or from Vonnegut's suggestions concerning how 

one con live in the world. 

Howard Campbell, Jr., is similar to Molochi 

Constant, John, and Billy Pilgrim because like these 

characters, Campbell has hod traumatic experiences. 
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His post is disastrous because while Campbell was living 

in Germany during World War II, his wife Helgo, the per

son to whom he devoted his entire life, wos reported to 

hove been killed on the Russian front. His present is 

traumatic also. He is o war criminol, but though he has 

escaped to America to ovoid prosecution for his war crimes 

OS a German propagandist, he is pursued by on avenging 

demon, Bernard B. O'Hore. More significantly, while in 

America, he is found by his wife's sister Resi who pro

fesses to be his lost wife Helga. Eventually, Campbell 

realizes that Resi has lied to him and has been aided in 

this lie by his supposed friend George Kraft. Thus, his 

memories of his only love ore tompered with by on impos

tor, and his friendship is devalued by o lie. 

Resi and George's actions ore symptomatic of a 

more pervasive dilemma evinced in the novel--schizophrenia, 

the destruction of individuality due to split personali

ties. Vonnegut states in Slaughterhouse-Five that 

There ore almost no characters in this story . . . 
because most of the people in it ore so sick and so 
much the listless playthings of enormous forces. One 
of the main effects of the war, after all, is that 
people ore discouraged from being characters. 

(SF,164) 
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The some comment applies to Mother Night. Because of 

their experiences in the war, the characters in Mother 

Night lose their individuality. Resi is the "listless" 

plaything of the communists and of her emotions, since 

she actually loves Campbell. Kraft, whose name implies 

craftiness, is "o foxy old man" whose real name is Colo

nel lona Potopov and who is o Russian agent. As Compbell 

soys, it is "typical of [Kraft's] schizophrenio os o spy 

that he should also be o true friend of mine, and that 

he should eventually think of o way to use me cruelly in 

advancing the Russian cause." 

Other instances of wor-coused schizophrenia 

abound in the novel. Campbell's best friend during the 

war was the German soldier Heinz Schildknecht, who Camp

bell later learns "is o Jew, o member of the anti-Nozi 

underground during the war, [and] on Israeli agent after 

the war . . . " (MN,188). Similarly, while Campbell is in 

jail in Jerusalem awaiting trial for his war crimes, he 

is guarded by Arpod Kovocs; Kovocs "solved the problem 

of being a Jew in Nazi Hungary" by joining the Hungarian 

S.S, (MN,22). His job in the S.S. was "to find out how 

o 
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Mother Night (New York 

Avon Books, 1961), p. 51. Subsequent quotations from 
this novel will be designated parenthetically by the 
abbreviation MN and page numbers. 
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the Jews always knew what the S.S. was going to do next" 

(MN,23), to find the leak in the organization. He was 

the leak since he v/os simultaneously o spy for the Jews. 

The most schizoid character in the novel is 

Campbell. Prior to the war, Campbell lived in Germany 

and was o successful playwright. An American spy, who 

went under the various names of the "Blue Fairy God

mother," Major Frank Wirtonen, and Harold Sparrow, sow 

potential in Campbell's artistic abilities and enlisted 

Campbell os an American spy. It was to be Campbell's 

duty to pass information on to the United States through 

coded messages transmitted during Campbell's pro-German 

propaganda speeches. 

As the "Blue Fairy Godmother" once told him, 

Campbell was o great success as on American spy. How

ever, Campbell's propogondistic speeches were also suc

cessful. Werner Noth, Helga's father, told Campbell that 

his speeches kept Noth "from concluding that Germany hod 

gone insane." In fact, Noth admitted to Campbell that 

"almost all the ideas that [Noth held] . . . , that [mode 

him] unashamed of anything [he] may hove felt or done as 

G Nazi, come not from Hitler, not from Goebbels, not from 

Himmler--but from you" (MN,81). Though Campbell was on 

American spy supposedly aiding the free world, os a German 
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propagandist he was so successful that Major Wirtonen 

said Campbell "was one of the most vicious sons of 

bitches who ever lived" (MN,138). 

Campbell hod to live two lives in order to 

survive the knowledge of his war crimes. He attempted 

to find solace in his false personalities, "Through 

that simple and widespread boon to modern mankind--

schizophrenio" (MN,133). But this attempted means of 

solace is itself symptomatic of his dilemma. 

Because of Campbell's traumatic life, he 

seeks escape in visions of paradise. Initially, in 

Germany Campbell seeks escape from the terrors of the 

war and the realization of his dual allegiance to Ger

many and America by writing a porodisiocol ploy en

titled "Nation of Two," or "Das Reich der Zwei" (MN, 

37). Campbell soys that the ploy "was going to be 

about the love my wife and I hod for each other. It 

was going to show how a pair of lovers in o world gone 

mod could survive by being loyal only to o nation com

posed of themselves--a nation of two" (MN,37). 

The play was based directly on the relation

ship Campbell and Helgo hod and on his desire to escape 

his responsibilities and the realities of the war. In 

this porodise, he received oil the "uncritical love" he 
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needed from Helga and escaped the war by creating o 

territory which "didn't go much beyond the bounds of 

[their] great double bed" (MN,44). 

Unfortunotely, this porodise proved to be 

illusory. First, when Helgo was killed, the "nation 

ceased to be," and Campbell became "o stateless per

son" with no place to live (MN,44). Second, and more 

importantly, even while his original paradise in the 

"Nation of Two" existed, it was unreal. His concept 

of "uncritical love" was too selfish and one-dimen-

sionol, unlike Mona's promiscuous "uncritical love," 

and the "Nation of Two" was o temporary anesthetic 

which only numbed his pain rather than cured the dis

ease of war. 

My narcotic was what got me through the war; 
it was on ability to let my emotions be stirred 
by only one thing--my love for Helgo. This con
centration of my emotions on so small on area hod 
begun os o young lover's happy illusion, hod de
veloped into o device to keep me from going insane 
during the war, and hod finally become the permo-
nent axis about which my thoughts revolved. 

(MN,47) 

As Campbell states, he creates the "Nation of Two" os 

on escape from war, but this creation gets out of con

trol and mokes him stuporous. Therefore, the porodise 

is not only deceptive since it ends with Helga's demise. 
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but also it is harmful since it detaches Campbell from 

his sensibilities. 

Rather than overcoming this false desire for 

paradise, when Campbell is in America after the wor, 

he ogoin seeks refuge in Eden. To escape detection 

from those searching for him, he rents o "depressing 

attic apartment" in Greenwich Village. He soys. 

There was one pleasant thing about my ratty 
attic: the back window of it overlooked a little 
private pork, a little Eden formed by joined bock 
yards. That pork, that Eden, was walled off from 
the streets by houses on oil sides. (MN,30) 

Inasmuch os the Eden is secluded and "walled off from 

the streets by houses," it is separate from the terror-

filled outside world and represents for Campbell the 

peace and security he desires. 

Just OS his "Nation of Two" proves to be 

deceptive, however, his private Eden is only illusory. 

For instance, when Vonnegut first mentions the Eden

like park below Campbell's attic, he does so in o chap

ter entitled "Purgatory" (MN,30). Even Campbell recog 

nizes that his stay in New York is purgatorial. There 

fore, though Campbell is near on Eden which represents 

for him peace, he is still overcome by remorse and 
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suffering; though Eden represents innocence, Campbell 

still must expiate his sins. The Eden is on unobtain

able illusion. 

New York offers only purgatory; so Compbell 

seeks escape through the help of Resi and Kraft. After 

living rather peacefully in New York for fifteen years, 

Campbell is discovered by the Reverend Doctor Lionel 

Jason David Jones, D.D.S., D.D., o fanatical "anti-Se

mitic, anti-Negro, anti-Cotholic" racist who publishes 

The White Christian Minutemon, "o scabrous, illiterate 

. . , hate sheet" (MN,55). Due to the good-intentioned 

publicity Campbell receives from Dr. Jones, who admires 

Campbell's German propaganda, Campbell is being sought 

by "carnivores" who are "closing in" on him (MN,110). 

So that Campbell con escape these persecutors, Resi 

suggests that he "Go to another country" (MN,110). 

Though he rejects the possibility of escape at first, 

he comes to like the idea of flying "to some divine 

place" where he is not known and where he con "start 

life all over again" (MN,115). In fact, his 

big dream was to get out of America as soon os 
possible. Conversations in which I took very 
little port, were o sort of roulette played with 
the names of worm places purported to be Edens: 
Acopulco . . . Minorca . . . Rhodes . . . even 
the Vole of Kashmir, Zanzibar, and the Andaman 
Islands. (MN,119) 
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Again, however, this escape from life's diffi

culties to o paradise proves impossible. Immediately 

before Campbell, Resi, and Kraft are to jet to Mexico 

and security, Campbell finds out from his Blue Fairy 

Godmother that both Resi and Kraft ore Russian spies. 

Campbell tells Mojor Wirtonen that Kraft gave him "the 

dream" of Mexico, and Wirtonen replies 

,"I know,.... There's o plane waiting for you 
in Mexico City right now. If you were to fly 
down there, you wouldn't spend more than two 
minutes on the ground. Off you'd go again, bound 
for Moscow in the latest jet, all expenses paid." 

(MN,144) 

After Campbell discovers that Resi and Kroft 

hove duped him, he desires refuge from his tortured life 

and again finds it temporarily in the "enchantment of the 

little private pork below [his attic], the little Eden 

formed by joined bock yards" (MN,176). However, again 

this porodise proves to be fallacious. Even while Camp

bell i:, looking down into the garden below his attic, he 

hears "o stir, o rustle in the shadows" of his attic 

which he imagines "to be the rustle of o rot" (MN,176). 

He is wrong. "It was the rustle of Bernard B. O'Hore," 

the American who originally captured Campbell in Germany 

but lost him when Major Wirtonen helped Campbell escape. 
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From that moment, O'Hore "thought of himself os St. 

George" and of Campbell "as the dragon" (MN,177) or 

the Devil (MN,180). Thus, Campbell's vision of Eden 

is corrupted by the presence of his most persistent 

enemy. 

As in The Sirens of Titan, Cot's Cradle, and 

Slaughterhouse-Five, Vonnegut reveals in Mother Night 

that escape to porodise is impossible ond that man can

not ovoid the traumas of life. In this sense. Mother 

Night is as guardedly optimistic os the other three 

novels since all four works imply that man must live 

in the only world there is. Furthermore, Mother Night, 

like the other novels, supplies means by which man con 

adopt to the world, and more optimistically than the 

other novels has Campbell tentatively accept these 

means. 

Vonnegut soys in his introduction to the 

novel. 

This is the only story of mine whose moral I know. 
I don't think it's a marvelous moral; I simply 
happen to know what it is: We ore what we pretend 
to be, so we must be careful about what we pretend 
to be. (MN,v) 

What Vonnegut suggests is that in order to adopt to the 

world, we must be careful about how we live our lives. 
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Even though we might feel that our actions ore unimpor

tant because what we do and soy often is meant to be 

taken as o joke, these jokes may not be perceived as 

such by others. As Vonnegut soys in his Editor's Note, 

because lies con be "the most beguiling forms of truth" 

(MN,ix), people con readily believe our false assump

tions. Even more dangerous, however, we con succumb to 

our own pretenses. Though Campbell believed that his 

orders in Germany were "ignorant and insane," he "car

ried out ther instructions anyway" (MN,61). He pre

tended too well and, in doing so, became what he pre

tended to be--a vicious propagandist. 

But Campbell matures enough in the novel to 

accept responsibility for his actions. One of his guards 

in Jerusolem, Bernard Mengel, soys to Campbell, 

"You ore the only man I ever heard of . . . 
who has o bod conscience about what he did in the 
war. Everybody else, no matter what side he was on, 
no matter what he did, is sure o good man could not 
have acted in any other way." (MN,24) 

Unlike Molochi Constant, John, and Billy Pilgrim who 

strive for illusion throughout their stories, Campbell 

accepts facts that ore painful. He realizes he hod 

sinned and, therefore, he comes close to adopting to 

reality rather than escaping from it in false visions 

of paradise. 
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For example, even while Campbell dreams of the 

Eden below his attic in Greenwich Village, he recognizes 

that he does not want to hide in this vision of porodise 

The garden is "big enough for children to ploy hide-and-

seek in" (MN,30). He not only envies their ability to 

hide in Eden, but also he envies the fact that their hid

ing is a gome and that they can end it and return to re

ality. He soys. 

I ofte 
child's cry 
listen. It 
o gome of h 
hiding were 
to go home. 

The cr 
And I, 

to hurt or 
that cry fo 
seek with o 

"Olly-

n heard o cry from that little Eden, o 
that never failed to moke me stop and 
was the sweetly mournful cry that meant 
ide-ond-seek was over, that those still 
to come out of hiding, thot it was time 

y was this: "Olly-olly-ox-in-free." 
hiding from many people who might wont 

kill me, often longed for someone to give 
r me, to end my endless gome of hide-ond-
sweet and mournful--

olly-ox-in-free;" (MN,30) 

In this scene, Vonnegut suggests that Campbell wonts to 

end his forced alienation from the world. He desires once 

again to become part of life rather then be exiled. 

Possibly because of this desire on the part of 

Campbell to adopt to the world rather than flee it, Jerome 

Klinkowitz soys that Mother Night is an optimistic work. 

"Howard W. Campbell, Jr., commits not so many 'crimes 

against humanity' as 'crimes against himself,' the latter 
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which, once recognized, can be successfully and person

ally purged." Undoubtedly, Campbell recognizes his 

sins, but in no way does he successfully purge himself. 

At the end of the novel, before Campbell is to be exe

cuted for his war crimes. Major Wirtonen becomes o true 

fairy godmother and saves Campbell's life. He informs 

the Israeli authorities that Campbell was recruited os 

on American agent and that he "become one of the most 

effective agents in the Second World War" (MN,192). 

Because of this information, Campbell "is about to be 

a free man again, to wander where" he pleases (MN,192). 

However, because Campbell realistically recognizes the 

full extent of his "crimes against himself," he finds 

"the prospect [of his freedom] nauseating" (MN,192). He 

is unable to accept fully his deeds or adopt to reality; 

he hongs himself. 

Like The Sirens of Titan, Cot's Cradle, and 

Slaughterhouse-Five, Mother Night shows that illusions 

of paradise ore futile and implies affirmatively that 

man must live in the real world. Molochi Constant, John, 

^^Jerome Klinkowitz, "Mother Night, Cat's Cra
dle, and The Crimes of Our Time,^' in The Vonnegut State
ment, ed. by Jerome Klinkowitz and John Somer (New York: 
DeTT Publishing Co., 1973), p. 175. 
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and Billy Pilgrim are unable to overcome their desire 

for Eden; thus, their novels end rather pessimistically. 

On the other hand, in Mother Night Howard Campbell real

izes that paradise is on illusion and desires to live in 

the only world there is rather than seek escape. Unfor

tunately, his acceptance of his crimes is destructive 

and forces him to commit suicide rother than adopt to 

the world. 

B. Adaptation to the World 

Player Piano 

Player Piano, Vonnegut's first novel, is simi

lar to those novels already discussed in that it too has 

on Adamic protagonist who seeks porodise as on escape 

from his traumatic life. However, like Howard Campbell 

in Mother Night, Paul Proteus, the main character in 

Player Piano, comes to accept the fact that porodise 

does not exist and that man con not escape his dilemmas. 

In this sense, he and Campbell ore more positive figures 

than Molochi Constant, John, and Billy Pilgrim. Proteus 

is one of Vonnegut's most affirmative characters because, 

unlike the previously discussed characters, he is able to 

adopt to the world. 
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The dilemmas that drive Paul to seek porodise 

are much like those which affect all of Vonnegut's pro

tagonists. Paul is in the midst of an entropic society 

which has destroyed individualism. Plover Piano is pri

marily o depiction of a future society in which machines 

have token over almost oil of man's jobs and hove left 

many men without outlets for their creotivity, industry, 

and individualism. 

Due to the dominance of machines, most men hove 

become "Reeks and Wrecks," o term which not only desig

nates that they work for the "Reconstruction and Reclomg-

tion Corps," but also one which shows that these men ore 

the flotsam of society. They are the individuals "who 

couldn't compete economically with machines" and were 

discarded to perform menial jobs. When these men were 

declared superfluous by the machinery that ran the coun

try, the men lost "the sense of participation, the sense 

of importance" which allows men to exist as complete in

dividuals (PP,92). The machines destroyed the men's 

"feeling of being needed on earth--hell, [their] dignity" 

(PP,94). Though the machines hove supposedly insured 

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Player Piano (New York: 
Avon Books, 1952), p. 31. Subsequent quotations from 
this novel will be designated parenthetically by the 
abbreviation PP and page numbers. 
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complete democracy since it was the machine which won 

the war (PP,9) and allowed man his freedom, these same 

machines hove come to rule the men os dictators. In 

fact, when the Shah of Brotpuhr visits America, he im

mediately recognizes that the American "Reeks and Wrecks" 

ore .not "'Citizens, employed by the government,'" but ore 

"'Tokoru'"--slaves (PP,27-28). The men hove been en

slaved by "progress" and American "know-how" (PP,9). 

The "Reeks and Wrecks" ore discontent because 

machinery has stolen their individuality. On the other 

hand, many of the contented people in Ilium, New York, 

the setting of Player Piano, have accepted the dominance 

of the machines. To o certain extent, these contented 

people have even achieved machine-like personalities and 

thus exemplify the extreme results of entropy. 

The best example of a person who has become 

machine-like is Paul's wife Anita. Throughout the novel, 

Vonnegut depicts Anita os o sly, "calculating" individual 

whose life is little more than the feedback of programmed 

norms. For instance, each time Paul and Anita hove o 

conversation, they end their talk with the ritualistic 

'"I love you,'" and "'I love ^£u'" (PP,25). The first 

time Paul and Anita moke these responses, Vonnegut states 

that "Anita hod the mechanics of marriage down pot, even 
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to the subtlest conventions" (PP,25). She knows little 

about actual love; she is capable only of turning out 

"a creditable counterfeit of warmth" which is "disturb

ingly rational, systematic" (PP,25). 

Her mechanical nature also is apparent in her 

concept of friendship. Rather than expressing personal 

concerns, she enjoys only "the ritual attitudes of 

friendship" (PP,24). Even though she might not ac

tually like someone, she has been programmed by soci

etal norms to act o certain way. Ed Finnerty, one of 

the non-conformists in the book, recognizes her lock of 

individuality and goes so for os to suggest that she 

could easily be replaced by o more efficient machine. 

"Anita," said Finnerty, "if you don't show 
more respect for man's privacy, I'll design o 
machine that's everything you ore, and does show 
respect." 

"Stainless steel," said Finnerty. "Stainless 
steel, covered with sponge rubber, and heated elec
trically to 98.6 degrees." (PP,46) 

Paul's dilemma is that he is torn between con

cern for the "Reeks and Wrecks" and allegiance to the 

more contented world of "managers and engineers and civil 

servants" (PP,9) who have jobs working with the machines. 

As "manager of the Ilium Works," Paul is "the most impor

tant, brilliant person in Ilium" (PP,9). He is considered 
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to be sufficiently capable of following in the footsteps 

of his father. Doctor George Proteus, who "was at the 

time of his death the nation's first National Industrial, 

Commercial, Communications, Foodstuffs, and Resources 

Director, o position approached in importance only by 

the presidency of the United States" (PP,10). Because 

of Paul's brilliance and his father's legacy, Paul is 

firmly entrenched in the ruling class. At the some time, 

however, Paul is sympathetic to the plight of the "Reeks 

and Wrecks"; because of this sympathy, he has been mode 

"variously annoyed, bored, or queasy" by "his job, the 

system, and organized politics" (PP,15). 

Paul is the man in the middle. He cannot 

easily leave his security, his wife (who supports the 

system), or his obligations to the Ilium Works. Nor con 

he easily turn his bock on the men who hove been dis

placed by machinery. Unfortunately, he cannot exist 

happily in the system due to his sympathies for the 

downtrodden nor con he live with the "Reeks and Wrecks" 

because to them he represents the forces that hove dis

inherited them. As his name implies, he is o protean 

character who is variable and whose desires ore incon

sistent since he is torn between two ways of life. 
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Due to Paul's confusion and the fact that no 

easy answers ore available, he seeks escape in visions 

1 2 
of paradise. Initially, Paul's desire for escape is 

evinced in his concern for nostalgia--"the good.old 

days." Because the machine-controlled present makes 

him feel ill at ease, he often removes himself from it 

by returning to on older part of the Ilium Works where 

he is more comfortable. Building 58, "the oldest build

ing in the plant" and "the original machine shop set up 

by Edison in 1886," "was o pet" of Paul's because he 

"felt better" when he visited it (PP,14). "Poul hod 

saved it--because of its historical interest to visi

tors, he'd told Headquarters" (PP,14). However, the 

real reason he saved it was because it represents to 

12 
Since Paul is the protagonist in the novel, 

his desire for escape is most significant in this study. 
But he is not the only character who seeks escape in vi
sions of porodise. Edgar Rice Burroughs Hagstrohm, whose 
father named him after the creator of Torzon, hates "being 
a little man" in Chicago (PP,155). He believes thot he 
is "no good to anybody, not in this world" (PP,162), so 
to escape his dilemma he becomes ITke Torzon. He takes 
all his clothes off, and he seeks escape in the woods and 
in o "bird sanctuary bordering the housing development" 
(PP,250). Similarly, Ed Harrison, a young and discon
tented engineer, hopes to escape the system by finding 
"a cabin in the north woods, a shock in the Everglades." 
He wonts "a womb suitable for on adult" (PP,266). 
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Paul "o vote of confidence from the post" (PP,14). The 

confidence and contentment Paul receives from Building 

58 is due to the fact that the building represents to 

him on era when men were in control of their destinies. 

In Paul's present, men ore superfluous; in 1886, the men 

who worked in the building were "fierce with dignity and 

pride" (PP,15). 

Building 58 appears innocuous and is the remind

er of more pleasant times; nonetheless, it offers incom

plete solace to Paul since it also represents one of the 

first stages of the industrial revolution which has de

prived man of his worth. Therefore, Paul's quest for es

cape in nostalgia must manifest itself differently. 

Though Paul "hod never been a reading man," he develops 

on appetite for novels wherein the hero lived 
vigorously and out-of-doors, dealing directly 
with nature, dependent upon basic cunning and 
physical strength for survival--woodsmen, sailors, 
cattlemen . . . . 

He read of these heroes with a holf-smile on 
his lips. He knew his enjoyment of them was in a 
measure childish, and he doubted that o life could 
ever be as clean, hearty, and satisfactory as those 
in the books. Still and oil, there was o basic 
truth underlying the tales, o primitive ideal to 
which he could aspire. He wanted to deal, not with 
society, but only with Earth os God hod given it to 
man, (PP,135) 

What Paul desires is the frontier ideal. He wonts to es

cape the system, the confines of society, and achieve the 
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type of primitivism which will allow him to subsume 

"both the frontiersman of the Wild West, and the home

steader who tilled 'the gorden of the world,' into a 

figure of the 'American Adorn' before the fall, living 

hopeful and innocent" in a peaceful era of early Ameri

can history. 

Paul's desire for frontier primitivism is also 

evident when Vonnegut describes Paul's house. Anita, 

whom everyone has concluded is "artistic," has mode her 

kitchen on eorly-Americon marvel. It is complete with 

"Rough-hewn rafters," "o huge fireplace and Dutch oven," 

"a long muzzle-loading rifle, powder horn, and bullet 

pouch" hanging over the oven, "clusters of Indian corn," 

"a wooden butter churn," and "o colonial scythe" (PP,110) 

To Anita, these antiques serve only aesthetic 

purposes. To Paul, however, they offer escape in visions 

of frontier primitivism. 

Paul narrowed his eyes, excluding everything 
from his field of vision but the colonial tableau, 
and imagined that he and Anita hod pushed this for 
into the upstate wilderness, with the nearest neigh
bor twenty-eight miles owoy. She was making soap, 
candles, and thick wool clothes for a hard winter 
ahead, and he, if they weren't to starve, hod to 
mold bullets and go shoot a bear . . . . As, in 

13 

(To Be) Regained," 599. 
Carpenter, "'The American Myth': Porodise 
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his imagination, he brought home o bear to Anita, 
and she cleaned it and sglted it gwgy, he felt g 
tremendous lift--the two of them winning by sinew 
and guts o mountain of strong, red meat from on 
inhospitable world. (PP,110-11) 

Paul s dream of o frontier porodise, of course, 

is illusory; his "inhospitable world" of modernism is 

ever-present. He is awakened from his vision by on 

"automatic washing machine" which goes "' Urdle-urdle-ur 

dull!'" (PP,111). Beneath the veneer of frontier primi

tivism, v/hich Anita has artistically created, lies modern 

appliances: "Anita sot on o ladder-back choir before the 

cherry breokfront that concealed the laundry console"; 

"The doors of o corner cabinet were open, revealing a 

television screen" (PP,111). 

Paul's "pet" building, his books, and his home 

offer no solace inasmuch os they are fictitious repre

sentations of his desired nostalgia. Because these means 

of escape ore insufficient, Poul desperately yearns for o 

place "Somewhere, outside of society" where "o man—o man 

and wife--[can] live heartily and blamelessly, naturally, 

by hands and wits" (PP,143). He doydreoms "of living o 

century before" and buys "one farmhouse in particular for 

his fantasy"--Gottwald, o dilapidated form on "the edge 

of town" (PP,144). On this form, be believes,- he has 

tWlAJM 
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found "o place where he could work with his hands, 

getting life from nature without being disturbed by 

any human beings other than his wife" (PP,149). Un

like his pseudo-antique house, Gottwold is truly rus

tic; it represents for Paul o paradise where he con 

achieve innocence and live out his Adamic fantasies. 

Paul's Eden, however, is short-lived. When 

he takes Anita to Gottwald to share his dreoms of para

dise, she sees the form only as o perfect wholesale out

let, o place which will supply her v/ith more "rough-hewn 

beams," on old "spice cabinet" to plant philodendros in, 

and o "dry-sink" for their television set (PP,174-75). 

She assumes he has bought the farm so that she con rav

age it and employ her artistry by removing the antiques 

to her own home. Paul tells her that he "bought the 

place for [them] to live in," but Anito concludes that 

it "is another one of [his] jokes" (PP,175). At this 

point, Paul becomes adamant and states, "'I'm not teas

ing! This is the life I wont. This is where I wont to 

live'" (PP,175). Anita, who probably is more realistic 

than Paul, believes that his idea is "perfectly hideous" 

(PP,175) and assures him that they would "die in six 

months" (PP,176). 
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Paul is defeated at this point, but he still 

believes that a good life con be hod on the form. Even

tually, he returns to the form, "in the manner of o man 

dedicating his life to God," and asks Mr. Hoycox, the 

overseer, "to put him to work, guiding the hand of Na

ture" (PP,246). Again Paul's dreams ore deflated. 

The hand he grasped so fervently, he soon discov
ered, was coarse and sluggish, hot and wet and 
smelly, and the charming little cottage he'd token 
OS o symbol of the good life of o farmer was as 
irrelevant os o statue of Venus at the gate of o 
sewoge-disposol plant. He hadn't gone back. 

(PP,246) 

What Gottwald represents, therefore, is porodise sought, 

found, and lost. It represents the illusion of peace; 

it evinces the.fact that escape from every-doy dilemmas 

is impossible. 

Another means of escape offered to Paul is 

"the meadows," on island operated by the "Notional Monu-

factory Council" (PP,44-45). This island was where "the 

most promising men" in the system were sent "each summer 

in on orgy of morale building" (PP,44). Theoretically, 

the vocation to the meadows was for rest and recupera

tion. The meadows purportedly offered o return to nature 

and primitivism. While at the meadows, men heard "Con

cealed loudspeakers in the virgin forest burst into song: 
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'To you, beautiful lady, I raise my eyes; 
My heart, beautiful lady, to your heort'si^ 
Come, come, beautiful lady, to Porodise. ,^ *" 

(PP,180) 

ghs. 

Paul, however, is never token in by this false 

promise of Porodise. He always knows that the Meadows 

is a highly political operation which barely pretends to 

be concerned with o return to nature. When he is travel

ing to the island aboard o boot, he squints "through the 

spray" and watches "the Meadows come closer and closer, 

hot, bleached, and sanitary. The white serpent stretch

ing the island's length could now be seen os rows of white 

cubes, the insulated cement-block structures called, in 

Meadows parlance dating bock to more primitive facilities, 

tents" (PP,180-81). Thus, Paul sees that the Meadows is 

sterile and that the supposed primitivism of this Eden is 

corrupted by serpentine rows of phoney "tents." 

Paul con find no escape within the system nor 

in his own desired return to nature at Gottwald. What 

he finally attempts is total detachment from his obligo-

tions OS head of the Ilium works. While at the Meadows, 

Paul is informed by his superiors that he should pretend 

to be dissatisfied with the system, o request that demonds 

little acting on his part, so that he con infiltrate o 

secret organization which is o threat to the status quo. 
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When he hears their plan, he honestly soys, "I quit." 

The men assume he is performing, but Paul replies, "I 

mean it! I'm sick of the whole childish, stupid, blind 

operation" (PP,222). Again, his superiors congratulate 

him for his act and leave. Nonetheless, Paul's breok 

is mode, and he decides to seek escape in the some or

ganization to which his bosses have ossigned him os o 

spy. Prior to his ritualistic firing, Paul hod olreody 

considered "The Ghost Shirt Society," the secret organ

ization, a possible source of salvation to him. He be

lieved that he could "moke himself o new Messiah and 

Ilium the new Eden" by assuming control of the Ghost 

Shirts (PP,105). What he hod hoped for was o chance 

to moke Ilium o porodise of love and innocence and 

peace. Eventually, the society does take Paul in and 

concludes that he could be o fitting Messiah because of 

his fame and former position. 

Paul takes his new obligations seriously and 

hopes to be o true Messioh for the downtrodden, but once 

again, his quest for paradise is futile. What Poul foils 

to realize is that he is the dupe of the Ghost Shirt So

ciety. The controlling members of the society ore not as 

idealistic os Paul. They only wont "o phoney Messiah" 

(PP/93)f ° figure-head, who will join the people so that 

^taHB««-' 9 «. -» ̂ ' 
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the actual leaders of the group con manipulate the 

masses. To accomplish their means, the leaders of 

the society keep Paul in o state of "drug inspired 

whimsey" (PP,277) and write his speeches for him. 

One speech he supposedly writes asserts that men hod 

believed they hod found on "Eden of eternal peace" in 

America after the war but that this porodise wos des

troyed by "the divine right of machines, efficiency, 

and organization" (PP,234). What Paul's ghost writers 

soy is that men do not wont the perfection of machinery. 

The writers soy 

That there must be virtue in imperfection, for 
Man is imperfect, and Man is o creation of God. 

That there must be virtue in frailty, for Man 
is frail, and Man is o creation of God. 

That there must be virtue in inefficiency, for 
Man is inefficient, and Man is o creation of God. 

That there must be virtue in brilliance fol
lowed by stupidity, for Man is alternately brilliont 
and stupid, and Man is d creation of God. (PP/ 
285-86) 

However, even the leaders oi' the society do not believe 

this. Ed Finnerty, one of the key men in the organiza

tion, soys, "If only it weren't for people, the god

damned people, . . . always getting tangled up in the 

machinery. If it weren't for them, eorth would be on 

engineer's porodise" (PP,313). 
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Player Piano is a constant search on the port 

of Paul to escape his tormented society and find peace 

in visions of paradise. However, each time Paul is of

fered an Eden or feels that he has found one, his para

dise proves to be illusory. In this sense, Paul is ex

actly like the other Vonnegut protagonists discussed in 

this study. There is one significant difference, how

ever. Unlike Molochi Constant, John, Billy Pilgrim, ond 

Howard Campbell, Paul is able to adopt realistically to 

society. 

Prior to his final adaptation, Paul and his 

ghost-shirters ore involved in o futile military ottock 

on the system. They win o few minor bottles, but pri

marily they prove to be inept guerillas and ore soundly 

defeated. After the defeat, Paul is talking to Reverend 

James Lasher, the spiritual mentor of the Ghost Shirt 

Society, and eventually realizes that Lasher hod never 

expected to win the battle. Incredulous, Paul soys to 

Lasher, "'But you've been talking oil along osthough 

[our successes in battle] were almost a sure thing'" 

(PP,314). Patronizingly, the Reverend replies, "'Of 

course, Doctor, . . . . If we hadn't all talked that 

way, we wouldn't hove hod that one chance in o thousand. 

But I didn't let myself lose touch with reality'" (PP, 
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314). Still amazed, Paul asks, "'If we didn't hove a 

chance, then what on earth was the sense of--?' Paul 

left the sentence unfinished, and included the ruins 

of Ilium in o sweep of his bond" (PP,314-15). Lasher 

answers, "'It doesn't matter if we win or lose. Doctor. 

The important thing is that we tried. For the record, 

we tried!'" (PP,315). Lasher believes some things ore 

"important enough to fight and die for, no matter what 

the odds" (PP,314). 

What Lasher attempts to teach Paul, tlierefore, 

is that one should accept reality rother than live in 

dreams, that one should fight for whot one believes in, 

and that success is not olwoys the ultimate goal. One 

need only "try"--an idea shared by Ken Kesey in One Flew 

14 Over The Cuckoo's Nest. Through these suggestions, 

Vonnegut supplies means by which man can adopt to the 

world. 

Paul is confused by Lasher's words, but even

tually he comes to accept them. At the end of the novel, 

Paul and his compatriots decide to give themselves up os 

prisoners. Before they do so, they shore o final drink. 

Paul begins a toast: 

14 Ken Kesey, One Flew Over The Cuckoo's Nest 
(New York: The New American Library, 1962), p~, TTl . 
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'To o better world," he storied to say, but he cut 
his toast short, thinking of the people of Ilium, 
already eager to recreate the some old nightmare. 
He shrugged. "To the record," he said, and 
smashed the empty bottle on o rock. (PP,320) 

If Paul hod toasted to o better world, he would hove been 

like John in Cot's Cradle who still dreamed of utopias 

after the "ice-nine" catastrophe. Paul, however, is able 

to accept reality, and toasts the "record," which is syn

onymous with Lasher's pragmatic, three-port gospel. After 

Paul smashes the bottle. Lasher "gaily" soys, "'Honds up-' 

. , , 'Forward March'" (PP,320). 

As Peter J. Reed rightly contends. Lasher's 

I, I Forward March,' with its significant capitals, ends 

the book with an old clarion call, o positive note." 

Thus Player Piano, Vonnegut's first novel, is also one 

of his more completely affirmative ones. In it he clear

ly shows that visions of paradise ore illusory and that 

one should not seek escape in Eden; he offers valid sug-

ge:;tions os to how man con odopt to the world; and he 

creates o protagonist who is able to overcome illusion 

and live in the only world there is. 

Peter J. Reed, Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. (New York: 
Warner Paperback Library, 1972), p. 51. 
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God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater 

Eliot Rosewater, the protagonist in God Bless 

You, Mr. Rosewater, is Vonnegut's most affirmative cha

racter. Like Paul Proteus, Eliot has hod traumatic ex

periences which force him to seek refuge from the world 

in visions of porodise. Like Proteus, Eliot overcomes 

these visions. Like Proteus, Eliot is oble to adopt to 

reality. However, Proteus and Eliot differ in their ul-

timate successes. Proteus is o character who ochieves 

triumph only in defeat; he wins the war against his own 

desires to escape reality, but he loses o battle against 

the system. Eliot, on the other hand, is completely 

triumphant at the end of his novel. Not only does he 

overcome his need for paradisiacal illusions and gain 

self-oworeness, but also he is able to aid others less 

fortunate than himself. 

In order to achieve these affirmative ends, 

Eliot must first undergo o lengthy and painful process 

of maturation. Primarily, he has to find o viable means 

of coping with his disastrous post". Eliot has the most 

traumatic life of oil Vonnegut characters, aside from 

Billy Pilgrim, to whom he is similar in many ways. Both 

Billy and Eliot have hod poinful relationships with their 

parents. Billy's father was insensitive to Billy's 
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childhood fears and, therefore, frightened him con

stantly. When Billy was hospitalized after the war, 

he hid under the sheets rather than confront his 

mother. Eliot also has on awkward relationship with 

his father, who is o highly conservative, sociolly in

sensitive, "terrifying tyrant."^^ Eliot's relotionship 

with his mother, however, is even more disastrous. 

"When he was nineteen, he took his mother for o soil 

in Cotuit Harbor. He jibed. The slashing boom knocked 

his mother overboard. Eunice Morgan Rosewoter sank like 

a stone" (GB,28). To o certoin extent, Eliot "killed his 

beloved mother" (GB,28). 

Soon after this occurrence, Eliot goes to war, 

and his traumas increase. As o c'optoin in the infontry, 

he is in charge of ottocking o "smoke-filled . . . clari

net factory in Bovorio" which "wos supposedly infested by 

a hedgehog of S.S. troops" (GB,63). Since the building 

was smoke-filled, and since Eliot feared harming his own 

men, he decided to enter the building carrying "o rifle 

and fixed bayonet" rather than his usual "Thompson sub-

mochinegun" (GB,63). After pitching o hand grenade 

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., God Bless You, Mr. Rose-
ter (New York: Dell Publishing Co. , 1965), p. 28. 5T7E-

seqiTent quotations from this novel will be designated 
porentheticolly by the abbreviation GB and page numbers. 

wa 
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through a window, Eliot entered the building, stumbled 

over two bodies killed by his grenade, and finally come 

face-to-face with 
Eliot, like 

his knee into the 
into his throat, 
man's jaw with hi 

And then Eli 
ing somewhere off 
apparently o lot 
was yelling, "Ceo 
Jesus Christ--the 
men!" 

It was true: 
firemen. (CB, 

o helme 
the good 
man ' s g 
withdrew 
s rifle 
ot heard 
to his 

better o 
se fire! 
se oren' 

Eliot 
63-64) 

ted Germon in o gas mask. 
soldier he was, jammed 
roin, drove his bayonet 
the bayonet, smashed the 

butt. 
on American sergeant yell-
left. This visibility was 
ver there, for the sergeant 
Hold your fire, you guys, 

t soldiers. They're fire-
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Later, when medics removed the gas masks from 

Eliot's three victims, Eliot found that he hod killed 

"two old men and o boy. The boy was the one Eliot hod 

bayoneted. He didn't look more than fourteen" (GB,64). 

Though Eliot seemed to take his deed "reasonably well," 

within ten minutes after discovering the identities of 

his victims, Eliot "calmly lay down in front of o mov

ing truck" (GB,64). He was then token to Paris to re

cover . 

In Paris he "was hospitalized" for "what was 

diagnosed as combat fatigue" (GB,16). However, in 

Slaughterhouse-Five Vonnegut gives o more opt reason 

for Eliot's stay in o hospital. Like Billy Pilgrim, 

who was also hospitalized after the war, Eliot entered 

iMi 
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the hospital because he was "olormed by the outside 

world" and hod "found life meaningless, partly be

cause of what [he] hod seen in war" (SF,100-01). 

Due to his war experiences and his guilt 

over his mother's death, Eliot yearns to expiote his 

sins by helping others. From 1947 to 1953, he is 

rather successful in achieving his altruistic goals. 

As the multi-millionaire head of the Rosewater Founda

tion, he spends fourteen million dollars to fight can

cer, mental illness, race prejudice, and police brutal

ity; he sets up o birth control clinic in Detroit; he 

donates on El Greco to Tompo, Florida; he encourages 

"college professors to look for truth" (GB,17). 

Unfortunately, these schemes to aid mankind 

while purging himself of his guilt ore unsatisfactory. 

He has numerous nervous breakdowns, turns to liquor for 

solvation, and becomes "o drunkard, o Utopian dreomer, 

a tinhorn saint, on aimless fool" (GB,14). Eventually, 

he travels around the United Stotes ond looks for o 

place where he con create o paradise, o privote Eden 

where he con tend helpless people. Throughout these 

travels, he keeps in constant contact with his wife, 

Sylvia; once he writes her from Elsinore, California. 
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Influenced by the nome of the city, Eliot colls Sylvi. 

"Ophelia" and compares himself to Hamlet: 
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(GB,31) 

Eliot envisions some vogue place where he con serve 

mankind by creating o utopio. 

In the course of his roaming, he finally real

izes where the site of his porodise should be. He re

cognizes that in order to help mankind and cure himself, 

he must begin at the beginning. He decides to return to 

his childhood home--"'the town of Rosewater, the Town

ship of Rosewater, the County of Rosewater, the State of 

Indiana'" (GB,35). Here, Eliot plans to "core" about 

people. In fact, he soys that he is "'going to be on 

artist,'" He is "'going to love these discorded Ameri

cans, even though they're useless and unattractive. 

That is going to be my work of ort'" (GB,36). 
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In the city of Rosewater, Eliot comes very 

close to creating the paradise he has envisioned. He 

helps the Rosewater Volunteer Fire Department by be

coming the Fire Lieutenant, answering fire-department 

phone colls, and buying the city on extremely expensive 

and loud fire-warning horn. In this way he rids him

self of some of his guilt associated with having killed 

the German firemen. Furthermore, he directs the Rose-

water Foundation which counsels the needy and which aids 

these lost individuals by giving them nominal sums of 

money. 

His altruism is so magnanimous that he becomes 

almost Christ-like and seemingly performs miracles for 

the downtrodden. Diono Moon Clampers, one of the regu

lar recipients of his magnanimity, soys to him. 

"Down Leonard hod boils for ten years, and you 
cured 'em. Ned Calvin hod that twitch in his eye 
since he was o little boy, and you mode it stop. 
Pearl Flemming come and sow you, and she threw her 
crutches owoy. And now my kiddleys hove stopped 
hurting, just hearing your sweet voice." (GB,60) 

As payment for his unselfishness, Eliot receives the type 

of honor and absolution he most requires; Diono soys, 

"•God bless you, Mr. Rosewoter'" (GB,61). 
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Eliot, the multi-millionaire, desires no 

money. In fact, he has spent o great deal of time 

running owoy from his monetary obligations. On the 

contrary, Eliot's desires ore totolly abstract. What 

he wonts is on escope from his painful reality. His 

means of achieving this escape, as one doctor informs 

Eliot's father, is by directing oil of his energies "'To 

Utopia'" (GB,73)--a state of innocence similar to thot 

which Booz found on Mercury in The Sirens of Titan. Just 

as Booz found happiness tending the Harmoniums on Mer

cury, Eliot believes that in the city of Rosewater he has 

found on outlet for his sympathies. In fact, Eliot could 

borrow o line from Booz and soy, "'I found me o place 

where I con do good without doing any harm, and I con 

see I'm doing good, and them I'm doing good for know I'm 

doing it, and they love me'" (ST,213-14). 

However, os has been apparent in his other 

novels, Vonnegut does not believe that man con escape 

his dilemmas by envisioning on Eden. Throughout God Bless 

You, Mr. Rosewater, Vonnegut clearly reveals that oil at

tempted paradises hove been unsuccessful. Initially, he 

shows that the entire concept of America os o new Eden 

was ill-fated. Despite the fact that "the United States 

of America . . . was meant to be o Utopia for oil," it 

MMi 
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failed in becoming one for the simple reason thot Ameri

ca's founding fathers did not moke "it the low of the 

Utopia that the wealth of each citizen should be limited" 

(GB,12). Because of this oversight, "a handful of ropo-

cious citizens [come] to control oil that was worth con

trolling in America" and created the "entirely inappro

priate and unnecessary and humorless American class sys

tem" (GB,12). This class system divided America into two 

groups: there were the robber-borons "who devised means 

of getting paid enormously for commiting crimes against 

which no low hod been passed"; these controllers of so

ciety classed the "Honest, industrious, peaceful citizens 

. . . OS bloodsuckers, if they asked to be paid o living 

wage" (GB,12-13). Due to this monetary inequity, Vonne

gut soys that 

the American dream turned belly up, turned green, 
bobbed to the scummy surface of cupidity unlimited, 
filled with gas, went bong in the noonday sun. 

E pluribus unum is surely an ironic motto to 
inscribe on the currer,c/ of this Utopio gone bust, 
for every grotesquely rich American represents 
property, privileges, and pleasures that hove been 
denied the many. (GB,13) . 

Vonnegut emphasizes his contention that the American 

dream of porodise is fallacious by stating, "onybody 

who thought that the United States of America was 
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supposed to be o Utopia was o piggy, Igzy, God-domned 

fool" (GB,13). 

Besides this oll-encompossing denunciation of 

America os paradisiacal, Vonnegut also gives severol 

smaller examples of envisioned Edens "gone bust." For 

instance, at one time, "in the southwest corner of 

[Rosewoter] county," a collection of "Germons, commu

nists and atheists who practiced group marriage, abso

lute truthfulness, absolute cleanliness, and obsolute 

love" attempted to construct "A Utopian community" to 

be called "New Ambrosia" (GB,37). Unfortunately, they 

tried to supplement their incomes by investing in the 

"Rosewater Inter-Stote Ship Canal" v,hich "failed utter

ly" (GB,37). After their investments failed, these 

seekers after porodise "scattered to the winds, like 

the worthless papers that represented their equity in 

the canal. No one was sorry to see them go" (GB,37-38), 

Nonetheless, these dreomers left o lasting 

legacy: 

Their one contribution to the county that wos still 
viable in Eliot's time was their brewery, which hod 
become the home of Rosewater Golden Loger Ambrosia 
Beer, On the label of each con of beer was o pic
ture of the heaven on earth the New Ambrosions hod 
meant to build. The dream city hod spires. The 
spires hod lightning-rods. The sky was filled with 
cherubin. (GB,38) 
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The desired Eden, which hod been destroyed by the com

mercialism of the ship conol, is further corrupted by 

the commercialism of beer packaging. 

Another supposed porodise is Pisquontuit, 

Rhode Island, the home of Eliot's cousin Fred Rosewater, 

who, with the help of the cunning lawyer Norman Mushori, 

seeks to inherit much of Eliot's money. Pisquontuit has 

"Utopian lanes" on which every house is "o very expen

sive dream come true" (GB,116). These dreams hove been 

mode possible to the weolthy only becouse of their money, 

which one man colls "dehydrated Utopia" (GB,121). Be

cause of this "miracle" of v/eolth, life for the rich in 

Pisquontuit "can be o paradise" (GB,121). 

However, Vonnegut never lets his readers assume 

that Pisquontuit is paradisiacal; despite the money of the 

residents of Pisquontuit, "The lives led there were nearly 

all paltry, lacking in subtlety, widsom, wit or invention." 

The people are "pointless and unhappy," and their "Inher

ited millions did not help" (GB,96). 

These failed paradises foreshadow the fact that 

Eliot's desired Eden in Rosewater also is illusory. Eli

ot's quest for porodise is initially flawed inasmuch os it 

is dependent upon his having read Kilgore Trout's science 

fiction, which Vonnegut describes os "fantasies of on 

c j " 
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impossibly hospitable world" (GB,20). Immediately Vonne

gut warns us that the city of Rosewater, or any vision of 

paradise is impossible since such "hospitable" realms 

must be fictitious or octuolly inhospitable. 

One reason why the city of Rosewoter is an il

lusory paradise is that Eliot misunderstands the people 

he aids and therefore does not perform the type of help

ful service he hod intended. Eliot ossumes that he is 

helping the people who ore the bockbone of American so

ciety but who hove been dispossessed by the excessively 

cruel and wealthy upper classes. "He would argue that 

the people he was trying to help were the some sorts of 

people who, in generations past, hod cleared the forests, 

drained the swamps, built the bridges . . . and so on" 

(GB,56). But Eliot is mistoken; "The people who leaned 

on Eliot regularly were o lot weaker than that--and dumb

er, too" (GB,56). 

There ore people in Rosewater who do represent 

the backbone of America but who hove been dispossessed. 

These people, however, ore "tough" and, "os o matter of 

pride," avoid Eliot's "uncriticol love" (GB,56). On the 

contrary, they seek jobs outside the city. Vonnegut 

states that they foil to find employment, but he con

gratulates them on the fact that "at least they tried" 

->•«• 
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(GB,56). These people represent to Vonnegut the type of 

individuals, like Reverend Lasher and Paul Proteus in 

flayer Piano, and Horry Pena, the macho but bankrupt 

fisherman in God Bless You, Mr. Rosewoter, who succeed 

even in defeat because they "try." Therefore, they ot 

least maintain their pride. Eliot foils to recognize 

that men ore not aided if oil they receive is charity 

and sympathy. His porodise is o welfare state which 

coddles the unfortunate but which foils to offer them 

practical means by which they con better themselves. 

Eliot's paradisiacal desires also ore poten

tially dangerous. The most obvious detrimental effect of 

Eliot's "uncritical love" is that it con breed "Somori-

trophio" (GB,41), o disease which overcomes Eliot's wife 

Sylvia. After Eliot finds that he con create his own 

Eden in Rosewater, Sylvia joins him in the city. For o 

while, she helps him in his altruistic schemes. However, 

she soon realizes that "the outside world has not been 

even microscopically improved by [her] unselfish acts" 

(GB,42), and she rebels. Her rebellion takes the form 

of "Samoritrophio" or "hystericol indifference to the 

troubles of those less fortunate thon oneself" (GB,41). 

In laymen's terms, she soys, "'The hell with you, Jock, 

I've got mine!'" (GB,42). Thus, one of the results of 

-Ja-
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Eliot's pose as o good Samaritan is that he drives his 

wife crazy. 

Another reason why the city of Rosewater is 

on illusory porodise is that Eliot's concept of Eden 

requires o constant cosh flow with which he aids the 

downtrodden populace. Eliot's cosh flow, however, is 

threatened by a legol stipulation in the Rosewater Cor

poration that "the eldest heir [Eliot] con be excluded 

OS chief beneficiary if he is proved insane."^'^ As 

Peter Reed comments, this "potentiol serpent" in Eliot's 

monetary "Garden of Eden" is real since Norman Mushori, 

the young lawyer, is studying Eliot's eccentric behavior 

in the hope of proving that Eliot is insone.^® 

Eliot does much to help Mushori prove his 

claims; besides having acted rather oddly for many 

years, Eliot does eventually hove o complete nervous 

collapse. Prior to this collapse, Eliot is conversing 

with his father. Senator Lister Ames Rosewater. He ond 

his father hove always hod o tormented relationship, but 

on the occasion of this conversation, the Senator finally 

17 Reed, Vonnegut, p. 147 

^^Ibid. 
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can take no more from Eliot and screams ot his son. 

Primarily, the conversation is about Eliot's concern 

for love. The Senator shouts that Eliot loves the der

elicts of Rosewater uncritically but is insensitive to 

his father and his wife. Because of Eliot's uncritical 

altruism, he has "smashed up every hope or ideal" the 

Senator ever hod, and he has "ruined the life and health 

of [Sylvio] whose only fault hod been to love him" (GB, 

160). After this tirade, the Senotor leaves and Eliot 

calmly "finished dressing, as though nothing special hod 

happened. He sot down to tie his shoelaces. When these 

were tied, he straightened up. And he froze os stiff os 

any corpse" (GB,160). 

Later, Eliot wanders oround the city in o 

doze, and o character named Noyse Finnerty tries to ex

plain what has happened to Eliot. Noyse soys that Eliot 

has heard o "big click" (GB,164). That is, Eliot has 

blown a fuse; his guilt ot having alienated his father 

and his wife reaches such a peok of intensity that he 

totally loses control of himself. Still in o doze, Eliot 

buys a one-way bus ticket out of the city, boards the bus, 

and leaves Rosewater. When the bus reaches the outskirts 

of Indianapolis, Eliot looks out the window and is "as

tonished to see that the entire city was being consumed 
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by o fire-storm" which perfectly fits the "description 

of the fire-storm in Dresden" (GB,155). This halluci

nation marks Eliot's complete nervous breakdown; it 

also represents the destructiveness of his porodisi-

acol desires which hove not benefited the residents of 

Rosewater, and which have driven him and his wife in

sane. Thus, Vonnegut clearly shows that visions of 

paradise ore fallacious and detrimental. 

Interestingly, Eliot himself hod once recog

nized that porodise wos inhospitable. In o novel he 

began to write but never finished, he stated that "Hea

ven is such o null" (GB,79). It "is the bore of bores, 

Eliot's novel went on" (GB,80). Eliot believed that 

To pass through the gates [of heaven] in either 
direction is to go from nowhere to nowhere and 
from everywhere to everywhere. Imagine o bil
liard table OS long and broad os the Milky Way. 
Do not omit the detoil of its being o flawless 
slate slob to which green felt has been glued. 
Imagine o gate at dead center on the slob. Any
one imagining thot much will hove comprehended 
all there is to know about Porodise . . . . 

(GB,81) 

Despite Eliot's quests for porodise, he hod always 

realized that it does not exist and that it would be 

more preferable to live in the only world there is 

than in the void offered by porodise. Due to his ex

cessive guilt, however, he ignored his better judgment 
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and sought on escape from reality. Ironically, his 

quest did lead to o null since his "click" left him 

blank of all emotions and sent him to o private mental 

hospital. 

In this hospital, Eliot achieves insight into 

himself and is able to adopt to the world. Besides 

playing many hours of therapeutic tennis, he is cured 

primarily through the help of Kilgore Trout, who has 

been invited to the hospital by the Senator to aid Eli

ot's recovery. Kilgore supplies various means by which 

Eliot con adopt to reality. 

Rather than giving Eliot new beliefs as o cure, 

however, Kilgore reaffirms Eliot's initial desires. He 

praises Eliot's attempts at helping mankind. Trout 

states that what Eliot 

"did in Rosewater County was for from insane. It 
was quite possibly the most important social ex
periment of our time, for it dealt on o very small 
scale with o problem whose queasy horrors will 
eventually be mode world-wide by the sophistica
tion of machines. The problem is this: How to 
love people who have no use? (GB,183) 

Trout continues to soy that "if we can't find reasons 

and methods for treasuring human beings because they 

are human beings, then we might os well, os has so of

ten been suggested, rub them out" (GB,183). 

-1 ••I'liJ. *VUttl ̂ i^ 
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What Trout is talking about is the some prob

lem encountered in Player Piano. Paul Proteus worried 

about the "Reeks and Wrecks" and desired to become o 

new messiah for them. In the end, he was unsuccessful 

in helping them, but ot least he tried. Eliot, accord

ing to Trout, has been successful. Eliot's "devotion 

to volunteer fire departments" is o clear example of 

how Eliot has aided people since these fire departments 

represented "the only examples of enthusiastic unself

ishness to be seen in this land" (GB,184). Firemen, 

Trout soys, actually treasure "people os people" (GB, 

184). 

Finally, Trout says that Eliot has learned 

"the main lesson" that men need to learn: "people con 

use oil the uncriticol love they con get" (GB,186). Not 

only has Eliot given love, but also, by his example, he 

might aid others. As Trout soys. 

"It's news that o man was able to give that 
kind of love over o long period of time. If one 
man con do it, perhaps others can do it, too. It 
means that our hatred of useless human beings ond 
the cruelties we inflict upon them for their own 
good need not be ports of human nature. Thanks to 
the example of Eliot Rosewater, millions upon mil
lions of people may leorn to love and help whomever 
they see." (GB,186-87) 
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What Trout confirms is that Eliot was not driven crozy 

by his actions while in Rosewater, but was moddened by 

the fact that his actions hurt his fother ond his wife. 

Eliot's father accepts Trout's contentions, 

and this acceptance aids Eliot in his recovery. Only 

one problem remains for Eliot. Norman Mushori, in his 

attempts to discredit Eliot so that Eliot's money will 

go to Fred Rosewater, bribed people to soy bod things 

about Eliot. One of the results of this bribery is 

that women throughout Rosewater County ore soying that 

Eliot is the father of their children. 

Unfortunately for Mushori, his octions back

fire. If any of these children ore in fact Eliot's, 

then Mushori's client con receive no money since it is 

legally stipulated that Eliot's heir must control the 

Rosewater Foundation. Throughout the novel, Eliot has 

believed that American society is flawed because wealth 

is in the hands of only o select few. Eliot discovers 

a way to aid the dispossessed in American society and 

to rid himself of Mushori's litigations. In o quintes

sential act of magnanimity, Eliot ends the novel by 

telling his lawyers to 

"draw up ot once papers that will legally acknowl
edge that every child in Rosewater County said to 
be mine is mine, regardless of blood type. Let 
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them oil hove full rights of inheritance os my 
sons and daughters." 

"Let their names be Rosewater from this mo
ment on. And tell them that their father loves 
them, no matter what they may turn out to be. 
And tell them--" Eliot fell silent, raised his 
tennis racket os though it were a magic wand. 

"And tell them," he began again, "to be 
fruitful and multiply." (GB,190) 

Eliot's god-like gesture is the ultimate affirmative 

action inasmuch os he begins o new genesis; he rids 

himself of the burden of the Rosewater Foundation, 

overcomes the threat of Mushori, and supplies o con

crete and vivid example of uncritical love. 

In God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater, Vonnegut 

again has o protagonist seek paradise as on escape 

from his troubles. As in other novels, Vonnegut re

veals that visions of porodise ore futile and thot 

"paradise" con often be for from safe. Despite his 

quest for innocence and security, Eliot Rosewater is 

finally driven mod in his Eden. In other Vonnegut 

novels, protagonists find it difficult to adopt to the 

world and often resign themselves to illusion. In God 

Bless You, Mr. Rosewater, Eliot is able to recover from 

his breakdown and find successful means by which he con 

live in the world and help others do the some. Thus, 
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Eliot epitomizes Vonnegut's offirmotive theme: man 

should not seek escape from life in visions of Eden; 

he must adopt to the world. 

C. Summary 

Raymond Olderman soys. 

The fable is on appropriate form for Vonnegut 
because it requires o certain willing suspension of 
disbelief in order for us to go on reading, and 
Vonnegut believes we need that some kind of sus
pension in order to go on living in o world domi-

need illusions not to escape life but to deal with 
it, and what better form for the author's gift of an 
illusion than the fable. 

By using the fable, Vonnegut is able to create 
on illusion whose moral is that we should create 
illusions . 1 9 

It is true that Vonnegut's novels ore fobles. Possibly 

he employs this novelistic technique to reveal that mod

ern life is absurd, fantastic, unbelievable. One could 

say that Vonnegut employs the fable os o meons to on end; 

the fabulous, unreal nature of his novels represents 

life's incredibility. But he does not use the fable os 

19 
Olderman, Waste Land, p. 190. 
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an end in itself, os Olderman suggests. Vonnegut does 

not wont us to accept illusions. One need only examine 

Vonnegut's novels to see that the illusions mony pro

tagonists accept in no way allow them to "deal with" 

life. 

Admittedly, Vonnegut's protagonists seek illu

sions by envisioning Eden. They differ from earlier 

Adamic figures who were optimistic chorocters seeking 

to create in America an earthly porodise. On the con

trary, Molochi Constant, John, Billy Pilgrim, Howard 

Campbell, Paul Proteus, and Eliot Rosewater ore all tor

mented men who desire to escope from "everyday atroci

ties"; they ore modern Adamic characters who create 

private Edens in which they con hide. 

However, they rarely find solace in their 

illusions. For exomple, every porodise Molochi Con

stant envisions actually holds more pain for him. In 

his porodise on Mors, he kills his best friend; on Mer

cury, he is stranded with o mad man; on Earth, he learns 

of his murderous post; on Titan, the luscious Eves he 

had been promised turn out to be slime-covered statues. 

John's porodise of Son Lorenzo is the site of the ulti

mate destruction of the world. Billy Pilgrim creates 

the illusion of Trolfomodore, o porodise in which he con 
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hide from his traumatic past by ignoring the bod times 

in his life. He finds solace in his porodise, but only 

at the price of his sanity. Howard Campbell envisions 

an Eden in which he hides, but he rejects the illusion. 

All he wonts is to return to reality, just os children 

ore allowed to end their gomes of hide-and-seek when 

they hear the coll, "Olly-olly-ox-in-free." Paul Pro

teus and Eliot Rosewater also hove illusions of para

dise, but they find these illusions unsatisfactory. 

Vonnegut contends that illusions ore not only unreal, 

but also they ore harmful. He does not wont us to 

create them or accept them. 

Vonnegut wonts his protagonists to leorn to 

adopt to reality. Molochi Constant, John, and Billy 

Pilgrim ore not able to do so. Howard Campbell comes 

close but foils. Only Paul Proteus and Eliot Rosewater 

succeed. But Vonnegut supplies means by which even his 

characters who ore unable to adopt could hove lived in 

the only world there is. Contrary to Oldermon's osser-

tion, Vonnegut does not believe that our values hove 

been exhausted. Vonnegut's suggested means for survi

val ore the old verities: we must love one another; we 

must be sensitive to other's troubles; we must look at 

the pains of war realistically so that we con ovoid 

r-f r¥" --*^=^* 
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holocausts in the future; we must be truthful in our 

actions because our pretenses con be harmful; we must 

treasure human beings. Vonnegut does not believe that 

these concepts ore exhausted values, nor does he be

lieve that they ore illusions. They ore real and af

firmative means by which man con adopt to life rather 

than seek escape from life's difficulties in visions of 

paradise. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

According to Raymond Olderman, modern American 

literature is pessimistic, "dry and sterile," and re

veals o "tension and silent despair" which he attri

butes to a dominant waste lond vision. Furthermore, 

Olderman asserts that because of man's reaction to this 

"waste land world," many of the earlier motifs in Amer

ican literature ore outdated and ore no longer applico-

ble to modern American literature. Specificolly. Older-

man states that the old image of a "lost Eden" and on 

"American Adam" is no longer "true of the novel of the 

sixties." In fact, he soys that "The old theme of the 

American Adam aspiring to move ever forward in time and 

space unencumbered by memory of guilt or reflection on 

human limitation is certainly unavailable to the guilt-

ridden psyche of modern man." 

To a certain extent, Olderman is correct 

inasmuch os man's twentieth-century experiences hove 

Olderman, p. 9. 
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destroyed the innocence which would allow him to fulfill 

the role of on original Adorn living in Eden. Protogo-

nists prior to the twentieth century could be youthful, 

energetic, and adventurous Adams seeking to moke of 

America on earthly porodise because Americo was still 

relatively pristine and innocent, seemingly untouched 

by modern catastrophes. Modern protagonists, on the 

other hand, hove produced and ore the product of such 

uniquely twentieth-century dilemmas os the holocaust, 

the stock market crash, two world wars, rampant mechan

ization and depersonalization, and the waste land vision 

to which Olderman refers. Undoubtedly modern protago

nists, due to these twentieth-century traumas, hove lost 

their innocence and con no longer be as original Adams. 

However, the modern traumas which hove cost 

man his innocence do not necessarily deny him his desire 

for peace or negate his dreams of paradise. In fact, 

the opposite is true; in many modern American novels, 

the recognition of life os o waste land has spurred pro

tagonists to create new visions of Eden in which they, 

as modern Adams, con find happiness. Though the orig

inal concept of Adam and paradise has lost its meaning 

in numerous modern novels, this does not disallow the 

use of the Adamic motif in modern literature, contrary 

to Oldermon's assertion. 
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For instance, in the majority of the novels 

of Soul Bellow and Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., Adamic imagery 

is consistently used to describe protagonists who hove 

been affected by twentieth-century disosters. Augie 

March, Moses Herzog, Gene Henderson, Molochi Constant, 

Billy Pilgrim, Eliot Rosewater, and other Bellow and 

Vonnegut protagonists ore oil distinctly modern cha

racters who have been traumatized by life. With the 

exception of Augie March, who eventuolly loses his in

nocence, these characters ore in no way youthful, ad

venturous, or optimistic, as was the original American 

Adam. They ore defeated men who hove been broken by 

their experiences. As such, the become modern Ameri

can Adams who seek to escape their traumas by envision

ing a porodise in which they can hide. 

More than discounting Oldermon's assumption 

that Adamic imagery is inapplicable in the modern novel. 

Bellow and Vonnegut also refute Oldermon's implication 

that the modern novel is pessimistic and is consumed by 

the "tension and silent despair" associated with the 

"waste land world." Through the use of Adamic imagery. 

Bellow and Vonnegut develop on affirmative theme: one 

con not escape life; one must adopt to the world. 
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The Adamic protagonists in Bellow's and Vonne

gut's novels ore defeated men who desire to escape their 

troubled lives rather than confront their dilemmas, 

overcome them, and adopt to the world. The means of 

escape they envision is a new porodise. However, in 

the novels, these paradises often ore hallucinatory and 

are figments of the protagonists' deranged stotes of 

mind. Usually the paradises ore illusory in that they 

offer no real solace. In many instances the Edens prove 

to be more horrific and harmful than paradisiacal. By 

depicting such false havens. Bellow and Vonnegut clearly 

reveal that man con not escape life, and thus, imply 

that man must leorn to cope with his problems. 

To further this guardedly affirmative theme. 

Bellow and Vonnegut supply numerous means through which 

man con adopt to the world. Bellow asserts that men 

should not submit to the pessimistic views of the world 

held by noy-soyers and false reality instructors (in 

Herzog); men should confront their fears, voice them, 

and in doing so, overcome them (in Henderson the Rain 

King); men should remember the post but not be consumed 

by tragedy or re-define tragedies so that they appear 

less horrible (in Mr. Sommler's Planet). Vonnegut also 

asserts that men should remember the post so that former 

> " * ^ 
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tragedies con be avoided in the future (in Slaughter

house-Five) ; men should be themselves rother than give 

in to pretenses (in Mother Night); men should "try" to 

defeat wrong, even if such attempts ore futile (in 

Player Piano). 

In numerous instances, these means of adapta

tion ore ignored and characters foil to overcome their 

desire for paradise and adapt. However, in Henderson 

the Roin King, Mr. Sommler's Planet, Player Piano, and 

God Bless You, Mr. Rosewater, Bellow and Vonnegut depict 

characters who ore successful in adopting to the world. 

These novels ore completely affirmative; they in no way 

represent o "dry and sterile" waste land vision. In 

these novels, characters not only overcome their desire 

for escape in porodise, o positive conclusion, but also 

they confront their fears and successfully adopt to the 

world. 

Thus, Saul Bellow and Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., two 

of modern America's most respected authors, develop on 

affirmative theme by employing Adamic imagery, o motif 

expressly evident in American literature. However, in 

order to depict their protagonists as defeated men and 

to develop their affirmative theme. Bellow and Vonnegut 

recondition the earlier imagery associated with American 

L 
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Adamism. Earlier American Adams could be youthful, 

adventurous, optimistic, and innocent due to the 

promise of pre-twentieth century America and could 

seek to moke of America on earthly paradise. Modern 

American Adams, on the other hand, must reflect Ameri

can experience. They ore men tormented by twentieth-

century traumas who see Eden not as the fulfillment of 

the American dream but os o refuge from American dilem

mas. By revealing that this search for refuge in Eden 

is erroneous and futile. Bellow and Vonnegut employ 

modern Adamic imagery to assert affirmatively that one 

must accept life rather than flee it. Man cannot es

cape the world by envisioning porodise; he must adopt 

to the only world there is. 
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